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FOREWORD
Body-cleaning, which is an indispensable part of our daily life, is also the source of
countless difficulties and fears for many older people. The problems and accidents experienced
during body-cleaning significantly affect the lives of the elderly and turn a pleasurable
activity into a troubling one. In this respect, it is important to investigate in detail the use of
the bathroom and the products in it where body-cleaning is carried out and to determine the
necessary regulations. One of the strengths of this book is that it is the most comprehensive
research in recent years made in Turkey related to ageing and bathroom design.
The book, which reveals bath and body-cleaning activity through the narration of
bathroom users, is also important in terms of presenting the study participants’ live bodycleaning poems, which display the body-cleaning activity from the point of view of older
women in their purest form. The representation of the research study using poems rather than
plain text distinguishes the book from other studies. Thus, it enables the issues of washing bathing - old age to be handled in the context of psychological - emotional dimensions.
This precious study will be appealing to professionals working in the fields of Design,
Architecture and Interior Architecture as well as undergraduate and graduate students in these
fields. Moreover, it will be interesting to readers who study or are interested in ageing and
gerontology. It will also attract not only Turkish researchers, but also international readers as
it is a universal subject.
Human life is being prolonged and the number of people defined as elderly in society
is increasing rapidly. Ageing healthily or living a healthy life is becoming more and more
important every day. It is observed that in developed countries, comprehensive studies
are conducted on elderly people, who constitute a significant percentage of the society.
Unfortunately, such studies are limited in our country. On the other hand, there is also a need
for research on the space that constitutes the living environment of the elderly. This study,
prepared by Dr. Karaca, provides a comprehensive overview of the issue of bathing and
body-cleaning, which is or will be important for everyone.
The author, Dr. Berrak Karaca Şalgamcıoğlu deserves to be celebrated for carrying out
successful work on a very original subject at the intersection of architecture and industrial
design. I wish for this book to be a guide to healthier years for everyone.

Prof. Dr. Kemal Kutgün EYÜPGİLLER
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PREFACE
This book consists of my PhD thesis which I completed in April 2014 at Istanbul Technical
University (ITU) Department of Industrial Design. It is like a miracle for me that it has
turned into this book in 2021, after 7 years. This happened with the suggestion of Prof. Dr.
Kemal Kutgün Eyüpgiller, Dean of the Faculty of Architecture at Istanbul University, after I
presented this study at the Beyazıt Seminars, organized by the Faculty of Architecture. I am
fortunate to be working with Prof. Dr. Eyüpgiller and I am proud to be working at Istanbul
University.
‘This is your last chance. After this, there is no turning back.
You take the blue pill - the story ends, you wake up in your
bed and believe whatever you want to believe. You take the
red pill - you stay in Wonderland and I show you how deep the
rabbit-hole goes.’
Morpheus, The Matrix (1999)

In so many ways, doing a PhD is like taking the red pill in the famous movie The Matrix.
While the rest of the world is happy with living in the Matrix, you have to deal with your
own choice of staying in Wonderland, travelling deeper and deeper into the rabbit- hole and
challenging yourself, your limits and abilities. In my case, without having intended to do so,
the red pill took me to my future, my older adulthood and it was not easy. However, I was
lucky to have so many people providing support and guidance to me in Wonderland.
First and foremost, I would like to thank my PhD advisor, Prof. Dr. Özlem Er, for
providing tremendous support on many levels. I am indebted to her for her enduring advice
and mentoring. In difficult moments of my doctoral research and my life, she also offered
emotional support and encouragement. I feel truly honoured to have been one of her PhD
students. Today, I am happy to be one of her close friends, talking every day and still learning
from her.
Being a woman, especially being an old woman and living alone is difficult in Turkey.
I wish to express my gratitude to the women who generously participated in my research.
Due to confidentiality rules, I cannot name them here, but without their helpful and patient
participation in this project, I never would have been able to complete such a large undertaking.
I hope one day, we will make this country a better place for women.
Many people helped me to reach the women who participated in my research. To keep the
identities of my participants confidential, I cannot write the names of the people who brought
me together with them. But they know who they are and I am grateful to these dear friends.
I would like to thank the members of my PhD thesis monitoring committee: Prof. İsmail
Tufan for inspiring me with his work, for his invaluable feedback and for offering extensive
insight into my research methodology and Prof. Şeniz Ertuğrul for keeping my feet on the
xiii

PREFACE
grounds of science, engineering and technology. I would like to thank one of the members of
my PhD thesis exam jury, Prof. Dr. Şebnem Timur, for introducing me to ethnography in her
lectures and for inspiring me with her perspective on the daily interaction between products
and users.
I would like to thank the Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey
(TÜBİTAK) Science Fellowships and Grant Programmes Department (BİDEB) and
Eczacıbaşı Building Products/VitrA, for their generous financial support. Their support was
vital to my project.
I gratefully acknowledge the contributions of Professor Richard Gonzalez and Associate
Professor Carolyn Yoon, who co-supervised my study during my visiting scholarship in the
design science PhD program at the University of Michigan. The contribution of the Claude
D. Pepper Center Research Participant Program in the University of Michigan Geriatrics
Center was also important to this project. I also gratefully acknowledge the help of Linda V.
Nyquist, research support staff at the University of Michigan Geriatrics Center.
I am grateful to have been able to collaborate with Prof. Paul Chamberlain in the loo-lab
project; he always inspires me with his work. I am also thankful to Steve Portigal and Liz
Sanders for their tremendous help with my methodology.
Without my family this work would not be possible. I am extremely lucky to have such a
supportive and loving mother, Neşe Karaca, who is my superhero and my source of strength.
She has taught me that it’s important to be an independent woman and to be able to have the
ability to take care of yourself without having to rely on anyone else. I want to thank my love,
my friend and my husband Mehmet Emin Şalgamcıoğlu for always being there for me and
having so much love for me. My sons, Eren Kavi and Alp Onat, were born after this work.
Their presence and love have made me better understand the miracle of life. I would also like
to thank my dear grandmother Güngör İnan for inspiring me to undertake this research and
for making me feel loved.
I am fortunate to have many supportive and caring people in my life. Thank you all for
believing in me, even deep down in the rabbit- hole.
Dr. Berrak KARACA ŞALGAMCIOĞLU
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION
This book is the outcome of Berrak Karaca Şalgamcıoğlu’s PhD study at Istanbul Technical
University (ITU) of which I had the pleasure of supervising. As her master’s study at the
Department of Mechanical Engineering focused on a very technical subject, I was somewhat
hesitant in accepting to be her PhD supervisor as I specialize in qualitative research methods.
However, knowing Berrak since her undergraduate years in the Department of Industrial
Design, I was also confident that whatever research subject she chooses, she would do what
it takes to explore it with utmost care and effort. So, we started…
Berrak wanted to focus on ageing and the needs of the older adults, particularly their
needs in body cleaning processes. She started the study in Michigan, United States where
she spent a year as a visiting scholar at the University of Michigan, Design Science PhD
program. In order to explore older adults’ perceptions on their bathing environments, Berrak
conducted qualitative research between January and October 2010. Sixteen community-living
individuals aged over 65 from Michigan participated in the study through in-depth, semistructured interviews in their homes. Although this initial study provided Berrak invaluable
insight into the needs of older people in relation to body cleaning and bathroom use rituals
in general, it also showed that body cleaning rituals are very much culture specific and called
for in-depth qualitative research methods.
Upon her return to Turkey, we were involved in a project funded by the British Council’s
UK-Turkey Higher Education Partnership Program together with our colleagues from
Sheffield Hallam University and Eczacıbaşı Building Products. In this project, that we called
‘loo-lab’, inspired by the number 100 in Turkish and word ‘loo’ in English, we designed a
research platform on the use of the bathroom and its products focusing on user emotions,
attitudes and opinions. For this, we created an exhibition-setting with images, set-ups and
items that would prompt bathroom and toilet use discussions among the participants and lead
them to give feedback on these activities. As part of this project, we hosted older adults in
our exhibition space and undertook group interviews with them asking about their needs and
difficulties that they face in bathroom spaces.
Although these methods provided invaluable data and insight, they were not sufficient
in developing an in-depth view into the actions of body-cleaning influenced by religious
beliefs and practices, sexuality and culture. At this point, we approached Prof. Dr. İsmail
Tufan, a leading researcher on gerontology in Turkey and sought his advice on the possibility
of undertaking an ethnographic study with a select group of old women in different parts
of Turkey. Prof. Dr. İsmail Tufan not only became a member of the dissertation committee,
but also offered his extensive insight into the research. Additionally, two prominent design
researchers, Steve Portigal and Elizabeth Sanders reviewed the methodology chosen for the
rest of the study and gave their feedback on it.
Following this phase of joint exploration for the most suitable method for the rest of
the study, Berrak carried out an ethnographic study consisting of unstructured interviews
xv
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and observation with eight women aged 65 or older, living alone in their own houses in
different cities and who volunteered to take part in the research. Besides gaining their trust
and understanding their life contexts by staying with them for two days, Berrak recorded
their voices in the process of body-cleaning and turned the transcripts of these voices into
poems, translating their words into English with the utmost care to stay true to their meaning.
This was a major methodological contribution and it was recognized as such and they
were published in a journal article (Karaca Şalgamcıoğlu, B., & Er, Ö. (2018). Behind the
Shower Curtain: Seven Poems on Ageing and Body Cleaning. Cultural Studies ↔ Critical
Methodologies, 18(4), 272–282). This book contains those poems which enable the readers
to understand the feelings, heartaches and difficulties in all their richness and complexities
faced by older persons in doing an ordinary task such as body cleaning.
The book is the outcome of this unique and important research that I am proud to be
involved in as a supervisor. I hope it would inspire and inform fellow researchers and lead to
further studies on age related issues and difficulties in Turkey and abroad.
Prof. Dr. Özlem ER
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1. INTRODUCTION

‘…and Allah loves those who purify themselves’
Quran - Surat At-Tawbah (9:108)

This book is about hard, shiny and wet surfaces and naked, fragile and imprecise bodies.
As a result of current production materials and techniques, sanitary ware products related to
body cleaning have hard and shiny surfaces. While these products afford slipping on their
own, they are also being used with water and chemicals that make them even more slippery.
This phenomenon gets even worse when the users of these products are older adults that
have more imprecise and fragile bodies than younger ones. By exploring the affordances and
constraints of sanitary ware products with/in which the body-cleaning task is performed, this
research aims to understand the conditions of body cleaning for older adults.
Affordances and constraints of products do not necessarily indicate the basic user needs.
They may be the least certain, least reliable and least static criteria for design, but they can
reflect the existing circumstances as well as the physical, cultural, logical and semantic factors
affecting the individuals. Thus, the study of them is crucial to any design innovation.
This first chapter describes the framing of the study and sets the stage for the following
chapters. Starting with a summary of the literature review, it continues with an overview of
the research and ends with terms and definitions.

1.1. Background
In 2045, the number of older people all over the world is expected to exceed the number
of children for the first time and that has already happened in 1998 in the more developed
countries, where population ageing is much more advanced (United Nations, 2010). The term
‘ageing population’ refers to the process by which the older persons (aged 60 years or over)
become a proportionally larger share of the total population.
First experienced by the more developed countries, this unexampled demographic
change is now a global issue. ‘Global ageing’ can be defined as an unexampled change in
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the demographic structure of the world’s population marked by a shift towards an increase
in the proportions and the number of older people in relation to other age groups (Phillips,
Ajrouch & Hillcoat-Nallétamby, 2010). World Population Ageing 1950-2050 Report by the
United Nations (2002) shows that the older population is growing at a much faster rate in the
less developed regions and nearly four fifths of the world’s older population will be living in
the less developed regions by 2050. Therefore, developing countries like Turkey will have a
shorter time to adapt to the changes associated with population ageing.
Considering that women live longer than men, three-quarters of the population over the
age of 75 in Turkey is expected to be women in the future if present demographic conditions
continue (Sungur, 2012). Currently in Turkey, elderly widows are the ones who are in the most
difficult conditions since they are trying to continue their lives without any source of income
if their husband does not have any social security, or if they have never worked, or never have
had insurance (Sungur, 2012). 67% of the people over the age of 75 who do not have income
are widows and more than 90% of women who are over 60 are trying to maintain their living
below the poverty line in Turkey (Sungur, 2012). Unfortunately, lack of resources for many
older women resulted in decreasing value in society; being cared for less by their relatives
and spending their elderly years in worse conditions (Tufan, 2007).
An a geing population has effects on almost all areas of life, from economic to social and
political: economic growth, savings, investment and consumption, labor markets, pensions,
taxation and intergenerational transfers in the economic area; health and health care, family
composition and living arrangements, housing and migration in the social sphere; and voting
patterns and representation in the political arena (United Nations, 2010).
Ageing population and the rising movement for integrating disabled people into
society have driven new approaches in design. The ‘Universal design’ approach was first
constructed by the awareness of American designers that environmental changes for people
with disabilities could actually benefit everybody. In Europe, comparable approaches have
developed in parallel: European Institute for Design and Disability (EIDD) first defined
‘Design for all’ while ‘Inclusive Design’ was becoming influential in the United Kingdom
(UK). A more focused design approach named ‘Transgenerational Design’ specifically aims
to design products that do not exclude people due to their age (Pirkl, 1993). These approaches
have gained significant importance worldwide. Nevertheless, universal design approaches are
still a relatively exceptional component of mainstream design, especially in developing and
the less developed countries.
A geing of an adult occurs on numerous levels and can be categorized mainly on three
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dimensions: biological, social and psychological (Fisk, Rogers, Charness, Czaja & Sharit,
2009). With ageing, adults face changes in their sensation, perception, cognition and movement
control (Fisk, Rogers, Charness, Czaja & Sharit, 2009). While the term ‘disability’ can be
defined as ‘the gap between personal capability and the environmental demand’ (Verbrugge
& Jette, 1994), the stability of older adults’ environment and insuppressible changes of their
personal capabilities reveal the disability for older adults in their daily lives.
Body cleaning is a complex and private task and an essential part of self-care. Dressing,
transferring, toileting, feeding and bathing are defined as the basic activities of daily living
(ADL) and a person’s ability to perform these activities is stated as an important measure of
health (Katz, Down, Cash & Grotz, 1970; Dunlop, Hughes & Manheim, 1997; Jagger, Arthur,
Spiers & Clarke, 2001). Bathing is stated as one of the first basic ADLs that older adults have
difficulty with (Jagger, Arthur, Spiers & Clarke, 2001; Verbrugge & Yang, 2002). Older adults
described bathing as an important and meaningful activity and expressed several different
reasons for its personal importance and defined bathing difficulty as an inevitable experience
(Ahluwalia, Gill, Baker & Fried, 2010).
Bathing disability in older adults is caused by a combination of intervening illnesses or
injuries that precipitate the process (Gill, Han & Allore, 2007b), predisposing factors that
make people living in community vulnerable, and the environmental demand of conventional
bathrooms. Bathing disability can be in the form of bathing task difficulty or dependence.
For older adults, bathing disability is common, involves many subtasks and causes a set of
physical and psychological problems (Naik, Concato & Gill, 2004). Among these people,
although the occurrence of persistent bathing disability has no effect on short-term admissions,
it is independently associated with a risk of long-term nursing home admission (Gill, Allore &
Han, 2006). In response to bathing difficulties older adults prefer to modify their usual bathing
function instead of modifying their environment (Ahluwalia, Gill, Baker & Fried, 2010).
The research literature on age-related bathing disability in older adults reports evidence
that older adults not only modify their usual bathing function (Ahluwalia, Gill, Baker & Fried,
2010) but also modify their use of and expectations from their current bathroom products in
response to the bathing difficulties. According to the literature, the products in a conventional
bathroom afford being used as aids; like bath rims, sink tops, towel racks, doors, curtain rods
afford grabbing; towels and rugs on bathroom floors afford the creation of non-slip surfaces
and all types of chairs afford sitting while bathing for older adults. The affordance of the
environment was first defined by Gibson (1979) as ‘what it offers the animal, what it provides
or furnishes, either for good or ill’. Gibson (1979) also explained that the affordances have
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to be measured relative to the animal and when we look at the objects, what we perceive are
not their qualities, but their affordances. Norman (2002) took Gibson’s theory of affordances
and applied it to design. In 2004, Norman defined ‘real’ and ‘perceived’ affordances: ‘Real’
affordances are physical and designed properties of products and ‘perceived’ affordances are
the ones that the users comprehend.
Norman (2002) states that affordances suggest the range of possibilities while constraints
limit the number of alternatives and in order to let the user easily determine the proper course
of action, designers need to consider the thoughtful use of affordances and constraints. In
addition to ‘perceived’ and ‘real’ affordances, Norman (2002) defined 4 types of constraints
related to the products: Physical, semantic, cultural and logical. Physical constraints are
closely related to ‘real’ affordances and they limit possible operations; semantic constraints
rely upon the meaning of the situation to control the set of possible actions; cultural constraints
rely upon accepted cultural conventions and logical constraints rely upon logical relationships.

1.2. Research motivation
There are a number of motivators for this research and the selected subject. The first
motivation is the researcher’s own awareness of the problems associated with ageing women
living alone in Turkey. Shortly after losing their husbands, for the first time in their entire
life, some of these individuals start to manage the house and take care of themselves on
their own with limited financial income . The researcher’s own grandmother and her close
friends are major figures inspiring this research. The researcher’s grandmother renovated
her bathroom in 2008, as it was becoming more and more difficult for her to get in and out
of the bathtub. Fortunately, she had not only the financial resources but also the motivation
for making this renovation. Even though some of her friends have been experiencing similar
problems, they couldn’t undertake such a renovation, and body cleaning turns into an activity
of inconvenience for them.
The second motivation is the request for research to be done on older adults and bathroom
products by Eczacıbaşı Building Products, one of the leading sanitary ware producers of
Turkey. Although it is clear that an analysis of the major personal hygiene activities including
the complex cultural and psychological attitudes surrounding the subject is required for the
development of design criteria for these activities (Kira, 1977), most of the designers and
producers do not rely on such an analysis especially in Turkey. Environments designed for the
prevention of bathing disability do not only reduce the burden and expense of long-term care
services but also increase the quality of life for older adults. Current bathroom environments
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need to be studied in depth to direct the industry to develop better products that are supportive
of all people, regardless of their capabilities. The results of this study were used to inform
the industry in order to develop better products that are supportive of all people regardless
of their capabilities.
The last motivation is the lack of user research on older adults and the needs of older adults
related to body cleaning activities, especially in Turkey. A research community and a research
lab aiming to do research on ageing to design better products for all are absent in Turkish
design academia. This study aims to lay the foundations of an ageing research community
and a research lab for Turkey.

1.3. The aims of the research
This study aims,
● To understand the conditions of body cleaning of older women living alone at home in
Turkey through exploring the affordances and constraints of sanitary ware products
with/in which the task is performed;
o To explore the impact of the aforementioned sanitary ware products on the body
cleaning task itself for older women living alone in Turkey;
▪ To discover the effects of different sanitary ware products on the body
cleaning subtasks and their sequences.
● To understand the affordances of the aforementioned products for older women living
alone in Turkey;
o To explore the perceived affordances of the aforementioned products.
o To explore if there is a gap between the real and perceived affordances of
aforementioned products.
● To understand the constraints of aforementioned products for older women living alone
in Turkey;
o To explore the logical constraints of aforementioned products for older women.
o To explore the cultural constraints of aforementioned products for older women.
o To explore the semantic constraints of aforementioned products for older women.
● To develop the design criteria for sanitary ware products that can afford a satisfactory
body cleaning.
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1.4. Guiding research questions
The proposed method in this study that will be discussed in greater detail in the 5th chapter
seeks to address the main research question:
o What are the conditions of body cleaning of older women living alone at home in
Turkey and what are the affordances and constraints of sanitary ware products
with/in which the task is performed?
Under this main research question, three particular questions can be formed:
o What is the impact of aforementioned sanitary ware products on the body
cleaning task itself for older women living alone in Turkey?
o How do different sanitary ware products affect the body cleaning subtasks
and their sequences?
o What are the affordances of aforementioned products for older women living
alone in Turkey?
o How do older women perceive the affordances of aforementioned products?
o Is there a gap between real and perceived affordances of aforementioned
products for older women?
o What are the constraints of aforementioned products for older women living
alone in Turkey?
o What are the logical constraints of aforementioned products for older women?
o What are the cultural constraints of aforementioned products for older
women?
o What are the semantic constraints of aforementioned products for older
women?
o What are the design criteria for sanitary ware products that can afford a
satisfactory body cleaning?

1.5. Definitions of the Key Terms and Expressions Used in the Book
The expressions ‘body cleaning activities’, ‘sanitary ware products with/in which the bodycleaning task is performed’, ‘older adult’, ‘bathing/showering products’, ‘bathroom products’
and ‘environmental adaptations’ in this book require definition. In many circumstances, some
of these terms can have different meanings in different studies.
The World Health Organization (WHO) defines an older adult as ‘a person who has
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reached a certain age that varies among countries but is often associated with the age of
normal retirement’ (2004). In Turkey, in accordance with Law No. 506, women who are 58
years old and men who are 60 years old , are entitled to a pension. However, for the purposes
of this study, the term older adult corresponds to individuals aged over 65, in line with the
law on payment of pension to old aged persons (Law No. 2022).
‘Body cleaning activities’ involve the care of the body, including cleansing and grooming.
This research deals with body cleaning activities that are being performed in the individual
dwelling unit (omitting the Turkish bath).
The term ‘bathing/showering products’ for this study refers to all the products in a bathing/
showering environment, including bathtub, shower stall, shower curtain, shower curtain rod,
shower cabinet (doors), accessories, hand shower, faucets, plumbing products, tiles, grab bars,
non-skid products, bath/shower seats, rods, hooks and hangers. This list is formed using the
product catalogues of current brands in the market.
‘Sanitary ware products with/in which the body-cleaning task is performed’ include but
are not limited to bathtub, shower stall and basins. This term is being used in order to cover
all body cleaning sanitary ware products that take place in houses.
The term ‘bathroom products’ is more general, referring to all the products being used in
the bathrooms, from toilets to wash basins.
The term ‘environmental adaptations’ in this study refers to bathroom modifications or
assistive devices (nonskid mat or abrasive strip; grab bars; shower seat, tub stool or bath chair;
tub or transfer bench; handheld shower spray; long handled brush or sponge; emergency
rescue device; and any other).
‘Kese’ and ‘lif’ are Turkish names of two fundamental accessories not only for traditional
Turkish baths but also for Turkish bathrooms. The bath glove that is referred to as a ‘kese’
and the knitted bath cloth or knitted loofah that is referred to as a ‘lif’ were not translated into
English and their Turkish names were used in this study. Likewise, the bathing basin, which
is referred to as a ‘kurna’ in Turkish, was not translated to English.

1.6. Structure of the Book
This introduction chapter (Chapter 1) starts with the introduction of the context of this
study and continues with an overview of the research.
Chapter 2 provides a review of the literature. It starts with defining the term ageing
population, its effects upon human life and the current demographic status. The chapter
continues with the ageing self and age-related changes and summarizes the Universal Design,
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Design for all, Inclusive Design and other approaches. Chapter 2 also sets the background
for body cleaning and difficulties in undertaking the tasks of body cleaning for older adults,
which is the focus of the study. Chapter 3 presents the theoretical framework while Chapter
4 provides the details of the exploratory research.
Chapter 5 describes the L oo-L ab project. Chapter 6 provides details of the research
methodology employed in the ethnographic study.
Chapter 7 presents the participant profiles and the narrations of the body cleaning activities
in a poetic format. Chapter 8 presents the research findings including the analysis of the
interview data while the following chapter presents discussion and implications for design
that are generated from the results of the study.
Chapter 9 is an updated review of literature from 2014 to 2020 while Chapter 10 presents
implications for design. Finally, Chapter 11 presents the conclusions in a broader research
context and ends with contributions of the study and suggestions for further research.
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2. AGEING AND BODY CLEANING

Relative to other personal hygiene activities,
body cleaning is a complex, strenuous,
time-consuming and sometimes potentially
hazardous undertaking.
Alexander Kira (1976)

2.1. Ageing self and age-related changes
Age is not only the length of time that a person has lived but also ‘a complex set of cultural
ideas about time’ (Fry, 2007). Although it is very easy to calculate the chronological age for
a person, there are no definite boundaries between what is considered young and what is
considered old. Hollywood movie ‘Elegy’ (Coixet, 2008) character David Kepesh (played
by Ben Kingsley), who is a growing old professor of literature, reflects on the phenomenon
of ageing. At the very beginning of the movie he was alone, looking out the window at the
rain and said to himself: ‘I think it was Betty Davis who said old age is not for sissies. But
it was Tolstoy who said the biggest surprise in a man’s life is old age. Old age sneaks up on
you and the next thing you know you’re asking yourself, I’m asking myself, why can’t an old
man act his real age? How is it possible for me to still be involved in the carnal aspects of
human comedy? Because, in my head, nothing has changed.’ Warren Schmidt, who is also a
character (played by Jack Nicholson) in a Hollywood movie (Payne, 2002) defines his own
experience of ageing: ‘66 must sound pretty old to a young fellow like you. The truth is... it
sounds pretty old to me too. Because when I look in the mirror and see the wrinkles around
my eyes and the saggy skin on my neck and the hair in my ears and the veins on my ankles,
I...I can’t believe it’s really me.’ It is obvious that for the ones facing it, ageing is a complex
feeling of recognizing the changes in the body and trying to cope with these changes in the
best way possible.
There are no clear definitions of young and old. Although chronological age is mostly used
to define these two terms, the task or situation must also be considered: what is considered
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young for some activities or situations may be old for others. Fisk, Rogers, Charness,
Czaja and Sharit (2009) suggest that it is useful to think of two groupings of older adults:
the younger-old, ranging in age from about 60 to 75 and the older-old, comprising those
individuals over 75 years of age.
Ageing occurs on numerous levels and can be categorized mainly on three dimensions:
biological, social and psychological (Fisk, Rogers, Charness, Czaja and Sharit, 2009). With
ageing, people face changes in their sensation, perception, cognition and movement control
(Fisk, Rogers, Charness, Czaja and Sharit, 2009).
Fisk, Rogers, Charness, Czaja and Sharit (2009) stated that;
o Sensory and perceptual processes like taste, smell, auditory and vision show
age related declines. Auditory declines are common, especially for older men
and especially for high frequency sounds. Visual acuity declines begin to be
obvious around age 40; glare is more problematic for older adults, relative to
younger. Moreover, adaptation to dark slows, width of visual field decreases,
visual processing speed slows and perceptual flexibility declines. Changes in
haptics result in increased perceptual thresholds for temperature and vibration
and may make older adults more susceptible to falls.
o Older adults respond more slowly than younger adults; in general, it will take
between 1,5 and 2 times longer for an older adult to respond than a younger
one. Furthermore, movements made by older adults tend to be less precise and
more variable than those made by younger adults.
o Memory and attention are multifaceted constructs and only some aspects of
them show age-related declines:
o Working memory (i.e., the ability to hold and manipulate information),
selective attention (i.e., searching a visual display), dynamic attention
(reorientation of attentional focus) and spatial cognition (i.e., maintenance
and manipulation of visual images) decline with age.
o Semantic memory (i.e., acquired knowledge) shows minimal decline with
age even though the ability to access information may be slower and less
reliable.
o If people have strong cues available as reminders, age related declines are
less evident in prospective memory (remembering to do something in the
future).
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o Older adults are slower and less successful at acquiring new procedures,
relative to younger adults but well-learned procedures are maintained into
old age and are difficult to inhibit.
o Older adults can benefit from cues to orient and capture their attention.
o Age related differences in information processing rate increase with task
complexity (i.e., attentional demands).
o When required to coordinate multiple tasks, older adults perform less well
than younger adults, either by dividing attention or switching attention.
o If older adults can capitalize on their semantic memory, language
comprehension remains intact. Impairments are observed when inferences
are required and working memory is overloaded.
Age related changes have a significant effect on older adults’ independence due to the gap
between the designed world and their older capabilities.

2.2. Ageing population
In 2045, the number of older people all over the world is expected to exceed the number of
children for the first time and that already happened in 1998 in the more developed countries,
where population ageing is much more advanced (United Nations, 2010). The term ‘ageing
population’ refers to the process by which the older persons (aged 60 years or over) become a
proportionally larger share of the total population. The United Nations (2010) defined ‘Ageing
population’ as ‘a key demographic outcome of population trends during the twentieth century’
and ‘the distinctive trait of populations during the twenty-first century’.
First experienced by the more developed countries, this unexampled demographic
change is now a global issue. ‘Global ageing’ can be defined as an unexampled change in
the demographic structure of the world’s population marked by a shift towards an increase
in the proportions and the number of older people in relation to other age groups (Phillips,
Ajrouch & Hillcoat-Nallétamby, 2010). The World Population Ageing 1950-2050 Report by
The United Nations (2002) shows that the older population is growing at a much faster rate in
the less developed regions and nearly four fifths of the world’s older population will be living
in the less developed regions by 2050. Therefore, developing countries like Turkey will have
a shorter time to adapt to the changes associated with population ageing.
Ageing population have effects upon almost all areas of life, from economic to social
and political: economic growth, savings, investment and consumption, labor markets,
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pensions, taxation and intergenerational transfers in the economic area; health and health
care, education, family composition and living arrangements, housing and migration in the
social sphere; and voting patterns and representation in the political arena (Morgan & Kunkel,
2001; United Nations, 2010).
‘Active ageing’ is a concept which is defined as ‘the process of optimizing opportunities
for health, participation and security in order to enhance quality of life as individuals age’
(World Health Organization, 2002). ‘Active ageing’ encourages all individuals—regardless of
age, socioeconomic status, or health—fully engaging in life within emotional, environmental,
intellectual/cognitive, physical, professional/vocational, social and spiritual dimensions of
well-being while aiming to provide them with adequate protection, security and care whenever
they need. According to the ‘Nine Principles of Active Ageing’, that has been created by
International Council on Active Aging (ICAA) to guide governments, product and service
providers, employers and the healthcare industry in how they respond to population ageing;
products and services that are tailored to older adults’ needs and expectations are needed ;
environments must be constructed to enable multiple functional abilities; and trained and
committed individuals are needed to meet the needs, capabilities, expectations, dreams and
desires of older adults. Moreover, these principles indicated that population ageing is creating
new economies and older adults are a key market to attract (International Council on Active
Aging, n.d).
Health, safety, independence, active engagement and quality of life of older adults can be
enhanced by gerontechnological interventions. Gerontechnology can be defined as the research
and practice that combines technology and ageing in order to create better environments,
including assistive technology and inclusive design, for innovative and independent living
and social participation of older adults in good health, comfort and safety.

2.2.1. Ageing in Turkey
The World Population Ageing 1950-2050 Report by the United Nations (2002) estimates
that in 2025, 9.5% of the population will be aged over 65 in Turkey. Moreover, it is estimated
that the percentage of Turkish people over 65 in Turkey will increase and be 17.9% in 2050
(United Nations, 2002). According to the Turkish Statistical Institute’s data showing the
characteristics of the population by provinces based on The 2000 Population Census, the city
with the highest percentage of older population is Kastamonu with 13.5% and the lowest is
Van with 2.4%.
According to Turkey’s first Gerontology Atlas (which is being conducted by Akdeniz
University Gerontology Department), in Turkey, 92% of the older adults’ biggest fear is being
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a burden to their children while 21% stated falling to be their biggest fear (Ayman, 2012). 81%
of these individuals stated that they wouldn’t like to live in a nursing home (Ayman, 2012).
88% of the older adults that participated in the study don’t have a regular medical check
while 33% of them need special care (Ayman, 2012). According to the Turkish Statistical
Institute’s (TÜİK) data, 47% of Turkish people who are aged 65 and older have chronic
diseases (Sungur, 2012).
In Turkey, 6 of 10 individuals, aged 60 and older do not have any kind of social security
(Sungur, 2012). Article 61 of the Constitution of the Republic of Turkey states that the aged
shall be protected by the state and law shall regulate the state assistance to the aged, other
rights and benefits. Sungur (2012) pointed out that in real life, Article 61 does not go beyond a
wish. Act No. 2022 (1976) on the destitute, infirm and those needing support aimed to provide
an income to Turkish citizens over age 65 who had never worked or had worked on jobs with
no social security. However, (Sungur, 2012) stated that because this income is very low, it is
being argued that this law is not sufficient.
Considering that women live longer than men, three-quarters of the population over the
age of 75 in Turkey is expected to be women in the future if present demographic conditions
continue (Sungur, 2012). Moreover, many of these women will be poor, sick and needy
(Sungur, 2012). Currently in Turkey, elderly widows are those who are in the most difficult
situation since they are trying to continue their lives without any source of income if their
husband does not have any social security, or if they have never worked, or never have had
insurance (Sungur, 2012). 67% of the people over the age of 75 who do not have income are
widows and more than 90% of women who are over 60 are trying to maintain their lives below
the poverty line in Turkey (Sungur, 2012). The majority of these women are being supported
by their children, relatives and neighbors (Sungur, 2012). Unfortunately, lack of resources
for many older women results in their value decreasing in society; being cared for less by
their relatives and spending their elderly years in worse conditions than their younger years
(Tufan, 2007).
In Turkish society, older adults were always respected within the society in relation to
their wide experience from the past to present. Today, although families live in separate
homes, mutual assistance and support is counted on between relatives in Turkey both in the
countryside and the cities (Turkish Prime Ministry State Planning Organization, 2007). In
addition to financial support, support in childcare is sought from parents, while older children
take the responsibility for caring for elderly parents (Turkish Prime Ministry State Planning
Organization, 2007).
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2.2.2. Ageing as a design challenge: Universal design, Design for all,
Inclusive design and other approaches
Ageing population and the rising movement for integrating disabled people into society has
driven new approaches in design. Common attitudes and physical barriers in the environment
have been criticized for preventing disabled people from fully participating in society.
Beginning with the first accessibility standard published by the American Standards
Association in 1961; the legal, economic and social power of a concept addressing the
common needs of people with and without disabilities has been recognized. While these
new standards were being implemented, designers realized that ‘special’ accessible features
were usually expensive and unattractive and many such features could be cheaper, unlabeled,
attractive and marketable if they were designed for a universal group of people including both
people with disabilities and without disabilities. The ‘Universal design’ approach was first
constructed when designers realized that environmental changes for people with disabilities
could actually benefit everybody.
In Europe, comparable approaches have developed in parallel: The European Institute
for Design and Disability (EIDD) first defined ‘Design for all’ while ‘Inclusive Design’ was
becoming influential in the United Kingdom (UK). The focus of the UN Standard Rules on
the Equalization of Opportunities for Persons with Disabilities (1993) on accessibility has
inspired the development of ‘Design for All’, which became a generally accepted concept
in the EIDD in 1995. The EIDD Stockholm Declaration (2004) defines ‘Design for All’ as
‘design for human diversity, social inclusion and equality’.
In 2003, Coleman stated that, ‘Inclusive design’ is not only a general approach to design
but also a part of a business strategy which seeks to ensure that mainstream products, services
and environments are accessible to the largest number of people. According to The British
Standards Institute’s (2005) definition, ‘Inclusive Design’ is ‘the design of mainstream
products and/or services that are accessible to and usable by, as many people as reasonably
possible, on a global basis, in a wide variety of situations and to the greatest extent possible,
without the need for special adaptation or specialized design.’
A more focused design approach named ‘Transgenerational Design’ specifically aims to
design products that do not exclude people due to their age (Pirkl, 1993).
These approaches have gained significant importance worldwide: The Design for All
Foundation in Spain, Universal Design GmbH in Germany, Design for All Europe in Ireland,
the Global Universal Design Commission in the United States, the Design for All Institute of
India, the European Design for All e-Accessibility Network (EDeAN) and numerous others
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can be seen as a proof of this situation. Nevertheless, universal design approaches are still a
relatively exceptional component of mainstream design, especially in developing and the least
developed countries. Despite some remarkable achievements, there are still many barriers to
the widespread understanding and effective use of universal approaches especially in industry.
Moreover, there is a growing misuse of the terms inclusive or universal by the industry and
in society. Products, environments and services that cause unnecessary difficulties for many
users or are stigmatised as ‘disabled’ are being mislabelled and marketed as inclusive or
universal.

2.3. Body Cleaning as a Challenging Task for Older Adults
2.3.1. The task of body cleaning
Body cleaning includes as a series of activities that have three fundamental bases: the
maintenance of health, the maintenance of a socially acceptable level of aesthetic presence
(in vision and smell) and the use of water and the washing process as a device for refreshing,
reviving, relaxing, cooling, warming and for simply obtaining sensual pleasure (Kira, 1976).
Although each culture has a unique body cleaning attitude, essentially, they are similar.
Various methods of body cleaning include but are not limited to submersion in water, washing
under a stream of water, sponge, or basin bathing, using hot air or steam. Body cleaning
can be performed with family, together with other people in public facilities or alone in
extreme privacy. When cleaning the body, it is important to remove foreign matter, dead cells,
sebum and other secretions (Kira, 1976). In order to do that in the most effective way, Kira
(1976) stated that three main elements seem to be necessary: a mechanical action that helps
to dissolve and remove the foreign matter and secretions, a chemical agent that breaks down
and emulsifies the oils and a solvent that picks up and carries off the accumulated materials
(Kira, 1976).
While some attitudes regarding the body cleaning activities have changed dramatically
throughout human history, others continued remarkably.
Today, personal hygiene activities are a crucial point in modern life, as a result of the value
that the societies place on cleanliness. Smith (2011) stated that, besides creating and using
tools and technologies to keep dirt away, ideologies were also formed for using the dirt to
frighten, impress and train others and a natural dirt-repelling biological technique was turned
into an important industry.
Older women are more likely to spend more time in the bath or shower and likely to
have privacy while bathing than men (Cohen-Mansfield & Jensen, 2005). Moreover women,
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regardless of age, give more importance to the appearance of the bathroom than men, with
most of them decorating the room with ornaments and flowers not only for their individual
use, but also for the friends and family visiting the house.
Body cleaning culture in Turkey is a rich mixture of Central Asian and Anatolian traditions
and Islamic core beliefs in cleanliness, purity and sanitation. According to Yegül (2010),
‘Anatolian civilizations’ heritage of water and bathing smoothly and seamlessly ushered in
the culture of baths and bathing that flourished through the Christian, Byzantine and IslamicTurkish periods down to our day’.
In Turkish body cleaning culture, water, as the purification element in the bath cleans,
relaxes, refreshes and invigorates not only the body but also the soul. Body cleaning is not
simply cleaning, but also healing. Right after the body cleaning, it is a ritual to say ‘sıhhatler
olsun’ (translating to ‘good health to you’) or ‘sağlık suların olsun’ (translating to ‘wish you
the healing of water’) to the one who performed his/her body cleaning.
Anatolia is a land of baths, spas and fountains. Turkish baths or ‘Hammam’ were very
important in the Ottoman era, not only for body cleaning but also for religious cleansing and
social gatherings (İlal, 2010). For Turkish women in particular, the activity of body cleaning
in Turkish baths is also essential in social life: they have certain significant occasions like
‘bridal bath ceremonies ‘ while doing their body cleaning in the Turkish bath. Moreover, the
importance that a woman places on her Turkish bath accessories such as her bathing bowl,
‘lif’ or ‘kese’ shows her social status and her tidiness (İlal, 2010).
Although it is not as common as in the Roman era, going to the traditional Turkish baths
is still an important social activity in women and men’s lives.

2.3.2. Body cleaning as a basic activity of daily living
Both bathing and showering are complex and private tasks and essential parts of selfcare. Even though the explanations and details may change from person to person, the three
main purposes remain the same: Cleaning away unwanted materials and dead skin that might
lead to infection, refreshing through washing and maintaining a standard of hygiene. The
activities of feeding, bathing, dressing, mobility, transfer from bed and chair and toileting
were used by Katz in developing his index of independence in activities of daily living (Katz,
Ford, Moskowttz, Jackson & Jaffe, 1963). These activities are defined as the basic activities of
daily living (ADL) and a person’s ability to perform these activities is stated as an important
measure of health (Dunlop, Hughes & Manheim, 1997; Jagger, Arthur, Spiers & Clarke,
2001).
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2.3.3. The spatial context of body cleaning: Bathroom
Bathrooms are an essential part of homes and daily lives: An environment designed for the
fundamental activities of daily living, a private and a common place, the most standardized
room in homes. A typical bathroom has a bathtub and/or shower, a toilet and a wash basin. The
modern bathroom, as most of the people have today, is relatively new in history and outdoor
privies are still common in most of the village houses.
In his famous essay ‘Body Ritual Among the Nacirema’, anthropologist Horace Miner
describes the sanitary related practices of a group of people known as the ‘Nacirema’, actually
referring to Americans (Miner, 1956). There, he portrayed bathrooms as ‘shrines’, stating
that more powerful individuals in the society have several shrines in their houses, the shrine
rooms of the wealthier are walled with stone and poorer families imitate the rich by applying
pottery plaques to their shrine walls (Miner, 1956). Miner stated ‘The fundamental belief
underlying the whole system appears to be that the human body is ugly and that its natural
tendency is to debility and disease. Incarcerated in such a body, man’s only hope is to avert
these characteristics through the use of ritual and ceremony’.
In the Ottoman era and the early years of the Republic of Turkey, due to religious beliefs
there was cabinet-like ‘Gusülhane’ (which translates to ‘Ghusl (Full ablution) place’) in the
houses and even in the village houses in Anatolia. (Emiroğlu, 2012, İlal 2010). In old Istanbul
houses there were rooms called ‘mağsel’ with walls covered with marble, stone, tile, or zinc
and in some houses these places were embedded in the wall (Emiroğlu, 2012). Ghusl places
were usually being used for performing a full ablution, not body cleaning. For most of the
families the main place for body cleaning was the Turkish bath, where they went once or
twice a week (İlal, 2010). Rich families had their own small Turkish baths located in their
homes’ gardens (İlal, 2010).
‘Banyo’ in Turkish translates to bathroom and comes from the Italian word ‘bagnare’
meaning ‘bathing’. In the past, toilets were outside the houses but in time, European style
toilets started to be used as well as traditional squat type toilets and bathrooms without
a shower or a bathtub started to be perceived as incomplete (Emiroğlu, 2012). Beginning
with the usage of washing machines in bathrooms, the first thing that was sacrificed to save
space was the squat type toilet (Emiroğlu, 2012). Thus, a form of western dominance was
established in Turkish bathrooms (Emiroğlu, 2012).
When first bathrooms started to be constructed in homes, the traditional Turkish bath
culture elements of ‘kurna’s and Turkish bath bowls were protected (Emiroğlu, 2012). ‘Kurna’
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is the marble or stone basin, which is located under a faucet where water is collected . Water
coming from cold and hot faucets are mixed and collected in ‘kurna’ and poured with a bowl
in order to undertake the body cleaning activity. ‘Kurnas‘ are still available in some Turkish
homes, instead of a shower stall or a bathtub.

A home bathroom with a marble ‘kurna’

In a recent study, Şalgamcıoğlu (2013) studied the domestic space organization of Istanbul
apartment housing between 1930-1980 and the syntactic differentiations emerging with
the effect of the zoning rules, social structure, construction system and changes in intraresidential technologies such as televisions and heating system s. When examining the zoning
movements, regulations and changes that Turkey undertook , the first phase involves the
1930-1954 period. Starting from the end of this period, the latter phase is the 1954-1980
period. This period saw the introduction of a law and regulations on flat ownership in 1954
and is differentiated by the development of apartment housing, emergence of small-scale
property developers and afterwards, arrangements of the municipalities regarding parcel
allotment. According to the study, in apartment homes in Turkey, bathrooms acquired more
privacy and in terms of spatial syntax analysis, in time they moved to a lower integrated
position within the plan of the apartment . In the second phase, the kitchen came to occupy
a more integrated position and the bathroom became less integrated. Moreover, despite
significant changes during the selected time period, bathroom space showed almost no change
in terms of integration value between the two phases. This situation occurs as a result of
the stationary state of the bathroom features and the space involved in terms of privacy and
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behaviour setting. The most significant factor for how the bathroom came to this point is the
transition of the bedrooms zone into a lower integrated position through an increase in the
mean depth of apartment plans.
Alexander Kira’s book The Bathroom was a milestone for the research literature on
personal hygiene activities. First published in 1966, the book was later revised and reorganized
in 1976 and a chapter examining the personal hygiene problems of the aged and disabled
people was added. Kira’s book was a result of a research program that aimed to investigate
the problems involved in personal hygiene and to establish basic design criteria for bathroom
equipment and was the first detailed book on the subject. For the first time in the history of
the bathroom, products were subjected to a detailed examination to determine how well these
items met the needs of not only able-bodied and young people but also the disabled and the
elderly.
Interestingly, users see most of the inconvenience in bathrooms as inevitable. Most of
the changes in the bathroom design are made to make the room more stylish rather than
considering basic needs. Moreover, rather than being designed for the needs of users, the
products in the bathrooms are designed with a greater concern for the needs of the plumbers.

2.3.4. Sanitary ware products at homes with/in which the body
cleaning task is performed
Sanitary ware products at homes with/in which the body cleaning task is performed are
mainly the bathtub and the shower.

2.3.4.1. The bathtub
A bathtub is a large container for holding water in which a person may have a bath or take
a shower. The bathtub is mostly associated with luxury for a variety of cultural and historical
reasons (Kira, 1976). The Turkish word for the bathtub is ‘küvet’, coming from the French
word ‘cuvette’, which refers to all types of basins.
Bathtubs are usually placed in a bathroom either as a stand-alone fixture or in conjunction
with a shower. Modern bathtubs have overflow and waste drains and may have taps mounted
on them. They are usually built-in but may be freestanding or sometimes sunken. A bathtub
is physically constrained by the dimensions of the person who may lay or sit in it with the
water surrounding them to a certain level. Any bathtub that has a shower head installed can
serve as a place for showering as well. When a bathtub is used with a shower in a domestic
space, it either needs a shower curtain or shower doors to prevent water splashing outside
of the bathtub.
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There have been many shapes and sizes of bathtubs but the finish of its interior surface,
which is the point of contact between the skin of the user and the surface of the appliance,
was the decisive factor in the development of the modern bathtub (Lupton & Miller, 1992).
First, in the mid-nineteenth century, lead, copper and zinc linings prevailed, but their easily
damaged surfaces required intensive maintenance (Lupton & Miller, 1992). Then, British
craftsmen successfully produced solid porcelain bathtubs with surfaces as smooth as marble
but on the other hand their fragility and weight made them expensive for import (Lupton &
Miller, 1992). In the 1870s, cast-iron bathtubs were manufactured and became the major
bathtub type after a decade (Lupton & Miller, 1992). On the interior, these cast-iron bathtubs
were first painted with white lead or finished with enamelled and galvanized coatings, then in
the 1920s mass production techniques reduced their cost with a porcelain enamel finish and
as a result bathtubs became available to the broader public (Lupton & Miller, 1992). More
than any other appliance, the bathtub has determined the size and design of the bathroom
(Lupton & Miller, 1992).

2.3.4.2. The shower
Shower can be defined as the place in which a person baths under a spray of water.
The water is drained through a hole in the shower base. Both from a psychological and an
operational viewpoint, showering is a relatively faster, safer and more efficient method of
body cleaning (Kira, 1976).
The water in a shower stall is drained through a drain in the shower base. A shower is
physically constrained by the dimensions of a standing person, who can freely perform body
cleaning tasks. Kira (1976) described that at the entrance of a shower a low barrier of 75 to
100 mm. is necessary to contain the water on the floor and as a precaution in the case of a
partially blocked drain. When a shower is used in a domestic space, in order to stop water
splashing outside the stall, it either needs a shower curtain or shower doors.
The history of the shower is very old if it is defined as bathing under a spray of water,
but its design in contemporary bathrooms is new. The use of showers in houses started in
the 1800s in the US and with the development of city infrastructure and the developing
middle class, standardized showers began to be used in the countries that have the similar
standardization in home bathrooms (Emiroğlu, 2012).
Showering is described as refreshing, fast and efficient (Kira, 1976). Speed, efficiency, an
invigorating quality and a generally business-like, no-nonsense character are all parts of its
masculine image (Kira, 1976). Showers are usually used in ‘public’ facilities, such as public
pools and gyms.
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2.3.5. Older adults and the task of body cleaning
Kira (1976) defined bathing as a complex, exhausting, time-consuming and occasionally
potentially dangerous undertaking compared with other personal hygiene activities. Older
adults describe bathing as an important and meaningful activity and they express several
different reasons for the personal importance of bathing: for certain older adults, bathing is a
means to cleanliness, the importance of which was instilled at a young age and is often related
to notions of well-being and virtues; others express concerns about odour and describe a social
expectation to bath; several describe the pleasure and relaxation that they derive from bathing;
and others state that the personal importance of bathing is based on the need to have a daily
routine (Ahluwalia, Gill, Baker & Fried, 2010).
Studies have shown that there is significant variability in older adults’ bathing
and showering habits, attitudes, preferences (Ahluwalia, Gill, Baker & Fried, 2010,
Cohen-Mansfield & Jensen, 2005) and views on bathing environments (Burton, Reed &
Chamberlain, 2011). With the involvement of older people as lay researchers, Burton, Reed
and Chamberlain (2011) have revealed that certain individuals view the bathroom as a place
of function, whereas others view the room as a place of luxury. Regarding certain preferences
and their importance, females and males express slightly different opinions (Cohen-Mansfield
& Jensen, 2005).
Despite its importance and meaning to older adults, unfortunately one of the first basic
activities of daily living that older adults have difficulty with is bathing (Berlau, Corrada,
Peltz & Kawas, 2011, Jagger, Arthur, Spiers & Clarke 2001, Jagger, Clarke & Davies, 1986,
Verbrugge & Yang, 2002). These individuals consider difficulty in bathing as an inevitable
experience (Ahluwalia, Gill, Baker & Fried, 2010).
The term ‘disability’ is defined as ‘the gap between personal capability and the
environmental demand’ (Verbrugge & Jette, 1994). A combination of predisposing factors
that make community-living older people vulnerable, intervening illnesses or injuries
that precipitate the process (Gill, Han & Allore, 2007b) and conventional bathrooms’
environmental demand reveal bathing disability in older adults. Bathing disability can be
in the form of bathing task difficulty or dependence. For older adults, bathing disability is
common, involves many subtasks and causes a set of physical and psychological problems
(Naik, Concato & Gill, 2004).
In the disabling process of ageing, bathing disability possibly serves as a sentinel event
(Gill, Guo & Allore, 2006). A 6-year continued study showed that over the course of the
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research, 58.4% of more than 750 participants had at least one episode of bathing disability and
that 34.0% had multiple episodes, with the duration of each episode averaging approximately
6 months (Gill, Guo & Allore, 2006). The beginning of bathing disability increased the
possibility of developing disabilities in other essential ADLs (Gill, Guo & Allore, 2006).
In Gill, Han and Allore’s (2007a) study, over the course of nearly 8 years, 44.2% of more
than 750 participants developed continuous bathing disability and nine predisposing factors
were independently associated with the disability. The strongest associations, which more
than doubled the risk of persistent bathing disability, were the inability to stand from a chair,
low bathing self-efficacy and low physical activity (Gill, Han & Allore, 2007a). Among
community-living older people, although the occurrence of persistent bathing disability has
no effect on short-term admissions, this disability is independently associated with a risk of
long-term nursing home admission (Gill, Allore & Han, 2006).
The most common reasons for bathing disability are falls, problems related to balance,
anxiety about loss of balance and fear of falling, fear of getting stuck in the bath or fear of
slipping (Murphy, Nyquist, Strasburg & Alexander, 2006, Naik, Concato & Gill, 2004). Other
reasons can be listed as; lower or upper extremity arthritis; fatigue, weakness, or dyspnea;
back pain; memory problems or confusion; vision problems; and stroke with weakness (Naik,
Concato & Gill, 2004). Naik, Concato and Gill (2004) stated that more than half of the
participants in their study identified more than one reason for bathing disability. There is
a high occurrence of overall disability in bath transfers, which is getting into and leaving
the bathing position (Naik, Concato & Gill, 2004). Another study showed that one third of
the participants experienced one or more performance difficulties during bath transfer and
difficulties with positioning onto a tub seat or into the tub were common bathing disabilities
(Murphy, Nyquist, Strasburg & Alexander, 2006).
Bathing disability affects older adults’ daily lives dramatically and turns a pleasurable
activity into a challenging task. In response to it, these individuals typically modify the task;
the environment or they simply take no action.

2.3.6. What to modify or not to modify: Older adults’ responses to
disability in body cleaning
The first thing that older adults do in response to bathing disability is to modify their
usual bathing task (Ahluwalia, Gill, Baker & Fried, 2010). Studies have shown that due
to age-related changes, one of the most common changes that they make is to switch from
taking a bath to taking a shower (Ahluwalia, Gill, Baker & Fried, 2010, Burton, Reed &
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Chamberlain, 2011, Cohen-Mansfield & Jensen, 2005, Naik, Concato & Gill, 2004). Nearly
one third of older adults participating in one study reported that they had modified their
bathing routines to accommodate bathing difficulties and fear (Aminzadeh, Edwards, Lockett
& Nair, 2000). In particular, 15.7% said that they now shower or bath on a bath bench, 12%
said that they shower while standing (although their preference would have been taking a
bath) and 2.6% said that they sponge bath at the sink (Aminzadeh, Edwards, Lockett & Nair,
2000). In anticipation of future disability, modifying their frequency or mode of bathing is
more preferable for some older adults than trying to find out and implement strategies to
sustain or improve their full bathing ability (Ahluwalia, Gill, Baker & Fried, 2010).
The research literature indicates that older adults typically make task modifications
immediately after an unpleasant event occurs in the bathroom. For example, Gooptu and
Mulley (1994) interviewed 21 people who had got stuck in the bath. All of the patients stated
that they had changed their bathing activities after the event. Several patients described the
event as ‘a terrible experience’, others admitted to panicking and a few remembered banging
on a wall to attract attention (Gooptu & Mulley, 1994).
Environmental adaptations are the changes in the bathing environment to adjust the
demands of it in order to meet older adults’ changing abilities. These adaptations usually
disrupt the customary arrangement in the bathroom and result with modifications in the
bathing task. Moreover, in certain cases, environmental adaptations compel the reordering
of the bathroom. Hepherd (2011) described several of the environmental adaptations that are
widely available both commercially and through occupational therapists. These adaptations
include bath boards, in-shower seating, hydraulic bath lifts, a walk-in shower or ‘wet room’,
bath stools, long-handled washing aids (such as sponges) and grab bars (Hepherd, 2011).
Transfer benches and nonskid mats or abrasive strips can also be considered as environmental
adaptations. While a conventional, adjustable, removable showerhead with a flexible hose is
not commonly listed as an environmental adaptation in studies, most of the participants in a
qualitative study expressed them as an environmental adaptation for bathing (Ahluwalia, Gill,
Baker & Fried, 2010). Results of a qualitative research study revealed that for bathing, older
adults decide the use of an environmental adaptation on their own after receiving information
from sources such as catalogue advertisements or recommendations from friends (Ahluwalia,
Gill, Baker & Fried, 2010). Moreover, older adults who were not currently receiving caregiver
services for bathing expressed considerable variability in their preferences for environmental
modifications and this variability was based on how useful these aids were (Ahluwalia, Gill,
Baker & Fried, 2010). On the other hand, a study showed that with the exception of nonskid
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mats or abrasive strips, the presence of environmental adaptations did not stop the consequent
development of bathing disability (Gill, Han & Allore, 2007a).
Murphy, Nyquist, Strasburg and Alexander’s (2006) study showed that participants used
an average of two environmental adaptations during bath transfer and that a grab bar on the
back wall and a vertical grab bar by the entry to the shower or tub enclosure were the most
used.

Age-related Bathing disability and older adults’ responses to it

Among all types of environmental adaptations, grab bars have most aroused the interest
of researchers. Kira (1976) stated that for a fully ambulatory older adult, there is a need for
one grab bar at the entry of a bathtub to hold onto while getting into and out of the tub and
one on the side for assistance in getting into and out of a sitting position. Kira (1976) also
noted that these grab bars should be of a larger diameter than normal, or approximately 40
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mm, to provide a better grip. However, in their research and design project on bathroom
facilities accommodating the physically disabled and the aged, Montalvo and Weitzman
(1977) criticized grab bars (or assist bars, as the authors termed them) made of stainless
steel and/or chrome and polished because these bars become slippery when wet and are
inexcusably hard and the bars’ location can be visually distorted by glare. The study suggested
alternative grab bar concepts such as modular, recessed storage units with relieved bars; units
made of pultruded material, self-adhesive surface-mounted storage grab bar units; and an
integrated, wall-hung vanity-assist bar system (Montalvo & Weitzman, 1977). Additionally,
the authors suggested that all of these bars be made of fiber-reinforced plastic with contrasting,
molded textures and an impregnated colour or self-adhesive vinyl colour panels to promote
visibility and improve hand-to-surface security (Montalvo & Weitzman, 1977). In another
study, Sveistrup, Lockett, Edwards and Aminzadeh (2006) evaluated the patterns of use, the
perceived usefulness and the perceived safety of five different configurations of bathtub grab
bars used by 103 community-living seniors in Canada. One vertically oriented bar located on
the faucet wall and a second bar oriented either horizontally or at an angle and located on the
back wall were reported as an ideal configuration (Sveistrup, Lockett, Edwards & Aminzadeh,
2006). In a subsequent report, Guitard, Sveistrup, Edwards and Lockett (2011) examined the
use of bath grab bars following an experimentally induced balance perturbation, the influence
of the task on grab bar use and the influence of balance loss on the acceptance of grab bars.
A vertical bar on the side wall was favored by participants during both bathtub entry and exit
(Guitard, Sveistrup, Edwards, & Lockett, 2011).
To lessen the potential dangers of a fall, as an alternative solution, Kira (1976) suggested
a normal-depth tub mounted so that the rim is at a height of approximately 660 to 760 mm,
which would permit a seated instead of standing entry and exit. Montalvo and Weitzman’s
study (1977) also suggested that tub-shower units have a vertical assist bar on at least one side
of access to the tub, horizontal assist bars on the rear wall, a seat or shelf for semi-ambulant
baths, a non-skid floor, a shower curtain bar capable of supporting 115 to 135 kg, a flexiblehose hand shower on one end wall, preprogrammed maximum temperature settings, yellow
incandescent lighting for highest visibility for the aged, an assist stepping stool for tub entry
and exit, a wide front rim to assist in side transfers from wheelchairs, no sliding glass doors
and a soap dish integrated into the rear tub rim.
The results of a research study aimed at evaluating a bathroom modification program
targeting non-homeowner, frail older adults showed that clients who received occupational
therapist intervention demonstrated significant improvement in bathing (Gitlin, Miller,
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& Boyce, 1999). The study specifically indicated that incorporating home modification
into a housing advocacy service approach had important benefits and home modification
programs should use a professional assessment and adequate home and telephone followup to ensure the quality of equipment delivery and installation and safe use (Gitlin,
Miller, & Boyce, 1999). In 2009, Guay, Desrosiers and Dubois developed an algorithm
named ‘Prerequisites for bathing care’ for use by trained home health aides to recommend
bathroom equipment.
Although environmental adaptations are available commercially, literature studies
have shown that they are not common at the homes of older adults. In a quantitative study,
only a small proportion of older adults in the sample had environmental adaptations in
their bathrooms, although 83 (59%) reported difficulty in bathing and 35 (25%) required
bath equipment (George, Binns, Clayden, & Mulley, 1988). The results of the study also
showed that environmental adaptations in the bathrooms were generally well used and in
good condition and the authors stated that the reason for this might be the procurement of
these adaptations after an assessment by occupational therapists (George, Binns, Clayden, &
Mulley, 1988). Another quantitative study of 566 community-living adults aged 73 and older
revealed that environmental adaptation for bathing was not present in the homes of more than
half of the participants, with the exception of nonskid mats or abrasive strips (Naik & Gill,
2005). When the homes of participants with bathing disability were compared with the homes
of those without bathing disability, grab bars, shower seats, tub stools, bath chairs, tub/transfer
benches and handheld shower sprays were significantly more likely to be present (Naik &
Gill, 2005). Additionally, when the homes of participants who were independent in bathing
were compared with the homes of individuals who had difficulty, environmental adaptations
were more likely to be present, with the exceptions of a long-handled brush or sponge and
an emergency rescue device (Naik & Gill, 2005). Although several participants in a research
study had access to bath bars, they provided reasons for not using the bars (Aminzadeh,
Edwards, Lockett & Nair, 2000). The most commonly cited reasons were perceptions of
either no need or bath bars being awkward or unsafe to use (Aminzadeh, Edwards, Lockett
& Nair, 2000). Older adults’ reasons for their disuse or rare use of assistive aids, adaptations
and technologies include but are not limited to: technophobia, fear of stigmatization, cost, lack
of coverage by third party payers, difficulty accessing needed items, lack of knowledge with
regard to what is available and/or where to obtain it, denial of need and device-based barriers
such as size, weight and lack of maneuverability (Aminzadeh & Edwards, 1998; Chappell,
1993; Harvey, 1995; Smither, 1995).
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In 1993, Mullick declared that environmental adaptations are ‘Band-Aid’ solutions that can
only highlight failures and unresolved problems in conventional shower and tub designs. The
author also stated several possible reasons that older adults may not make any environmental
modifications to their bathrooms (Mullick, 1993). For example, the elderly may simply make
behavioral changes in the way that they perform the bathing task during the early phase
of functional decline, hoping that this change will solve their problems regarding safety
(Mullick, 1993). Additionally, even if they want to make changes to their bathrooms, because
most older adults live with fixed incomes, enhancement of the bathroom is economically
difficult (Mullick, 1993). Moreover, the condition and layout of the buildings in which these
individuals live may not allow bathroom modifications (Mullick, 1993). Older adults are also
not generally informed about the type of technical assistance that they need for bathroom
modifications and about where to look for such information (Mullick, 1993). The elderly
also believe that modifications may affect the value of their property and/or place the burden
of removal on their inheritors (Mullick, 1993). Finally, modifications are considered as an
acceptance of disabilities and as an embarrassment (Mullick, 1993). As a solution to disability
in the bathroom, Mullick (2001) introduced two adjustable bathrooms, the Movable Fixtures
Bathroom and the Movable Panels Bathroom, which resulted from his research and design
project. The Movable Fixtures Bathroom concept was based on the premise that a bathroom
needs to be regularly adjusted to meet the changing demands of various users living in a
home, whereas the Movable Panels Bathroom concept was based on the premise that users
will only make major bathroom changes periodically, not every day (Mullick, 2001). These
bathroom concepts were patented but they remained as prototypes.
Mullick (1999) also showed that functional performance while undertaking bathroom
tasks is not always directly related to the perception of difficulty or ease. In this study,
accessible features that did not improve function were often perceived as ‘easy’ to use by the
participants (Mullick, 1999).
Instead of environmental adaptations, older adults often use conventional bathroom
products in their homes as aids in response to bathing difficulties. To accommodate bathing
difficulties and fears, the prevalence of the use of products such as bath rims, sink tops,
towel racks, doors and curtain rods to facilitate bathing activities has been reported to be
high (Aminzadeh, Edwards, Lockett & Nair, 2000). For example, to prevent slipping, 72%
of participants in one study were observed to use throw rugs and 24% of them reported
always keeping a towel on the floor or putting down their towel during bath transfer, which
could actually increase the possibility of slipping or tripping (Murphy, Nyquist, Strasburg &
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Alexander, 2006). Additionally, several participants were observed to place chairs in the tub
that were not designed to use as tub seats (Murphy, Nyquist, Strasburg & Alexander, 2006).
The sliding glass door was the most used unsafe feature, followed by the use of a towel bar
for entry (Murphy, Nyquist, Strasburg & Alexander, 2006). Getting out of the shower was
difficult for a woman who has participated in a study because the step was high (Burton, Reed
& Chamberlain, 2011). Unfortunately, to position a grab rail in a suitable place in order to
help her was impossible, so she solved this problem with an arrangement of a walking frame,
a freestanding towel rail on top of a bathmat ‘to anchor it in place’ and towels on the floor to
prevent slipping (Burton, Reed & Chamberlain, 2011).
Shifting from bathing at home to bathing in day centres is occasionally offered to
older adults as a solution to bathing disability. Older adults’ responses to this solution vary
dramatically according to their culture. In one study in the UK, respondents intensely rejected
performing a private act such as bathing in a public place where people come and go and in a
setting that would normally be regarded as outside (Twigg, 1999). Conversely, in Japan, where
public bathing is common and where the bath is an important location for social interaction,
public baths are offered as the central feature of Japan’s approach to community-based care
of the elderly (Traphagan, 2004). These baths are described as a culturally shaped, successful
social service to address a specific problem (Traphagan, 2004).
The need for assistance in the bathroom is critical and often represents a turning point
for the individual; serving as the last unpleasant reminder that one is no longer able to selfmanage daily activities and has regressed back to the dependence of childhood (Kira, 1977).
In one qualitative study, it was revealed that older adults who expressed a desire to stay
independent in bathing were currently bathing without the help of another person, whereas
participants whose goal was to be able to bath securely were already receiving help from a
caregiver (Ahluwalia, Gill, Baker & Fried, 2010). When personal help is needed by an older
adult, family, or friends and primarily females, are typically willing to provide assistance
(Penn, Belfield, Mascie-Taylor & Mulley, 1989).
Zingmark and Bernspång (2011) explored whether occupational therapy interventions could
improve older adults’ bathing abilities, enabling the elderly to perform the task by themselves
and thus reducing the need for assistance in the long term. In this study, the participants in both
the intervention arm (those who routinely received occupational therapy) and the control arm
(those who received assistance from a home care organization for bathing) demonstrated an
improvement in their ability to perform actions related to bathing (Zingmark & Bernspång, 2011).
However, results showing differences between the groups must be interpreted with caution, as
there were differences between the groups at baseline (Zingmark & Bernspång, 2011).
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The research literature on age-related bathing disability in older adults mainly focuses
on exploring the reasons for and consequences of age-related bathing disability and on
discovering the effectiveness of environmental adaptations. These studies have shown that
bathing disability is a common and important problem for older adults, affecting their daily
lives and turning a pleasurable activity into a challenging task. In response to it, older adults
typically modify the way they perform the task, the characteristics of the environment or
take no action. Modifications in usual bathing tasks seem to be the most preferred action
in response to bathing disability. Environmental modifications, which usually disrupt the
customary arrangement in the bathroom, are not common at the homes of older adults. While
many environmental adaptations are being designed to adjust the environmental demand to
older adults’ capabilities by improving the ability of older adults to perform specific subtasks,
older adults do not perceive them as aids.

2.3.7. Bathrooms designed for the elderly
Many institutions, associations and standards as well as health specialists suggest a list of
guidelines for the bathrooms of older adults. These guidelines include space planning, style
and universal installation, material selection and controls.
The book Universal Bathroom Planning (Peterson, 1996) by The National Kitchen and
Bath Association (NKBA) in the US, presents design guidelines for a universal bathroom
planning. This book was prepared using the ANSI A117.1, American National Standard for
Accessible and Usable Buildings and Facilities and Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards
(UFAS). Similarly, the book named Residential Design for Aging in Place (Lawlor & Thomas,
2008) by The American Society of Interior Designers, aims to show designers how to design
for ageing in place and presents case studies to demonstrate how the principles and the
recommendations set forth by the authors can be converted into design solutions.
Sanitary ware, bathroom furniture and bathroom accessories manufacturers, on the
other hand, include products for the disabled and the elderly in their product lines. These
manufacturers offer a range of products from wall-mounted grab bars to low step over baths.
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3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK:
AFFORDANCES AND CONSTRAINTS OF
PRODUCTS
The research literature on age-related bathing disability in older adults reports evidence
that older adults not only modify their usual bathing function (Ahluwalia, Gill, Baker &
Fried, 2010) but also modify their use of and perceptions on their current bathroom products
in response to bathing difficulties. According to literature studies, for older adults, the
characteristics of products in a conventional bathroom make them useable as aids: bath rims,
sink tops, towel racks, doors and curtain rods afford grabbing; towels and rugs on bathroom
floors afford the creation of non-slip surfaces and all types of chairs afford sitting while
bathing for older adults. Based on the literature review, it can be stated that in order to develop
successful design interventions, developing a conceptual understanding of age-related bathing
disability focused on affordances and constraints of the environment for older adults is needed.

3.1. Gibson’s theory of affordances
The concept of affordance is one of the fundamental elements of J.J. Gibson’s ecological
approach to psychology and early references to the concept can be found in Gibson’s book
entitled The senses considered as perceptual systems (1966). A theory of affordances was
developed by Gibson (1977) and in his final book, Gibson (1979).
Gibson (1979) defined the affordances of the environment as ‘what it offers the animal,
what it provides or furnishes, either for good or ill’. Gibson (1979) also explained that the
affordances have to be measured relative to the animal and when we look at the objects what
we perceive are not their qualities, but their affordances. The medium, substances, surfaces,
objects, places and other animals have affordances for a given animal that offer benefits and
injuries or safeties and dangers and this is why they need to be perceived (Gibson, 1979).
Gibson (1979) explained that he has derived the concept of affordance from the concepts
of valence, invitation and demand but with an important difference: The affordance of
something does not change according to the need of the observer. An affordance is an invariant
combination of variables and it is always there to be perceived by the observer (Gibson, 1979).
According to Gibson (1979), perception of an object involves not only perception of the
visual characteristics of that object, but also involves perception of what the object affords
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and the perception of the object’s affordance, like the perception of the object’s visual
characteristics, occurs directly. Values and meanings are often supposed to be subjective,
phenomenal and mental, but affordances of the environment are in a way objective, real
and physical (Gibson, 1979). Gibson (1979) states that an affordance is neither an objective
property nor a subjective property; or it is both; it is equally a fact of the environment and a
fact of behaviour, both physical and psychical; yet neither. Both ways; one to the environment
and the other to the observer are indicated by the affordances (Gibson, 1979).

3.2. Post-Gibsonian definitions of affordances
According to Stoffregen (2003), affordances are opportunities for action; properties of
the animal-environment system that determine what can be done; thriving properties of the
animal-environment system which arise from the relations between animal and environment.
Stoffregen (2003) defined behaviours as the happenings that take place when affordances meet
related intentions or goals. While many intentions exist but cannot be satisfied or one does
not do everything that he/she can do at a given place or time, the existing set of affordances
determines the intentions that can be satisfied at any given place or time from an unlimited
set of them (Stoffregen, 2003).
Michaels (2003) studied four main issues in the definition of affordances: the ontological
status of affordances, affordances’ relations with actions, the relation between affordances and
effectivities and finally the nesting of affordances. Michaels (2003) stated that affordances are
action-referential properties of the environment that exist independent of perceptions; they
may or may not be perceived and an affordance entails effectiveness not for its existence but
for its actualization. An action can be defined as a goal-directed movement or non-movement,
which requires intention, information detection and a reasonable relation between that
information and the movement (Michaels, 2003). Michaels (2003) stated that an affordance
refers only to the action level and it should not be equated with any random action component
or action accumulation. According to Michaels (2003), an affordance can be measured in basic
units, or it can be a multidimensional compound of properties from other measurements, such
as descriptive or conceptual systems.
Heft (2003) took Gibson’s theory a step forward stating that affordances are
multidimensional, explaining that in everyday contexts, for specifying the affordances of an
environmental feature physical considerations are necessary but not sufficient. Heft (2003)
declared that besides the physical properties, the character of a surface has a socio-cultural
dimension as well.
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3.3. Norman’s affordances and constraints
In 1988 Don Norman took Gibson’s theory of affordances and applied it to design. In
2004, Norman defined ‘real’ and ‘perceived’ affordances: ‘Real’ affordances are physical
and designed properties of products and ‘perceived’ affordances are the ones that the users
comprehend.
In addition to ‘perceived’ and ‘real’ affordances, Norman (2002) defined 4 types of
constraints related to the products: Physical, semantic, cultural and logical. Norman (2002)
stated that physical constraints rely upon properties of the physical world for their operation,
they are closely related to ‘real’ affordances and they limit possible operations. Semantic
constraints rely upon our knowledge of the situation and of the world and they also rely upon
the meaning of the situation to control the set of possible actions (Norman, 2002). In logical
constraints there are no physical or cultural principles; logical constraints rely upon logical
relationships (Norman, 2002). There is often a logical relationship between the spatial or
functional layout of components and the things that they affect or are affected by (Norman,
2002). Each culture has a set of allowable actions for social situations and cultural constraints
are conventions shared by a cultural group (Norman, 2002, Norman, n.d). Cultural constraints
rely upon accepted cultural conventions (Norman, 2002), they progress over time and require
the practice of a community (Norman, n.d).
Constraints prohibit some activities while encouraging others (Norman, n.d). Norman
(n.d) stated that physical constraints make some actions impossible and there is no way to
ignore them. Logical and cultural constraints are weaker in the sense that they can be violated
or ignored, but they act as valuable aids to navigating the unknowns and complexities of
everyday life (Norman, n.d). Consequently, Norman (n.d) highlighted that logical and cultural
constraints are powerful tools for a designer.

3.4. Affordances and constraints related the task of body cleaning
and sanitary ware products
The literature review showed evidence that there is a gap between the real affordances
and the perceived affordances of products in the body cleaning environment. Norman (2002)
states that affordances suggest the range of possibilities while constraints limit the number of
alternatives and in order to let the user easily determine the proper course of action, designers
need to consider the thoughtful use of affordances and constraints. Thus, in order to develop
successful design interventions, developing a conceptual understanding of age-related bathing
disability focused on affordances and constraints of the environment for older adults is needed.
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Murphy, Gretebeck and Alexander (2007) reviewed the bathing disability research
literature and their study showed that most research in the field focused on the relationship
between the person and the environment and in order to help prevent bathing disability.
Murphy, Gretebeck and Alexander suggested understanding the Person-EnvironmentOccupation interaction involved in bathing better. This book proposes a greater understanding
of the Person-Environment-Occupation interaction involved in body cleaning with a focus on
the affordances and constraints of the body cleaning environments.
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4. EXPLORATORY STUDY: INTERVIEWING
WITH OLDER ADULTS IN MICHIGAN /
UNITED STATES
‘The shower curtain essentially saved my husband... I’m very healthy
and able. My husband has neuropathy in his legs and walks with a walker.
And he has fallen twice in the bathroom. About twice last week, once into
the bathtub and once out of it. And both times, our shower curtain has
held together with him, this kind you know? Both times the shower curtain
eased him down...not a lot, but enough, so that when he landed, he was not
seriously hurt.’
A participant from the exploratory study in Michigan, United States

In order to explore older adults’ perceptions on their bathing environments, a qualitative
research was conducted between January and October 2010 in Michigan / United States.
This was an exploratory study on the subject. Sixteen community-living individuals
aged over 65 from Michigan / United States participated in the study and in-depth semistructured interviews were conducted in their homes. From the analysis of this study, two
themes emerged: First, conventional bathroom products are being perceived as aids for
bathing and second, cleaning the bathing environment after using it is being perceived as
a subtask of bathing by older adults. Based on this research, it can be stated that in order to
develop successful interventions on age-related disability in bathing, future research should
concentrate on developing a conceptual understanding of age-related bathing disability with
a focus on the affordances of the environment together with the semantic, logical and cultural
constraints related to it.

4.1. Participants
The study subjects who met the study requirements were selected from a participant
directory. According to the study requirements, subjects had to be aged over 65, have no
cognitive impairment and live individually in their own houses. Although most of the
previous research about older adults and bathing is based on people living in nursing homes
or similar facilities, older adults actually prefer to remain in their own houses. In addition to
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the physical comforts, many appreciated the closeness of friends and social facilities, personal
independence and autonomy (Frain & Carr, 1996). It is very important to make older adults
comfortable and safe in their own environments. For this reason, this study did not focus
on people living in nursing homes or similar facilities but living independently in their own
houses.
Data were collected and analysed as participants were enrolled to the study and new
participants continued to be enrolled and interviewed until it was apparent that no new themes
would emerge with the selection of additional participants.
To recruit participants, invitation letters including brief information about the research and
the researcher were posted to the mailing addresses. After one week, the names on the list
were telephoned by the researcher, asked if they wanted to participate in the research study.
For the ones who responded positively, an interview date was set.
The total number of participants was 16 (with 7 males, 9 females), 14 of them were living
individually in their houses and 2 of them had recently moved to a nursing home. The average
age of the people who participated in the research study was 83.4. The individuals did not live
in the same community and did not have identical lifestyles. The subjects did not receive any
monetary compensation for their participation.

4.2. Data collection
For this research study, a home-based semi-structured interview combined with a short
introductory questionnaire was used for gathering information (see Appendix C).
Participants were visited at their homes for the study. At the beginning of each interview,
brief information about the research and the researcher were presented orally to the
interviewee, who was then asked to sign an informed consent form. The interviews were
tape-recorded and each interview took approximately one hour. During the interviews, the
participants’ bathrooms were visited and the interviewer took photos of the bathroom. The
photos taken were used as background information for the analysis of the interviews.
Before the interviews, to warm up the participant to the subject and to the interviewer,
participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire. The questionnaire consisted of personal
questions, questions about participants’ homes and about bathing/showering.
The semi-structured interview consisted of five parts: The first part was questions about
renovation and maintenance in the bathroom. The second part was questions about bathing
habits. The third part was questions about the bathing products in the bathroom. The term
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‘bathing products’ for this study includes the bathtub, shower stall, shower curtain, shower
curtain rod, shower cabinet (doors), accessories, hand shower, faucets, plumbing products,
tiles, grab bars, non-skid products, bath/shower seats, rods, hooks and hangers. This list was
formed using the product catalogues of current manufacturers. The fourth part was questions
about participants’ disabilities in the bathroom. The disability section was placed at the end
to avoid participants’ being affected by these questions while answering other questions on
bathing. The last part was different from the other parts: Images of selected bathing products
were shown to the participants and participants were asked for their opinions. Because the
bathing task and the issues related to this task are highly personal, these images were used
to help participants to speak easily about bathing experiences and to improve the collection
of important ideas and experiences during the interview. Selected images include photos of
products specially designed for older adults’ needs, advanced bathing aids and products using
new technologies or offering alternative uses. The selected products were:
o A senior walk-in tub: The selected walk-in tub was a common one, with no
additional features. A photo without any person was used.
o A low height bathtub: As the selected bathtub’s external height is shorter
than standard bathtubs, in the product catalogue it is written that this bathtub
provides easier getting in and out of the bathtub for the elderly and disabled. A
photo without any person was used.
o A bathtub with a seat: The selected bathtub is shorter in length and has a seat (or
step), which can be used for sitting or resting feet. A photo without any person
was used.
o A hydraulic bath transfer seat for the elderly: The selected bath transfer seat
(commonly known as a ‘bath lift’) is one of bathtub transfer products designed
for the elderly and the disabled. The product photo shown to the participants
includes a woman at early old ages seeming healthy and able using the products.
o A suction mount grab-bar: A suction type grab bar was used. The grab bar can
be mounted horizontally, vertically, or diagonally by simply pushing the level
to lock in place and flipping up the lever to release. A photo without any person
was used.
o A rotating grab bar for the elderly: The selected grab bar is a typical example
of a kind of advanced grab bars which can be found in similar designs, with a
claim for giving the user independence while using the grab bar. The product
photo shown to the participants includes a woman at early old ages seeming
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healthy and able using the products.
o An electronic product that lets the user control water, sound, light and steam in
the bath environment. A photo without any person was used.
o 3 photos of a bathroom with a bathtub, having 3 different colour combinations.
All of the interviews took place in the participants’ living rooms. All of the participants
except for three males responded to the interview questions alone (7 of the participants were
living alone, 6 females and 1 male). One of the male participants answered all of the questions
with his wife, even though it was mentioned that he could answer the questions by himself;
especially on the questionnaire, he asked all the questions to his wife, behaving as a secondary
interviewer. Two others answered questions by themselves, while their wives were listening.
Bathroom visits took place just after the interview except for a female participant, who
wanted to show her bathroom before the interview. For most of the participants, it was
observed that the bathrooms had been tidied before the interviews. A participant mentioned
that she left the bathroom environment intentionally in a natural way for the researcher to see
all of the details as in a normal day. During the bathroom visits, the interviews continued in
an unstructured way.

4.3. Procedures
The Institutional Review Board at the University of Michigan approved the study.
Informed consent was obtained from all the participants (see Appendix B).
To form the interview structure and to learn the culture, unstructured pre-interviews
were conducted with a male and a female participant by the researcher. The structure of the
interviews was formed using the experiences gained from these pre-interviews. After these
pre-interviews, it was decided that for the male participants, a male interviewer was required
to easily communicate on such a private issue as bathing.

4.4. Data analysis
All the recordings were transcribed by a professional transcriptionist and controlled by the
researcher. The Grounded theory methods of open and axial coding were employed to analyse
the data. During open coding, short sections of text representing discrete concepts were
identified from the transcripts, tagged with a code and the initial coding scheme was formed.
New codes were also added to the coding structure as the researcher identified new concepts
not previously captured by the existing codes. During axial coding, codes were compared
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within and between transcripts to identify larger categories of data and the relationships
between them to develop a set of themes that integrated the categories.

4.5. Findings
Descriptive characteristics of the 16 participants are shown in Table 4.1. Half of the
participants were living with a spouse. Approximately half of the participants stated that they
went out daily. Only one participant reported bathing; all other participants said that they
preferred taking showers. Approximately one third of the participants said that they have a
bath or take a shower daily. 9 out of 16 participants stated using a shower and 7 of them stated
using a bathtub. Six of the participants stated using bathtubs to take showers.
The living conditions of the participants are shown in Table 4.2. Six of the participants
had been living in their current houses for more than 30 years and half of those had 2 main
bathrooms in their houses.
From the analysis, three themes emerged: First, older adults perceive conventional
products in their bathroom as aids for bathing and second, these individuals perceive cleaning
the bathing environment after using it as a crucial subtask and third, these individuals prefer
taking a shower to having a bath.
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Description of study participants, N=16 (Exploratory study, US)
Characteristic

Value

Marital Status n (%)
Single

2 (12.5)

Married

8 (50)

Widowed

6 (37.5)

Education n (%)

Characteristic

Value

Age, median (interquartile range)

84
(81–89)

Female, n (%)

9 (56.25)

Mode of bathing, n (%)
Bathing
Showering

1 (6.25)
15 (93.75)

2 (12.5)

Living, n (%)

Trade or Some College

2 (12.5)

with a spouse

College Degree

1 (6.25)

alone

Some Graduate Work

2 (12.5)

with a pet

2 (12.5)

Master’s

3 (18.75)

with daughter/son

1 (6.25)

MD, PhD

6 (37.5)

High School

Health Conditions, n (%)

8 (50)
5 (31.25)

How often participants go out, n (%)
Daily

7 (43.75)

Diabetes

2 (12.5)

5-6 times a week

2 (12.5)

Arthritis

7 (43.75)

3-4 times a week

1 (6.25)

Cancer

1 (6.25)

2-3 times a week

5 (31.25)

Heart Attack

2 (12.5)

1-2 times a week

0 (0)

Congestive Heart Failure

3 (18.75)

Once a week

Hypertension

Stroke

8 (50)

4 (25)

Never

1 (6.25)
0 (0)
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Study participants’ living conditions, N=16 (Exploratory study, US)
Characteristic

Value

The type of housing, n (%)

Characteristic

Value

Number of bathrooms, n (%)

Individual house

12 (75)

1

2 (12.5)

Individual house in a retirement housing
community

2 (12.5)

1 + 1 half bathroom

3 (18.75)

Nursing home

2 (12.5)

2

5 (31.25)

2 + 1 half bathroom

3 (18.75)

2 + 2 half bathroom

1 (6.25)

2 (12.5)

3

1 (6.25)

6–10 years

2 (12.5)

3 + 1 half bathroom

1 (6.25)

11–20 years

3 (18.75)

Number of rooms, n (%)

21–30 years

3 (18.75)

2

1 (6.25)

More than 30 years

6 (37.5)

3

1 (6.25)

Number of years spent in current home, n (%)
0–5 years

Self-reported use of bathtub/shower, n (%)

4

1 (6.25)

5

3 (18.75)

Bathtub

9 (56.25)

6

4 (25)

Shower

7 (43.75)

7

3 (18.75)

9

3 (18.75)

4.5.1. Conventional bathroom products as aids for bathing
Older adults that participated in the study stated different explanations of how they use
conventional products in their bathrooms as aids. For example, several participants declared
how they perceive shower curtains as ‘lifesavers’ in case of a fall:
‘The shower curtain, you know, essentially saved my husband. I’m very healthy and able.
He isn’t. My husband has neuropathy in his legs and walks with a walker. And he has fallen
twice in the bathroom. About twice last week, once into the bathtub and once out of it. And
both times, our shower curtain has held together with him this kind you know? Those times
the shower curtain eased him down...not a lot, but enough, so that when he landed, he was
not seriously hurt. Isn’t that amazing?’
‘Shower curtains are safer than the doors. If you start to lose your balance...you can fall
on to it.’
‘Once, I fell in the tub and held the curtain years ago when I was a graduate student. That
was when you go back fifty years. I fell over and grabbed the curtains and stopped my fall.
So, I hold the curtain.’

To avoid slipping, a female participant stated that she is using dirty pyjamas or
towels:
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‘But you know what I do do—and maybe this will help you—when I get out of the shower
and my feet are slick, I put down my dirty pyjamas to step on, or my towel to step on.’

Having a small and narrow bathroom was described as a safety element because it is easy
hang onto things in a small bathroom:
‘We are fond of the size of our bathroom. As I mentioned, my husband can hang on to
things and that is much safer for him. And a large one he would constantly be referred to
his walker or someone be with him…Actually our bathroom is narrow so he can hang on
just something, but he can leave his walker outside. There is always something to hang on
to but occasionally he forgets to turn around or something…one hand loose and he loses
his balance. And this is what happened so.’

Towel bars were reported as being used as grab bars:
‘Two of them (grab bars) are permanent. One of them is an extra towel bar as a grab bar
because grab bars are not stronger than an ordinary towel bar. So, we had him put two towel
bars. I keep our towels there…’

A female participant expressed how a bath seat could be a dressing table seat and vice
versa:
‘Well, actually I don’t know what came first. But my dressing table seat, my bedroom
suddenly too… When it is not in the tub, it is in the bedroom as my dressing table seat. We
put a cover on it but whenever my husband takes a shower, I put it in there for him. For bath,
not shower. I put it in the tub for him. But I don’t use it.’

When the photos of participants’ bathrooms were examined, it was revealed that grab bars
were serving as towel or loofah hangers or as shampoo bottle holders. A female participant
who expressed her love for tub baths and who still took tub baths used a huge pillow at the
entrance of the bathtub to make getting in and out of the tub easier and safer.

4.5.2. The necessity in the acts of cleaning the body cleaning
environment
Although the subtasks for bathing were classified as; obtaining and using supplies, taking
off clothes, adjusting water controls, getting into bathing position, washing whole body,
leaving bathing position, drying whole body and getting dressed (Naik, Concato & Gill,
2004), older adults participated to the study stated cleaning the bathing environment after
using it as a subtask of bathing. Study participants stated that they rinse the soap from the
walls, pour water and wipe the tiles, use a squeegee or scourer for the walls, or spray:
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‘I rinse all the soap from the walls and the tiles and the stuff that may have splashed and hang
up the shower head, hang up the bath rug. It’s not cleaning so much; it is just straightening.’
‘I just pour water and also try to wipe the tiles.’
‘I use the squeegee (for the walls).’
‘I use the scourer stuff. About every other shower.’
‘Well, I’m in between the cleaning lady and I have a spray that cleans after every shower, I
spray.’

Some participants explained their reasons for cleaning or in some cases for not cleaning
the bathing environment right after having a bath or taking a shower:
‘If you let the hot water dry by itself you get a film lime-oxide. It’s much easier to wipe it
down, so you don’t get that.’
‘The tiles down from the wall to the bottom, we have trouble keeping mold off this. That’s
the only problem with that. But the mold problem will be wherever it’s there, because of
the moisture.’
‘My wife cleans the shower door with a squeegee. But I don’t do that because there is good
circulation of air inside the bathroom and it dries by itself and it is just plain water not
dirty water.’

While male participants living alone stated that they clean the environment after having
a bath or taking a shower, some male participants living with a spouse said that they do not
clean it, but their spouses want them to do it:
‘I should (clean the bathing environment). My wife wants me to, but I have never had. But
she does in her stuff.’
‘I don’t clean it (the bathing environment), but my lady friend does.’
‘If I am using the swimming pool facility, I am not cleaning the shower. And at home, my
wife typically cleans the shower.’

A female participant stated that she didn’t use to clean the bathing environment after using
it but after seeing a sign in one of her friend’s bathroom, she became much more concerned
about it:
‘My only ritual right now is that once we had the bathtub relied on and bonded the wall
around it, it is so pretty and shiny. I request our family and guests to wipe down the wall
after. To keep it clear of spots. It is not dirty; it just looks spotted when it dries and I learned
that from my friend. So, when they get in, I am suggesting so. That’s my ritual. We had tile
on the walls. And it never occurred to me. I don’t know why either, but it never occurred to
me until we were visitors in a friend’s home and she has a little sign in the guest bathroom
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‘please squidgy down the tiles’. A little sign ‘please squidgy down the walls after your
shower.’ And I thought ‘okay’. But I never thought of it. And then I came home. I know I
have seen a lot of bathtubs ... because nobody ever does it. I did not worry about much of
ours. It did not show a lot of. It was ... either, it was, I never worried about it until we got
a smooth surface.’

When it was asked if the participants worry about their personal safety while bathing or
showering, one of the participants stated that she is ‘worried about not pouring water on the
floor’.

4.5.3. A transition from having a bath to taking a shower
While only one of the participants reported having a bath, all other participants said that
they prefer taking showers. Although 9 out of 16 participants use showers, 7 of them use
bathtubs. Thus, 6 of the participants use bathtubs to take showers.
Taking a shower was described as ‘easier’ and more ‘convenient’ than having a bath, while
using a shower was reported as ‘quicker’ and ‘safer’:
‘It’s much easier for me to take a shower.’
‘The shower is far more convenient than a bath, you don’t sit in the dirty water when you
are taking a shower, you always have clean water.’
‘Easier to get in and out, quicker. My mind says safer.’

Most people mentioned that they think taking a shower is time and energy efficient; and
they use less water when showering:
‘Shower. It is faster and more efficient. I mean it is cost free both in time and energy.’
‘It feels good. I like to think it uses less water . I don’t...And frankly it is not easy to get in
the bathtub. It is not easy to get out of the bathtub even though I have grab bars. That does
not keep me taking a bath in the tub, but showers are, I think, just more efficient.’

These individuals mentioned a transition from having a bath to taking a shower
highlighting that they used to have a bath when they were younger . The reasons for this
transition vary from difficulties to unintentional and compulsory changes in the bathroom.

4.6. Discussion and conclusion
In this exploratory study, the views of community-living older adults on their bathing
environments in their homes were explored in a developed country and three themes were
identified that clarified the importance of these individuals’ perceptions on bathing and
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bathing environments: Firstly, older adults perceive conventional bathroom products as readyto-use aids for the difficulties that they experience while undertaking the task of bathing.
Secondly, these individuals perceive cleaning the bathing environment after using it as a
subtask of bathing. And finally, these individuals prefer taking a shower to having a bath.
This exploratory qualitative study shows evidence that for older adults; the products in
a conventional bathroom afford being used as aids. As stated in Chapter 3, affordance is an
expression first defined by Gibson (1986) as ‘what an environment offers the animal, what
it provides or furnishes, either for good or ill’. According to Gibson (1986), when we look at
objects, what we perceive is not their qualities but their affordances. They are opportunities
for action, properties of the animal-environment system that determine what can be achieved
and thriving properties of the animal-environment system that arise from the relationships
between animal and environment (Stoffregen, 2003). Based on the results of the study, it can
be said that shower curtains, bath rims, sink tops, towel racks, doors and curtain rods afford
grabbing; towels and rugs on bathroom floors afford the creation of non-slip surfaces and all
types of chairs afford sitting while bathing for older adults.
Although conventional bathroom products afford being used as aids for older adults,
they are not designed to be used as such. As previously stated in Chapter 3, Norman (n.d.)
interpreted Gibson’s theory of affordances in the field of design by defining ‘real’ and
‘perceived’ affordances: ‘Real’ affordances are physical and designed properties of products
and ‘perceived’ affordances are the ones that the users comprehend. In the case of bathing,
‘real’ affordances of the environment and products do not always match their ‘perceived’
affordances for older adults. These individuals comprehend some properties of the products
in the environment that make them consider these products suitable to be used as aids, but
these properties frequently are not designed ones. The gap between the ‘real’ and ‘perceived’
affordances of conventional bathroom products for older adults creates a safety risk for older
adults. Older adults seeking and finding solutions for their disabilities in their conventional
bathrooms may end up with even worse disabilities. There is a need to explore the ‘perceived’
affordances in older adults’ bathrooms in order to fill the gap between the ‘real’ and the
‘perceived’ affordances when designing better bathing environments.
This exploratory study also shows evidence that cleaning the bathing environment after
using it is being perceived as a subtask of bathing by older adults. Moreover, even some of
these individuals were not aware of this act or they didn’t think that it was crucial to do it;
other individuals affected or sometimes forced them to do it. Norman (2002) stated that a
combination of internal knowledge, external information and constraints determine behaviour
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in everyday situations. According to Norman (2002), some constraints rely upon accepted
cultural conventions and each culture has a set of allowable actions for social situations.
Based on the expressions of older adults that participated in this study, it can be stated that
cleaning the bathing environment after using it is a cultural constraint limiting older adults
in the bathing environment by adding a difficult and even sometimes dangerous subtask to
the task of bathing.
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5. ‘loo-LAB: FOR BETTER BATHROOMS’

The collaboration and research enquiry were enabled through funding from the British
Council’s UK-Turkey Higher Education partnership programme in 2012. The project aims
were to;
o To further the knowledge and understanding of bathroom use
o To identify design opportunities, within the context of the bathroom, that
support quality independent living in response to national health agendas and
increase potential for innovative solutions to meet social needs.
And broadly increase the potential for impacting the following:
o Development of a methodology to increase the potential for applied research
within academia in Turkey that will help contribute to a change in the balance
of basic research to applied research.
o Through applied research increase opportunity for commercial income through
better informed, usable and desirable products for an ageing consumer both in
the UK and Turkey.
o Developing a model for Higher Education and industrial collaboration that can
be adopted by and impact upon other sectors of industry both in the UK and
Turkey.
o Encourage industry to consider academia in meeting their research and
development needs both in the UK and Turkey.
o Insight that might inform the design and development products that could impact
positively on health care and service provision by supporting independent
living and quality of life in Turkey and the UK
o Through engagement of academia, industry, end users and other disciplinary
experts, inform curriculum development both in the UK and Turkey.
o Through cultural exchange, help academia and industry in the UK and Turkey
better understand the local and specific needs of society.
o Increase capacity of design understanding and the impact of an ageing society
both in the UK and Turkey.
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5.1. Project partners
5.1.1. Academic partners
o Art & Design Research Centre, Sheffield Hallam University (SHU), UK.
o Department of Industrial Product Design, Istanbul Technical University (ITU),
Turkey.

5.1.2. Industrial partner
o VitrA / Eczacıbaşı Building Products, Eczacıbaşı Group, Turkey

5.2. Project details
Following a series of meetings between the partners in the UK and Turkey, the focus
of the project was based around a ‘campaign for better bathrooms’ to encourage a broad
and rich public discussion and debate around bathroom activities. loo-lab was created as an
identity that neatly referenced cultural terminology to the toilet in the UK (the loo) and Turkey
(number 100).
The research team developed loo-lab into two distinct formats and approaches that would
provide an environment for innovative exchanges between stakeholders. The utilization of an
online platform to create a virtual lab provided an online discussion forum to share digital text
and photographs (loo-lab, 2013). Visitors to the site were prompted to register and requested
to share their bathroom stories via texts and/or photographs that were date stamped. Inevitably
the subject of the research may attract crude and offensive material and consequently the site
was carefully moderated and any material considered inappropriate removed.
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loo-lab: The website (loo-lab, 2013)

In parallel a physical field lab was constructed in Turkey where visitors could participate
in face-to-face discussion engaging directly with objects and contribute thoughts and ideas
through analogue texts and drawings. Visitors were prompted to contribute thoughts via story
cards that were displayed in the field lab for other visitors to respond to. Another feature of the
field lab was the inclusion of toilets as seating with toilet rolls conveniently located for visitors
to contribute ideas they might have on (or about) the toilet. Different coloured pens were used
each day to help establish a sense of narrative in the analysis and students were employed to
monitor the exhibition during its two-week opening. The aim through the virtual (digital) and
real lab (analogue) was to open up debate to elicit opinions on bathroom behaviour.
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loo-lab: The physical field lab

The field lab was designed to focus on bathroom products and related objects that might
help to develop insight into the diverse activities that take place in the bathroom. Rather
than visitors becoming preoccupied with the ceramic ware products, the bath, sink, shower
and toilet, it was aimed to show them the diversity of products that help to undertake those
activities and shape and define what a bathroom is. The inclusion of commercial bathroom
products because of the partnership with Eczacıbaşı Building Products could also be
misconstrued as a commercial trade exhibition by visitors focusing on aesthetic preferences.
In response, illustrations of familiar bathroom items, toilet, sink, shower, bath were designed
and constructed and real bathroom accessories such as grooming products, cleaning products,
medicine, clothing etc. were included.
As a contribution to the understanding of bathroom use and in striving to meet the
broader aims of the project a student project was undertaken before the launch of loo-lab.
Undergraduate level design students from the UK and Turkey simultaneously worked on a
design brief to investigate ways of improving the bathroom experience. Particular emphasis
was directed towards organizing the bathroom and the designing of improved bathroom
products, storage as well as smaller products for dispensing, cleaning and lighting the
bathroom. A closed Facebook group was set up for staff and students from both Universities
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to share, reflect and comment on research, thoughts and ideas and follow progress on the
project. A selection of the projects was displayed in the field lab.

Toilets in the loo-lab

5.2.1. Workshop
30 older adults aged between 66-95 were invited to attend the field lab and take part in
a one-hour workshop. Transport and refreshments were provided and on arrival the project
and purpose of the event was explained. Participants were free to explore the field lab and
encouraged to touch and speak about the objects on display with the student guides.
A one-hour workshop followed within the field lab space where the group was divided in
three and presented with a series of questions utilizing the surrounding objects as prompts.
The main questions were:
o What is positive about your bathroom?
o What is negative about your bathroom?
o How have things changed in the bathroom as you have become older?
o What is your bathroom luxury?
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Older adults exploring the field lab

loo-lab workshop with older adults
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5.3. Findings
Over a three-month period, there have been approximately 8000 visitors to the online loolab that has brought together a large virtual community who have contributed thoughts and
insights on bathrooms, uploaded and commented on photographs. Approximately 400 visitors
attended the field lab and 30 older participants engaged in a workshop. Visitors contributed
stories via story cards provided (total 115) that were displayed as prompts for other visitors
and also contributed ideas on the toilet via rolls of paper (total 700 cm.).
The website was structured in a familiar format that allowed participants to contribute and
provide content as easily as possible. There was a brief overview of the project and its aims,
brief instructions and opportunity to contribute minimal information quickly, for example
simply responding to posted photographs with a like or dislike choice. Many photographs
were accompanied with no text and text that did accompany a photograph was generally
relatively brief. Comments were in a range of languages but predominantly in Turkish, which
did restrict broad engagement.
Approximately 80 stories were shared online. Visitors shared problems that they
experienced in bathrooms, funny and interesting stories of incidents that they lived through,
ideas and desires about bathroom products and their habits. Approximately 75% of the stories
give insight about bathroom behaviour while other posts were superficial.

Story cards
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The field lab gathered responses through the story cards posted and displayed. More
than 50 private bathroom stories were shared, unconsciously expressing habits, thoughts
and ideas. Inevitably the subject matter encouraged some funny and crude stories. Visitors
commented and responded to comments through text and drawings that provided a rich and
useful narrative. Isolated comments could be taken out of context. The ideas on the toilet
due to its format (the paper role) provided an easily accessible and valuable narrative thread.
Visitors commented on the smells provided from the contents of the field lab that prompted
discussion that was not apparent from the data collected from the website. Stories also
revealed reading was popular and the increasing use of digital products and communication
devices in the bathroom (e.g., phones, e-mail, games)
Cultural insights did emerge largely around squat toilets (less familiar in the UK) and the
Turkish bath culture more familiar amongst older people.
Age related challenges faced within the bathroom clearly emerged from the field lab and
specifically the workshop with older users but did not feature with any prominence in the
website campaign. This is likely due to the fact that a younger demographic tends to engage
with digital media.
The most prominent issue that arose from the field lab was the importance of space
(‘spaciousness’) and flexibility. Similarly, storage was a common focus of the photographs
shared on the website.

5.4. Discussion and conclusion
The project presented a successful collaboration model between academic and industrial
partners that can be adopted by and impact upon other sectors of industry.
By using innovative methods for user research, the project extended the knowledge and
understanding on bathroom use. The loo-lab exhibition revealed the importance of prompting
by using the right tools while collecting data. The loo-lab’s concept of sharing anonymous
‘bathroom stories’ allowed participants to contribute and provide content undoubtedly.
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6. ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH:
THE METHODOLOGY

‘I have washed clothes, cooked,
driven a tractor, run a diesel locomotive, spread manure,
vacuumed rugs and ridden in an armoured tank. I have operated
a sewing machine, a telephone switchboard, a corn picker, a lift
truck, a turret lathe and a linotype machine. When designing the
rooms in a Statler hotel, I stayed in accommodations of all prices.
I wore a hearing aid for a day and almost went deaf. I stood beside
a big new gun at Aberdeen Proving Grounds when it was fired
and was catapulted off my feet. Members of our office have spent
days and nights in airport control towers and weeks on a destroyer
during manoeuvres. We ride in submarines and jet planes. All this
in the name of research!’
Henry Dreyfuss (1955)
The primary aim of this research is to understand the conditions of body cleaning of
older women living alone at home in Turkey by exploring the affordances and constraints
of sanitary ware products with/in which the task is performed. In relation to the aims of the
research, ethnographic research was designed.
Ethnography is about behaviours, perceptions, interactions and daily lives of people. By
collecting comprehensive data, the fundamental aim of ethnography is to gain rich insights of
people’s views and actions. According to Garner and Scott (2013), ethnography ‘resembles
the ordinary person’s self-reflexive and systematic approaches to learning about the world
around them, particularly when confronted with new cultural experience’. As Atkinson &
Hammersley (1994) states, ‘the ethnographer participates, overtly or covertly, in people’s
daily lives for an extended period of time, watching what happens, listening to what is said,
asking questions; in fact, collecting whatever data are available to throw light on the issues
with which he or she is concerned.’ Fetterman (1998) compares the task taken on by an
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ethnographer to the one taken on by an investigative reporter, stating that they are very similar
but there is a key difference between them: the journalist seeks out the unusual - the murder
or the bank robbery – while the ethnographer writes about the routine, daily lives of people.
Ethnographic research is appropriate to the study’s subject for many reasons. In view of
the fact that body cleaning is an everyday task that people mostly do unconsciously; it can
only be explored by submerging into the daily lives of participants. Moreover, the whole
picture revealing the affordances and constraints of related sanitary ware products can only
be captured by looking at how participants describe and structure their own world.

6.1. Discussion of the Research Methods Employed in Previous
Studies on Bathing and Older Adults
Prior studies of body cleaning and older adults in the fields of gerontology and geriatrics
have primarily used quantitative methods such as;
o Home-based structured interviews (Gill, Han & Allore, 2007a; Murphy,
Nyquist, Strasburg & Alexander, 2006; Naik & Gill, 2005; Cohen-Mansfield
& Jensen, 2005; Naik, Concato & Gill, 2004; Penn, Belfield, Mascie-Taylor &
Mulley, 1989),
o Hospital-based structured interviews (Gooptu & Mulley, 1994),
o Home-based assessments (Gill, Han & Allore, 2007b; Gill, Allore, & Han,
2006; Gill, Guo & Allore, 2006; Naik & Gill, 2005; Naik, Concato & Gill,
2004),
o Lab-based assessments (Murphy, Nyquist, Strasburg & Alexander, 2006),
o Telephone interviews (Gill, Han & Allore, 2007a; Gill, Han & Allore, 2007b;
Gill, Allore, & Han, 2006; Gill, Guo & Allore, 2006; Naik, Concato & Gill,
2004),
o Home-based direct observations (Gill, Han & Allore, 2007a; Murphy, Nyquist,
Strasburg & Alexander, 2006; Naik & Gill, 2005).
Ahluwalia, Gill, Baker and Fried (2010) used a qualitative approach to identify bathing
experiences, attitudes and preferences of older adults in order to inform the development of
effective patient-centred interventions. Data were collected through semi-structured in-depth
interviews lasting approximately 45 minutes conducted in participants’ homes by a research
investigator. Open-ended questions about bathing habits, personal meaning and purpose of
bathing, difficulties and concerns about bathing, preferences for independent bathing and
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attitudes toward different types of bathing assistance were asked. The research investigator
audiotaped interviews and an experienced medical transcriptionist transcribed the interview
verbatim. Ahluwalia, Gill, Baker and Fried’s (2010) study is primarily exploratory and
hypothesis generating while additional qualitative research is necessary.
For their ‘Future bathroom’ project, Chamberlain & Yoxall (2012) used a different approach
by employing older community lay researchers to do the research with the provided probe
packs. Afterwards, to broaden the demographic and cultural insight and to attempt to instigate
a more open public discussion about bathrooms; Chamberlain and Yoxall (2012) constructed
a bathroom ‘field-lab’ exhibition in order to make both quantitative (voting stations, online
questionnaire) and qualitative analysis (web-cam analysis of users and wipe-able graffiti
boards). Graffiti walls were a key feature in the design of the exhibition, encouraging
expression of opinions and revealing an interaction between visitors (Chamberlain & Yoxall,
2012).The loo-lab project that was explained in detail in the 4th chapter, improved the ‘fieldlab’ idea, using two different platforms (physical and online) and conducting a workshop with
older adults, in the field lab.
The use of qualitative methods in exploring the task of body cleaning and related
environments and products have led to a deeper understanding, by illuminating additional
layers of complexity related to the task and related environments and products, than
quantitative methods can do alone. The complex, private and highly personalized nature of
the body cleaning task, together with the need to explore affordances and constraints at the
body cleaning environments for older adults support the need for an ethnographic research,
which can offer a detailed, in-depth description of everyday activities.

6.2. Setting
The research was conducted in a number of cities in Turkey: Istanbul, Samsun, Çorum
and Tekirdağ.
Samsun is a city on the north coast of Turkey with a population of more than a million.
It is the provincial capital of Samsun Province and a major Black Sea port. It is also the
hometown of the researcher; the city where she lived for 18 years and where her family
currently lives. Therefore, it was easier for her to find participants in whose everyday lives she
can immerse. According to The Turkish Statistical Institute’s data showing the characteristics
of the population by provinces, 14% of the population in Samsun was aged over 60 in 2013.
Istanbul is the largest city in Turkey, constituting the country’s economic, cultural and
historical heart. With a population of more than 10 million, Istanbul is the city where the
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researcher has been living for more than 10 years. 9% of the population in Istanbul was aged
over 60 in 2013 according to the Turkish Statistical Institute’s data showing the characteristics
of the population according to provinces.
Çorum is located inland in the central Black Sea Region of Turkey with a population of
around 200 thousand. The city is on a busy route, which connects Black Sea Region to Central
Anatolia Region and Eastern Anatolia to the west. Çorum hosts many cultures. 18% of the
population in Çorum was aged over 60 in 2013 according to the Turkish Statistical Institute’s
data showing the characteristics of the population by provinces.
Tekirdağ is situated on the northern coast of the Sea of Marmara, 135 kilometers west of
Istanbul. The Tekirdağ area is the site of many holiday homes, as the city is only two hours’
drive from Istanbul via a new four-lane highway. The Tekirdağ area is also the site of many
factories. 11% of the population in Tekirdağ was aged over 60 in 2013 according to Turkish
Statistical Institute’s data showing the characteristics of the population by provinces and this
is equal to the percentage of overall population aged over 60 in Turkey, which is 11%.
Although conducting research in only these cities would not be able to reflect the whole
situation in Turkey, what has been learned in depth and richness can be transferred (Seale,
1999; O’Reilly, 2009) to some extent to other settings.

6.3. Participants
Eight women aged 65 or older, living alone in their own houses were selected to participate
in the research. Having different sanitary ware products related to body cleaning; these women
share identical lifestyles. All of them are socially and physically active and able. Mentally
alert and communicative individuals were intentionally chosen for this research knowing that
the researcher will be talking with them extensively.

6.3.1. Participant Recruitment
In order to gain access to older women’s daily lives, the researcher used her grandmother
and daughters or granddaughters of older women as gatekeepers. The researcher briefly
informed her grandmother as well as female relatives, friends and neighbours about the details
of the research, asking for possible participants that would meet the criteria of the research.
When informing participants about the research, an overt approach was followed. They
explained that the researcher is a design academic interested in sanitary ware product design
for all ages and wanted to learn about body cleaning activities in order to contribute to future
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product designs. No participant was paid to take part in the research.
The researcher tried to place herself in the role of a granddaughter and/or a companion
with empathy or an intimate willingness to listen to their problems and aspirations.

6.4. Data Collection
In order to fulfil the aims of the study, the researcher spent two days with each of the
participants, residing at their homes, observing the participants in their daily lives and
attending their social activities with friends and relatives.
Research followed a holistic approach; focusing on the sanitary ware products for body
cleaning, it was aimed to explore the activity and all related activities as a whole.

6.4.1. Interviews
Besides making daily live observations, the researcher conducted short, unstructured
one-to-one interviews with the participants. These interviews were conducted at the most
appropriate time of the day in terms of motivation and attention and they took not more than
15 minutes. Exploratory qualitative studies showed that when answering interview questions,
older adults usually get bored after the first 15 minutes. Moreover, they need time to rest
and think about the subject. That is why multiple but short interviews were used to gather
information about the subject.
Following a structured questionnaire or interview could possibly force participants
to structure their answers according to the researcher’s priorities rather than their own.
Consequently, all interviews and conversations tape-recorded or not, were informal and
unstructured. The researcher followed an interview guide (see Appendix E) for the interviews
and asked the same questions to each participant, though not necessarily in the same order.
Questions were designed to get the participants to talk about the body cleaning task and the
properties of related bathroom products, rather than to have specific inquiries answered. No
participant was asked directly about the affordances and constraints of sanitary ware products
related to body cleaning, but it was expected for participants to define them without being
aware.

6.4.2. Narration of body cleaning activity
Since body cleaning is a private activity, it is nearly impossible to observe people while
they are performing the activity. As a substitute, in order to discover the effects of different
sanitary ware products to the body cleaning subtasks and their sequences, participants were
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asked to narrate their own body cleaning experience to a tape-recorder while they were
performing the task.
All participants except Nergis narrated their body cleaning experience to a tape recorder.
During the researcher’s visit, Nergis’s health condition was not well and the cleaning girl who
helps her while body cleaning did not come due to an unexpected reason, therefore Nergis
couldn’t perform the task.
The researcher felt that most participants had concerns about the narration of body
cleaning activity. Fulya asked her if the ‘machine’ can record images and the researcher
clearly explained that the tape recorder could only record voices, not images by showing
her how the tape recorder works. Zünbül asked the researcher to ‘ask her to do anything she
wants’ but not ‘bathing’. The researcher did not insist Zünbül do the narration but clearly
explained the process. With the help of Zünbül’s daughter-in-law and her neighbours, the
researcher persuaded Zünbül to narrate her body cleaning experience.

6.4.3. Photographs of body cleaning environment
Participants’ body cleaning environments were photographed before and after the body
cleaning task. In order to capture the body cleaning environment as a whole, a wide-angle
camera was used.

6.4.4. Timeline collage of body cleaning experience
In order to explore the affordances of sanitary ware products related to body cleaning for
the participants; they were asked to do a timeline collage of their body cleaning experience
with pre-selected words and images (see Appendix F). These words and images were extracted
from bathroom product advertisements, catalogues and websites. The results of exploratory
research were also used to select words and images for this collage. Participants were also
able to use their own words and drawings in this collage.
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A participant’s timeline collage of her body cleaning experience

6.5. Data Analysis
In the analysis stage, the data was examined in detail using an iterative-inductive approach
(O’Reilly, 2009) in order to derive affordances and constraints of sanitary ware products from
several readings of each transcript of the interviews, timeline collages and narrations of the
body cleaning activity as well as the field notes and photographs. The Iterative-inductive
approach emphasizes the strengths and advantages of inductivism while taking the opportunity
to test theoretical insights deductively (O’Reilly, 2009).
Techniques of the grounded theory as described in Strauss and Corbin (1998) were
used in order to analyse the data. The Grounded theory approach to qualitative analysis
was developed by Glaser and Strauss in the early 1960s during a field observational study
of hospital staff ‘ handling of dying patients (1964, 1965). Glaser and Strauss, who were
two sociologists from different philosophical and research backgrounds, conducted overt,
methodological and systematic qualitative analyses, which led to the discovery of theories,
but they separated over the years. Glaser defended the empiricist elements of the approach,
which stays close to data and seeks the discovery of theories. Strauss, who continued his
studies with Corbin, viewed the approach as more of a methodology for building theory. For
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Strauss and Corbin (1998), ‘analysis is the interplay between researchers and the data’ and
there are procedures for the analysis to help provide some standardization and accuracy to the
process; however, these procedures were designed not to be followed strictly but rather to be
used creatively and flexibly by researchers, as they consider appropriate. Strauss and Corbin
(1998) defined theorizing as a ‘work that entails not only conceiving or intuiting concepts
but also formulating them into a logical, systematic and explanatory scheme’ and stated that
‘a theory is usually more than a set of findings; it offers an explanation about phenomena’.
Strauss and Corbin’s methodology suits the explorative structure of this study.
Glaser (1978) stated the goal of grounded theory as ‘to generate a conceptual theory
that accounts for a pattern of behaviour which is relevant and problematic for those
involved’. Glaser (1978) emphasized that the goal is ‘not voluminous description, nor clever
verification’. Glaser and Strauss (1967) defined theoretical sampling as ‘the process of data
collection for generating theory whereby the analyst jointly collects, codes and analyses data
and decides what data to collect next and where to find them, in order to develop theory as it
emerges’ and they added that in theoretical sampling, ‘no one kind of data on a category nor
technique for data collection is necessarily appropriate’. They suggested that researchers be
sufficiently theoretically sensitive to conceptualize and formulate a theory as it emerges from
the data (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Glaser and Strauss (1967) specified that different kinds of
data give researchers different views to understand a category and to develop its properties
and they call these slices of data.
20 hours of audio files, approximately 750 photographs along with accompanying
field notes were generated during the main research study. These included audio files of
interviews with the women, audio files of women doing their timeline collages of body
cleaning experiences and audio files of women narrating their body cleaning. Additionally,
informal notes and observations from the visits were drawn. All audio files were transcript
semi-verbatim.
The data collection and selection process were dependent upon three factors. The first was
the study’s definitions of body cleaning and body cleaning environment. The second factor
was the significant issues around the subjects of body cleaning and ageing. The third factor
was the explanations of affordances and constraints of an environment and of products.
The names of the participants and the names that they use during the interviews were
changed in order to protect participants’ identities. Hence, pseudonyms are used to identify the
participants. The names of the participants were changed to flower names in Turkish. These
flower names were decided together with the participants and the initial letter of participants’
real names was used to find their flower names.
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6.5.1. Analysis of the interview data and timeline collages
Analysis of the interview data and timeline collages started with the open coding of semiverbatim transcripts of the data. Open coding can be defined as the analytic process through
which concepts are identified and their properties and dimensions are discovered in the data
(Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Two general categories named ‘the task of body cleaning’ and
‘the body cleaning environment’ were formed at the beginning of open coding. Working
within the texts, general thought patterns, repetition of specific expressions and the content
that dominates the explanations or rarely or never arose in discussion were noted and coded.
During the open coding process some codes were derived directly from the participants’ vivid
descriptions and phrasing as in-vivo codes. For example, ‘Bakır’ is one of these in-vivo codes,
repeated many times by different participants as the name of a type of bowl or bucket. Since
‘Bakır’ in Turkish means ‘Copper’ in English and it is the material of a special type of bowl,
which is used in Turkish baths, ‘Bakır’ was included as an in-vivo code.
Analysis continued with theoretical coding by applying labels and concepts from the
theoretical framework for the study in order to link and associate codes and categories that
emerged through open coding. Theoretical codes were not imported as preconceived ideas but
used explicitly and reflexively throughout the process. At the theoretical coding stage, open
codes were explored in order to derive perceived affordances and constraints.
The list of open and theoretical codes
OPEN CODING
Age-related changes in the duration and
frequency of the task of body cleaning
Age-related changes in the manner in which
the body cleaning task is performed

The task
of body
cleaning

THEORETICAL CODING
The effects of age-related changes related to the task of
body cleaning on the physical constraints

The effort of not to waste water

The effort of not wasting water as a logical and a
cultural constraint

The act of spending less time in the bath and
indicating it

The act of spending less time in the bath as a semantic
and a logical constraint

Sitting while performing the task of body
cleaning

Sitting while performing the task of body cleaning as a
physical and a cultural constraint

Pouring water in order to perform the task of
body cleaning

Pouring water in order to perform the task of body
cleaning as a cultural constraint

Performing a full ablution
The acts of praying
Repeating certain subtasks three times

Repeating certain subtasks three times as a cultural
constraint

Not seeing the ‘front’ part of the body

The effort of not seeing the ‘front’ part of the body as a
cultural constraint

Using ‘kese’ and ‘lif’
Soaping
Adjusting water temperature / Warm water /
Warming water

Using ‘kese’ and ‘lif’ and soaping as a cultural
constraint
The efforts for having warm water as cultural and
physical constraint
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(continued) The list of open and theoretical codes
OPEN CODING
Having various products
prepared for the guests
Offering bathing to guests

THEORETICAL CODING
The acts of the older women for the guests as cultural
constraints

Precautions taken against
risks of accidents

Precautions taken against risks of accidents as logical
constraints

The activities of cleaning
the environment before/after
performing the task

The activities of cleaning the environment before/after
performing the task as logical and semantic constraints

Various items for grabbing

Perceived affordances of walls, wash basins, faucets and
shower doors

Various items for sitting

Perceived affordances of buckets, basins and toilets

The availability of running
hot water

The availability of running hot water as a physical
constraint

Using ‘Bakır’
The body cleaning
environment

Body cleaning environments
at participants’ younger
ages (Similarities, lack of
resources)
The body cleaning
environment with a bathtub
Using the bathtub
with the shower /
Cracked bathtubs
Sitting in the
bathtub
Not filling the
bathtub with
water

Perceived affordance of a bathtub

Disposing
bathtubs
Having ‘kurna’ in the body
cleaning environment

Axial coding was done in parallel to the theoretical coding in order to link categories
together into a broader framework. At this stage coding occurred around the axis of a category,
linking categories at the level of properties and dimensions (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). For
example, codes related to the religious activities that are performed during the task of body
cleaning were linked and categorized under ‘the acts of religion’.
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The list of categories and subcategories after axial coding
AXIAL CODING
Age-related changes while performing the task of body cleaning (as a physical constraint)
Changes in the duration and frequency of the task
Changes in the manner in which the task is performed
Transition from standing to sitting
Precautions taken against risks of accidents (as a logical constraint)
Buckets, basins and toilets for sitting
Walls, wash basins, faucets and shower doors for grabbing
The relationship between the bathtub and the task of body cleaning
Cracked bathtubs / disposed bathtubs
Using the bathtub without filling it with water
Sitting in the bathtub
The acts of religion
Performing a full ablution
Repeating certain subtasks three times (as a cultural constraint)
Not seeing the ‘front’ part of the body (as a cultural constraint)
Other acts of religion (such as praying)
Properties of body cleaning environments at participants’ younger ages [important similarities]
Properties of body cleaning environments at participants’ younger ages [lack of resources]
The use of ‘kese’ and ‘lif’ (as a cultural constraint)
Soaping (as a cultural constraint)
The use of ‘Kurna’
The use of ‘Bakır’
The requirement of warm water (as a cultural and a physical constraint)
Pouring water (as a cultural constraint)
The importance of having running hot water (physical constraint)
The effort of not wasting water (logical and cultural constraint)
The task of body cleaning at participants’ younger ages [similarities of the difficulties]
The act of spending less time in the bath (semantic and logical constraint)
The acts for the guests
Offering guests to bath
Having various products prepared for the guests (as a cultural constraint)
Cleaning the body cleaning environment before/after bathing (as a logical and a cultural constraint)

With selective coding, categories were integrated and refined to themes and theories.
For example, it emerged from the axial coding that culture and religion play an important
role for the task of body cleaning and many actions in the bath are done as a result of these.
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Consequently, the theme named ‘the significance of culture and religion in the task of body
cleaning’ was formed and all related categories and subcategories were organized around this
central explanatory theme.
The list of themes after selective coding
SELECTIVE CODING
The effect of ageing on the visibility of physical constraints related to task of body cleaning
Age-related changes while performing the task of body cleaning (as a physical constraint)
Changes in the duration and frequency of the task
Changes in the manner in which the task is performed
Transition from standing to sitting
Other changes
Precautions taken against risks of accidents (as a logical constraint)
The significant gap between the real affordances and the perceived affordances of products related to task of
body cleaning
Buckets, basins and toilets for sitting
Walls, wash basins, faucets and shower doors for grabbing
The ‘cracked’ relationship between the bathtub and the task of body cleaning
Cracked bathtubs / disposed bathtubs
Using the bathtub without filling it with water
Sitting in the bathtub
The traces of culture and religion in the task of body cleaning
The acts of religion
Performing a full ablution
Repeating certain subtasks three times (as a cultural constraint)
Not seeing the ‘front’ part of the body (as a cultural constraint)
Other acts of religion (such as praying)
‘Kese’, ‘Lif’ and soaping
The use of ‘kese’ and ‘lif’ (as a cultural constraint)
Soaping (as a cultural constraint)
‘Kurna’, ‘Bakır’, warming water and pouring water
Properties of body cleaning environments at participants’ younger ages [important
similarities]
The use of ‘Kurna’
The use of ‘Bakır’
The requirement of warm water (as a cultural and a physical constraint)
Pouring water (as a cultural constraint)
The continuous challenge of conserving water
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The importance of having running hot water (physical constraint)
Properties of body cleaning environments at participants’ younger ages [lack of resources]
The effort of not to waste water (logical and cultural constraint)
The struggle of spending less time in the bath
The task of body cleaning at participants’ younger ages [similarities of the difficulties]
The act of spending less time in the bath (semantic and logical constraint)
The acts for the guests
Offering guests to bath
Having various products prepared for the guests (as a cultural constraint)
The necessity in the acts of cleaning the body cleaning environment
Cleaning the body cleaning environment after bathing (as a logical and a cultural constraint)
Cleaning the body cleaning environment before bathing (as a logical and a cultural constraint)

Semi-verbatim transcriptions of the tape recordings saved during timeline collages were
included in the open, theoretical, axial and selective coding processes. The words and the
images that were selected for the timeline collages by the participants were not subjected
to analysis because each participant perceived the meanings of the words and the images
differently and formed the collages consequently. By having the transcriptions of timeline
collages’ tape recordings in the coding processes, both participants’ perceptions and their
selections of words and images were included in the analysis. Comparing these collages only
by the words and images selected would eliminate the perceptions of the participants.

6.5.2. Analysis of the body cleaning activity narrations
Body cleaning narrations were first transcribed verbatim and then converted into poems
using the Richardson (1992)’s poetic representation method by using participant’s words, tone
and diction and relying on poetic devices such as off rhyme, meter and pauses to convey the
narrative. Poetic representation was first used by Richardson (1992) in order to emphasize
the ‘lived experience’ and to illuminate the ‘core’ of the case involved. Miles and Huberman
(1994) described Richardson’s method as a focused and partially ordered display which brings
the reader very close to a condensed set of data, has a compelling flow and forbids superficial
attention by the analyst. In order to reflect the emotions in the tape recordings of participants’
narrations of body cleaning activities, they were presented in a poetic format.
Verbatim transcriptions of body cleaning activity narrations were included in the open,
theoretical, axial and selective coding processes described in the previous section. They were
also converted into a timeline list of body cleaning subtasks for each participant, in order
to compare the impacts of different sanitary ware products on the body cleaning task itself.
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6.5.3. Analysis of the photographs
During the analysis of the data, photographs were used to remind participants’ body
cleaning environments. They are also used to investigate the way products are used in the
bathroom environments.
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7. SEVEN POEMS ON AGEING AND BODY
CLEANING

‘You call it plans; we call it dreams.’
Akasya, a participant from the main study in Turkey (2013)

7.1. Participant Profiles
The eight women who participated in the current study live in either different cities or
different neighbourhoods in the same city and they do not know one another. These individuals
reside in Istanbul, Samsun, Çorum and Tekirdağ, with two participants living in each city. Of
the participants, only the two who reside in Samsun (Nergis and Yasemin) know either the
researcher or her family prior to the study. The researcher approached the study participants
through their neighbours, relatives or family.
The study participants share the same religion, Islam. The importance that they place on
their religious beliefs and practices differ. Most of the participants perform the daily Islamic
prayers (Salah). Some of them perform the prayers on a regular basis, whereas others do not.
It was observed that the performance of daily prayers on a chair rather than on the floor was
a milestone in their lifespan for these individuals, marking the beginning of ageing.
The members of the study group were all born between the years of 1926 and 1944, six
of them being born in Turkey. Only two were born in the Balkans (Bulgaria and Yugoslavia)
but immigrated to Turkey (one in her childhood and the other in middle age). The majority of
the life experience of nearly all study group members occurred in Turkey.
Most of the study participants were raised in middle-class households. Some of these
women were born in the post-war period of World War I and, subsequently, the War of
Independence, which was an economically recessive period that was experienced along with
the Great World Depression of 1929. Other participants were born during World War II.
Although Turkey remained neutral during most of World War II, the country experienced
difficulty during these years due to shortages of basic goods. The participants’ experiences of
being born and raised in a recessive period affected not only their consumption behaviours,
but also their views on life.
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These women witnessed many historical events that may have influenced their lives.
Some of the significant events that occurred in Turkey during these women’s lives include
Cyprus Peace Operation in 1974, the coups of 1960 and 1980 and the coup by memorandum
of 1971. These events affected the political, economic and social life in the country and, thus,
the participants’ lives. The Turkish constitution was ratified in 1921 and revised in 1924. A
new constitution was ratified in 1961 and again in 1982. The constitution of 1982 was revised
in 2010.
The members of the study group witnessed a shift in Turkey from a rural and agricultural
economy to an urban and industrial economy. Following the recessive periods, an economic
recovery began in the 1930s and especially in the 1950-1965 period. The recovery was
particularly evident in the metropolitan areas of Turkey via the construction of new social and
industrial facilities, new apartments and partially renovated old apartments. The participants
also experienced the influence of the government’s economic decisions concerning the
available goods on the market. Beginning in 1923, Turkey’s government-imposed limitations
on private sector participation, foreign trade, flow of foreign currency and foreign direct
investment as well as strict government planning of the budget. However, in 1983, a series
of reforms were designed to shift the economy to a more private sector, market-based model.
With this change, more goods became available on the market.
The participants began their lives with radio as the mass media but later became acquainted
with black and white and then colour televisions. The first radio broadcast occurred in 1927.
The state broadcasting company, Turkish Radio and Television Corporation (TRT) was
established in 1964 and began television broadcasts four years later (Howard, 2001). Landline
phones became available in Turkey in the 1970s. Currently, all of the study participants have a
landline phone and at least one television with many TV channels in their homes, some have
cellular phones and one has a computer and Internet access.
Since the foundation of the Republic of Turkey in 1923, the status of women in Turkish
society has changed dramatically. Following the foundation of the Republic, polygamy was
banned and divorce and inheritance rights were made equal. In the 1930s, Turkey gave women
full political rights, including the right to elect and be elected locally and nationwide. The
literacy rate of women in Turkey increased from 9.8% in 1935 to 92.2% in 2011 (Turkish
Statistical Institute, 2013). Since the foundation of the Republic, an increasing number of
women have begun to study and work in professions such as medicine, law and teaching,
which require higher education (Kasaba, 2008). Between 1953 and 1970, the number of female
lawyers quintupled and the number of practicing female physicians tripled. Furthermore, by
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1973, 5% of all judges and 14.9% of lawyers were women (Howard, 2001). In 1993, Turkey
elected its first female prime minister. In addition, the percentage of female members of the
Parliament increased from 4.5% in 1935 to 14.4% in 2012 (Turkish Statistical Institute, 2013).
However, in the same year, the percentage of active women in the labour force was 29.5%,
as compared to 71% of men (Turkish Statistical Institute, 2013). Furthermore, child brides
and mothers as well as violence against women remain important issues in Turkey. Due to
the conditions in the country during the study participants’ youth, the majority of them did
not have the opportunity to receive a proper education and were married before the age of 18.
Only one of the study participants graduated from a university and one graduated from a high
school-equivalent institution. The remaining six participants graduated from either primary
school or secondary school. Many of these eight participants attended sewing classes.
Feminine issues such as menstruation, abortion or birth control and issues related to sexual
intercourse were taboos in the society in which the participants were raised. Menstruation
was perceived as unclean or an embarrassment. Moreover, the members of this study group
experienced many difficulties during their menstruations because menstrual pads were not
commercially available. They used homemade cloths for their bleeding and washed these
clothes secretly in special basins. A full ablution (‘Ghusl’, or the full body ritual cleaning)
is mandatory for all adult Muslims after completion of the menstrual cycle and after sexual
intercourse. For the study participants who lived with their parents after their marriage, full
ablution was performed secretly without their parents’ or family’s awareness. Birth control
and abortion were also humiliating issues for these individuals. Whereas some of these women
had proper information about birth control, others attempted methods such as using lemon or
suppositories. Similarly, for abortion, some of these women had proper medical opportunities,
whereas others attempted various methods to provoke a miscarriage, including carrying heavy
goods or squeezing their bellies.
These women had similar body cleaning environments in their childhood. Water was
carried from the fountains in the neighbourhood and heated on the stoves. Heated water was
then carried to the bathroom cabinets, which were located either in the basement or in a corner
of the bedrooms or kitchens. In the summer, some people heated the water under the sun and
cleansed their bodies in their gardens. A bucket was filled with heated water and by adding
cold water, a warm bucket of water is prepared. The water was then poured with a bowl to
perform the body cleaning.
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Description of study participants (Main study, Turkey)
City of
residence

Age

Education

Health Condition

Çorum

87

Primary School

Diabetes, high blood pressure,
osteoarthritis

Osmancık,
Çorum

69

Primary School

High blood pressure, high
blood sugar

Çorlu, Tekirdağ

81

Primary School

Diabetes, high blood pressure,
arthritis

Nergis

Samsun

87

Middle
School

Diabetes, visual impairment,
hearing problem

Safran

İstanbul

75

University

Does not have any chronic
illnesses

Sardunya

İstanbul

71

High school-equivalent
women’s institute

Defeated breast cancer, high
blood pressure

Yasemin

Samsun

78

Left middle school

Inflammatory rheumatism,
high blood pressure, problem
with her left ankle

Çerkezköy,
Tekirdağ

79

Quitted primary school

Does not have any chronic
illnesses

Participant
Akasya
Fulya
Hanımeli

Zünbül

The heating systems in homes and the heating of water for body cleaning dramatically changed
during these women’s lives. A transition from stoves to central heating systems occurred and
central radiator installations were commonly utilized in apartments. For the bathrooms, many
technologies were used to heat water. Gas stoves were first used, followed by water heaters
with a gas tube and then electrical heaters. Today, in Turkey, many homes continue to utilize
water heaters with gas tubes or electrical heaters in their bathrooms, whereas other homes use
combi gas boilers to heat both the home and the water in the bathrooms and kitchens.
The following sections briefly present the profiles of the women who participated in the
current study. Each section also includes each woman’s narration of her body cleaning activity
in a poetic format.

7.2. Akasya (1926)
Akasya, who is 87 years old, lives in her own apartment in Çorum. Her husband passed
away 35 years ago and she has three sons and five grandchildren. Two of her sons live in
Çorum and visit Akasya regularly. She states that they take care of her well.
When Akasya was a small child, her mother died. This was an important event that shaped
Akasya’s life. After her father remarried, his aunt raised Akasya. After Akasya completed
primary school, her father’s aunt’s financial situation worsened. Akasya felt a sense of guilt
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because she believed that the aunt had spent her wealth on Akasya. She also questioned their
future and wished to obtain employment. With the help of one of their neighbors, she began to
work at a pharmacy. After her father’s aunt’s death, she lived in the upstairs of the pharmacy.
Akasya stated that the pharmacist did not compensate her with a regular salary. Rather, he
aided Akasya in her marriage expenses, or in the expenses of setting up her houses. The
pharmacist asked Akasya to refer to him as ‘uncle’ to define their relationship as family within
society. The pharmacist taught her to run a pharmacy, speak French and prepare medicine.
Akasya is proud of her ability to run a pharmacy.
She worked in this pharmacy until she got married. One of her closest relatives’ last wish
was for Akasya to marry one of his sons and care for his other children. She fulfilled his wish
and married the son. Her husband was a schoolteacher who was 7 years younger than she was.
They moved to a village after their marriage. She worked in a hospital pharmacy for a year
during her pregnancy. As she had promised, she cared for her siblings-in-law as if they were
her children. Akasya continues to have a very close relationship with her sister-in-law, who
visits Akasya regularly. Akasya states that this sister-in-law is like a daughter.
Akasya criticizes current social relationships as inferior to those of the past. She says that
young people pass by without saying a proper ‘hello’ and that people do not inquire about
others’ well-being. However, she has a very close relationship with her neighbours who reside
next door. Moreover, the children of her ‘uncle’, the pharmacist, visit her regularly.
Akasya takes daily meditation for her diabetes and high blood pressure. There is
Osteoarthritis in her knee; therefore, she uses a walking stick.
Akasya has a cellular phone. To be able to call the researcher, she asked her to save her
phone number under the name ‘my daughter Berrak’ so that the number would be easier for
Akasya to find. She is curious about learning new things, such as driving a car:
‘Now, I say, I can drive a car; I want it that much. When I’m sitting here (on the balcony),
I learn what is coming from where. How the traffic is. I mean, I want to be able to do
everything.’

Akasya is glad that she has achieved many things with little money, such as raising her
sons properly, owning a nice apartment and living without the financial support of others.
She outlined this as follows:
‘I do not buy everything with money; I get things done by using my mind.’

At the end of the visit, she gave a hand-knitted loofah (‘lif’ in Turkish) and a scarf to the
researcher as gifts. Moreover, she gave life advice:
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‘I am saying to myself, I am happy. I put my happiness in my head. Everything can happen.
I say, there are people in worse conditions than me. Oh, my dear, you should always say
this and be thankful for your condition. Think of me as your aunt who says this. When I
open my door and enter my room, I say, oh how thankful I am to open my door. I don’t have
debts. If my husband yells at me. Of course, this can happen sometimes. Nobody hears .
You should not tell your problems to others. There are no friends. Some say oh, some say
no to the things you have told.’

Akasya’s bathroom

Akasya lives in a house with two bedrooms, a living room, a bathroom, a guest bathroom,
a kitchen and a storeroom. Houses with a storeroom are quite common in Çorum. Her living
room balcony is one of her favourite places in her house. She loves to sit on the balcony and
watch the street. She stated that she only uses her living room in the summer. Because the
downstairs and upstairs apartments in the building are not sufficiently heated, it becomes
quite expensive to heat her living room. Therefore, she spends the cold months of the year in
her bedroom. Her house has many chairs, stools and ottomans that are positioned in critical
locations for her rest. In her bathroom, Akasya has a toilet, a washbasin, a ‘kurna’ and a plastic
chair. Her ‘kurna’ is not mounted because she wants to be able to move it. Before getting into
the bath, Akasya takes off some of her clothes while sitting in her ottoman that is located at
the entrance of the house. While she performs her body cleaning task, Akasya sits on her white
plastic chair, which is positioned in the middle of her bathroom.
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Akasya’s narration of body cleaning activity
First, I said: in the name of God, the Compassionate and the Merciful...
Turned on the faucet,
Pulled the ‘kurna’ to myself; the water filled in.
Properly washed my head three times.
I cannot stand very long,
My arms are getting tired,
I did ‘lif’ as long as I stand strong.
I thoroughly rubbed my legs, my other body parts and my dirt with the lif.
My feet are aching;
My arms are aching;
Age is going up; life is something like that.
Oh my God, make our ending good!
Being old is so difficult; being alone is so difficult.
There is no one to rub the back when it is itching.
I pray to God for not leaving us apart from goodness and cleanliness…
I am sitting on the chair,
Because I cannot sit on the ground,
My feet are aching.
My God, I am begging to my God:
Do not make me dependent, inshallah!
The water is flowing.
I am preparing the water for my ablution.
Filling up the water now,
It will be really hot;
And I will turn on the cold water.
First, I wash my hair three times,
Soap it and rub myself with the lif.
As long as I have my strength;
Because my arms are getting tired, my dear.
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And I say: ageing is quite challenging.
I say in the name of God, the Compassionate and the Merciful;
I begin.
I wash that part of mine,
With three bowls of water with my hand,
Without touching.
Wash the hands three times;
Three to the mouth like gargling, two and three.
Turn the arms three times;
Clean the nose with the left hand.
Wash the face three times with one hand
And the other hand pouring the water.
Three times the arms;
First, right arm;
Then, left arm three times.
The head, give water to the ears and to the back of the neck
And finally, wash the feet.
By saying the ‘Shahada’
Pouring some water to my head:
One, two, three. One, two, three. One, two, three.
The rest,
I am standing up,
Do not open the shower;
Handle the rest with the remaining water.
I am pouring it and say ‘Thanks to my God’
And it finishes.

7.3. Fulya (1944)
Fulya is 69 years old and resides in Osmancık, Çorum. Fulya was born and raised in
Osmancık but then lived in many other cities, such as Merzifon, Eskişehir and Bartın, after
her marriage. She and her family returned to Osmancık after her husband’s retirement.
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Fulya’s husband died approximately 4 months before the researcher’s visit and Fulya
moved to her current house approximately 15 days prior to the visit. Before her husband’s
illness became serious, a builder had been working on an agreement concerning their house.
The agreement consisted of demolishing their house to build an apartment building. Following
her husband’s death, the builder continued to insist on the agreement. Finally, she and her
children signed the agreement with the builder. During the construction of her new home, she
rented her current house near her previous home. Fulya stated that she was trying to acclimate
to her current house but that she could not find some items. Fulya was quite sensitive about
the demolition of the previous house, especially the garden and she did not wish to see the
house during its destruction.
Fulya completed primary school. She got married when she was 16 and her husband was
in the military. She has one daughter, two sons and three grandchildren. Fulya’s children,
especially her daughter and son-in-law who live in Çorum, visit her on weekends. She lives
in a neighbourhood with many friends and relatives who visit one another during the day.
Fulya takes daily medication for her high blood pressure and high blood sugar. She also
has arthritis in her legs and hips. She stated that she had an operation for prosthesis because of
a severe pain in her hips. She also stated that she does not have noticeable pain in her knees,
but she cannot bend them easily. She mentioned that she used to walk a lot but could no longer
do so because of this issue.
She has a mobile phone that her son bought for her. She is acquainted with computers and
the Internet because her daughter uses these technologies during visits with Fulya, mostly to
communicate with Fulya’s granddaughters.
Fulya has 2 bedrooms, 2 living rooms, a bathroom, a guest bathroom, a kitchen and a
storeroom in her house. The smaller living room with a television is specified for daily use and
the larger living room is used to entertain guests. However, during researcher’s visit, Fulya’s
friends and neighbours did not sit in the larger living room during their visit. Rather, they
sat in the small living room or on the balcony. Fulya typically spends time on the balcony,
in the kitchen and in the small living room. Fulya’s bathroom has a toilet, a washbasin and a
wet area, where she has a kurna. The wet area is at the end of the bathroom and is separated
from the rest of the bathroom using shower doors. She has two stools in the wet area. Fulya’s
‘kurna’ is plastic and is not mounted. When asked, Fulya stated that the bathrooms in the other
apartments of the building are similar to her bathroom.
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Fulya’s bathroom

Fulya’s narration of body cleaning activity
In the name of God, the Compassionate and the Merciful...
I have turned on the heater,
Turned on the faucet;
Let it get warm.
Let me take my soap and my lif.
Let me wear my slippers and take myself to my stool.
Oh!
This water is too hot;
I cannot wash myself with hot water. Never!
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I very much like bathing:
I do it once per week in cold winter,
But, in summer, every other day, or 2 days per week;
I, definitely, bath.
Now, let me soap myself first. Oh!
I bath easily,
But I do care very much,
Not to slip and fall.
Let me do my lif;
Then I will clean my feet.
I do not rub myself with ‘kese’ every time,
Last time, I rubbed myself with kese,
Today, there will be no dirt,
That’s why I am not doing it,
I am doing ‘lif’ only.
I very much like to bath;
It relaxes.
But you know, I cannot reach my back,
If there is somebody at home,
I can have my back rubbed,
And it is good; it relaxes.
Now, I will rub my heels,
Heel stones are really good,
They clean and soften the heels.
I have shower doors in my bathroom,
And when I close them, the bathroom becomes even better, hotter!
Let me shampoo myself now.
Water is so good.
I have filled the ‘kurna’ now
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And I am pouring plenty of water: It is so good…
Okay, we have brushed the floor.
It is done.
Now, I will wear my bathrobe.
It was very good; I have relaxed.
Let me open the shower doors.
My slippers! Hah!
It was very good.
Oh! It was clean and sweet-smelling;
I have relaxed.
Thank god.
Water relaxes;
I mean it is very good,
I wish I had the strength
To shower every day.

7.4. Hanımeli (1932)
Hanımeli is 81 years old and lives in Çorlu, Tekirdağ. She was born and raised in Çorlu
and left the town after she got married. Her family’s house in Çorlu was demolished and an
apartment building was built in its place. Hanımeli and her siblings got apartments and shops
in the new apartment building. She and her husband returned to Çorlu 15 years ago to live in
their new apartment.
Hanımeli completed primary school. She attended a tailoring course for 3 years until she
got engaged. She got married at the age of 17. Following their marriage, Hanımeli and her
husband lived with her husband’s parents in a 2-floor rental house in Bakırköy, Istanbul. Later,
her father-in-law built a new house in Çekmece, Istanbul and the entire family moved into the
house. Hanımeli cared for both of her husband’s parents for 24 years.
Hanımeli’s husband passed away 7 years ago. Her husband worked for a private company
until his retirement. The company continues to send Hanımeli New Year gift packages and
cards as well as a pension.
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All of Hanımeli’s previous houses had gardens; however, her current home does not.
Hanımeli is proud of the many pot flowers in her home. The days and locations of weekly
bazaars are important in her life.
Hanımeli has 2 sons and 3 grandchildren. Her 75-year-old sister lives next door. Hanımeli
and her sister partake in many activities together, especially shopping. Every day at around
4 PM, they drink tea and eat snacks together, alternating between Hanımeli’s house and her
sister’s house.
The wife of the man who completed Hanımeli’s bathroom renovation visited on the first
day of researcher’s visit. She drank Turkish coffee and stayed for lunch. Hanımeli refers to
this woman as ‘stepdaughter’ and stated that she phones Hanımeli even more than Hanımeli’s
sons. This ‘stepdaughter’ typically brings Hanımeli fruits, vegetables and milk from her
village.
Hanımeli has diabetes and must have insulin injections 4 times per day. She said that she is
overweight because of these injections. Hanımeli also stated that she has high blood pressure
and arthritis in her knees. She mentioned that she previously had surgery for a kidney stone
and for varicose veins. Each day, Hanımeli measures her blood pressure and pulse rate and
records these measurements on a piece of paper.
Hanımeli does not have a mobile phone. She does not have a dishwasher and stated that
she does not have space for a dishwasher in her kitchen. She has a pink bucket under her
kitchen sink and water, bleach and detergent fill 1/3 of the bucket. There is also a cleaning
cloth in this bucket. After completing her final dish washing of the day, she empties the bucket
and prepares a new bucket for the next day. She uses the same water for all dishes for one
day. She leans on the kitchen counter when she works in the kitchen. She mentioned that she
often uses her microwave oven to heat her meals because it is convenient for a single person.
The researcher had many opportunities to speak with Hanımeli’s sister and visit her home.
Hanımeli’s sister is quite a skilful and warm woman. Although she is illiterate, she creates
her own system to manage tasks that require reading or writing. For example, she showed the
researcher her address book of drawings and numbers. She drew symbols for each person,
including a cow for her friend in the village, a carpet for the carpet cleaning company and a fat
lady for her Hadji friend. She also proudly showed the researcher her death-pack. This pack
contains all the materials that are required for her funeral, including a carpet for her coffin, a
bed and a duvet and cloths to cover her face and to tie her feet. She stated that she has been
ready for her death for 30 years, adding that her husband’s death-pack was also ready when
he died. Hanımeli’s sister gave the researcher a keychain with a Kaaba figurine.
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When the researcher asked Hanımeli if she and her sister had ever considered living
together, she replied:
‘A mountain can be above another, but a house cannot be above another (Turkish proverb
meaning ‘two households cannot get on in one house’). Hers does not fit mine, mine does
not fit hers; we can snore. I get bored even in the houses of my children.’

A cleaning lady comes to Hanımeli’s house upon request. The last time that the cleaning
lady arrived was before the religious holiday to clean the house for the visitors.
Hanımeli’s house has 2 bedrooms, 2 living rooms, a bathroom, a guest bathroom and a
kitchen. One of her living rooms is used to entertain guests, especially with meals. She stated
that the furniture in this room is covered with clothes. In her kitchen, there is a CRT TV, which
was turned on only at the beginning of researcher’s visit but not during the visit. Hanımeli
also has a LED TV in her living room. She stated that she turns on her TV when she is alone.
She has an air-conditioner in her living room due to her daughter-in-law’s recommendation.
Hanımeli reported she has all that she needs, except one thing:
‘I don’t need anything. I need people, my children.’

Hanımeli has a toilet, a washbasin and a bathtub with shower doors in her bathroom. She
stated that she and her husband had the shower doors installed when they moved into the
house. Furthermore, a few years ago, the wall tiles in her bathroom needed to be renovated
and she hired a man to complete this task.

Hanımeli’s sister’s bathroom
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Hanımeli’s bathroom

Hanımeli’s narration of body cleaning activity
Let me take soap:
Now, what will I do? I will begin soaping myself.
I will adjust the water temperature now.
Where is the soap, where did I put it?
Okay, I hold my soap in my hand, starting to bath now.
First, start from my head,
And my body is being cleaned at the same time.
My face,
Then, the backs of my ears,
My ears,
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Soaping with my hands.
Oh, how comfortable our bathrooms are now.
Is there anything like bathing?
Body is immediately relaxing.
We have plenty of water.
Oh! Plenty of water!
It is hot!
Let me make it warmer.
Now, I will start soaping my soap pad,
I will soap my body.
Very nice,
My back is resting,
And I am now soaping my back.
I soap my arms,
And then the lower parts:
Under my belly, my waist.
If the water is running,
Bathing is simple!
Oh, I wish that water ran like this when we were young…
Oh, water is plenty,
Bathing is easy!
Oh, how nice it is,
Better to bath 2 or 3 times per day,
However, we are lazy!
Now, I am washing my legs,
Putting my legs like this.
Stretching them to the edge of the tub,
And I soap like this.
Oh, very nice,
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There is nothing better than bathing.
Now, my shower is running right onto my head,
And I am taking my bucket like this,
I am adjusting myself,
And when I’m done,
I’m putting the bucket to the back.
That is all,
I cannot stand under the water too much.
I’m cleaning my feet now,
Applying some heel stone to my heels.
Here, we bath !
Oh, very nice!
How it feels comfortable after a bath.
Laziness, we have laziness:
With no water heating, no water carrying.
Oh, how well it happened,
Is there anything better than water?
Now, I will rinse myself.
Oh, how good this is.
I will perform my ablution.
You know because I will perform the namaz.
Oh! Thank God.
I am thanking God for my condition,
How happy my life is.
Taking care of myself is enough for me.
Not to need someone’s help.
Oh. I have performed my ablution.
I’m standing up now.
Water is running from the top to the bottom.
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That is it; I am rinsing myself while I am standing.
Thank God, I thank God a lot.
A lot.
Now, I wash my feet and the parts under my kneecaps.
I will turn on the cold water
And I take a shower.
To rinse the soap from the place,
Because it causes spots.
And then I pour cold water under my kneecaps,
It does well to varicose.
Very nice. It is done!
Now, I will wrap myself in my towel.
And my bath is clean now; all soap is gone.
Very nice!
I love water but I cannot stand long.
Thank God it has finished.
I am putting it in its place now.
That is all!
My bathing is this.

7.5. Nergis (1926)
Nergis is known as a person who hides her real age. Both Nergis and her family tell
stories about how she hides her real age in many situations. When the researcher asked her
age, Nergis stated that her birth year is written as 1926 on her identity card but that she was
born in 1929 or 1930.
Nergis lives in Samsun. She graduated from middle school and got married when she
was 19 years old. She and her husband had a rather active social life and frequently travelled
in the country. She regularly enjoyed card-playing parties with friends. However, after her
husband’s death in 1993, she quit playing cards, mostly for religious reasons. She continues
to have an active social life.
Nergis is known to be rather conscious about her apparel and she is proud of this. She
applies make-up, including nail polish. At the end of the researcher’s visit, she gave the
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researcher a bottle of nail polish and a fancy laundry bag as gifts.
Nergis stated that she is occasionally disgusted by food in restaurants. She mentioned that
she especially could not eat salad or meatballs in a restaurant . She loves to cook; however,
she is not currently able to cook as she did in the past. She is proud of hosting many events,
such as relatives’ engagement ceremonies and dinners for important guests, in her previous
homes. When telling a story about hosting her relatives’ engagement ceremony, she mentioned
that the drinks would not be served in bottles, suggesting an elaborate event:
‘I said, don’t do anything, just find chairs and I will make your cake and your lemonade. I
won’t give bottles to guests to drink.’

A cleaning lady arrives 3 times per week and often also helps Nergis cook. The cleaning
lady also assists Nergis with her hospital visits. Nergis cleans her body with the help of her
cleaning lady.
Nergis has one daughter, two sons and grandchildren. One of her sons and his family also
live in Samsun, but her other children reside in other cities. She has a close relationship with
her two sons and their families. Each day, either one of her sons or one of their wives calls her.
She has a summerhouse in Marmaris that she visits nearly every year. She stated that
her current house and her summerhouse in Marmaris have similar floor plans and that she is
quite happy with that. One of her sons resides in İzmir with his family. When she travels to
Marmaris, she first stops in İzmir to visit her son and his family.
She has diabetes and uses insulin injections twice per day. She mentioned that she
also takes fish oil supplements and an Aspirin each day. One of her eyes has severe visual
impairment. After her last trip to Marmaris (which occurred the month before the researcher’s
visit), the cataracts in her other eye worsened. During the researcher’s visit, Nergis’s sight was
in very bad condition. She also has a hearing problem. The days when the researcher resided
with Nergis, she was on a strict diet to lessen her diabetes and have a cataracts surgery. As a
result of both her health conditions during the visit and her cleaning lady’s absence because
of an unexpected event, Nergis could not clean her body for her narration of the activity.
She reported that she had fallen from her bed twice. Moreover, Nergis had a serious
accident a few years ago. Specifically, a motorcycle hit her in the street while she was
walking. Her leg and arm were broken. She explained that the accident occurred because of
‘nazar’, which is a widespread belief that unlucky events can occur if one attracts the attention
of people with the evil-eye look.
Nergis mentioned that she convinced her husband about her change in apparel from
conservative clothing with scarfs and long coats to clothing without scarfs and with shorter
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coats and skirts. She also convinced him that she should be able to wear lipstick:
‘I used to wear lipstick and my husband wanted me not to wear it. I said, hey look at me, why
did I marry you? In those days, girls wouldn’t wear lipstick. My mother did not let us wear
lipstick. Then, I said: I will wear lipstick, you cannot stop me from wearing lipstick, you
made me wear a scarf and now you are stopping me from wearing my lipstick? Fortunately,
he said nothing.’

Nergis has a cellular phone. She cannot use the mobile phone’s address book because she
cannot read the screen, but she uses the fast dial option to call her close relatives. To be able
to call the researcher, she asked her to save her phone number as fast dial number two. She
uses a magnifier to read.

Nergis’s bathroom
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Following her husband’s death, she sold her house because the building did not have an
elevator and her son bought her current house. The current house is smaller than her previous
house, which was approximately 250 m2. Her current house has 2 bedrooms, a living room
with a semi-open kitchen and a full and a half bathroom. She has a washbasin, a toilet and a
shower stall with shower doors in her bathroom. Nergis did not allow the researcher to take
a photo of her guest bathroom.

7.6. Safran (1938)
Safran is 75 years old and resides in Beykoz, Istanbul. Safran’s mother is from Bosnia
(the name of the country was The Kingdom of Yugoslavia between 1918-1941 and The
Socialist Federative Republic of Yugoslavia between 1945-1992), where Safran also lived
until her primary school days. Safran began primary school in Bosnia, but she and her
family immigrated to Turkey in 1947 due to political issues. Then, she resided in various
neighbourhoods of Istanbul. When her husband passed away five years ago, Safran moved to
the gated community where her daughter, who gave birth at that time, lived. Safran continues
to live in this gated community as a tenant.
Safran began her university education to obtain a philology degree but graduated with
a psychology degree. She worked while she studied at the university due to her family’s
financial situation. Safran continued to work at the same job after her graduation. Later,
she became a research assistant in the field of preventive medicine at her university. She
got married at the age of 35. Safran retired from the university in 1982 because her mother
became quite ill and Safran’s elementary school-aged daughter needed care. Following
Safran’s retirement, she worked for 2 years as the founding director of a special kindergarten
project.
For many years, Safran and her family spent their summers at their summerhouse on the
Princes’ Islands. When her husband was alive, they went to the summerhouse together as a
family. However, Safran now visits the summerhouse with her daughter and her family. Safran
and her daughter both have apartments in the same building.
Safran also has a close relationship with her brother, who lives on the other side of
Bosporus. They call one another daily and occasionally visit one another. In addition, Safran
has a group of female friends from university. Most of these friends are professors (some are
retired and some continue to work). They socialize every month.
Safran does not have any chronic illnesses or take any daily medication. She stated that
she had an injection treatment for the arthritis in her knees. For approximately 15 years, she
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has attempted to complete 100 steps per day using fitness equipment. If she does not complete
other types of physical activity in a day, she attempts to use the equipment twice on that day.
Safran stated that she watches the news on her TV in the mornings. In the afternoons,
she attempts to read a book. Safran primarily uses her mobile phone to communicate with
her daughter. She stated that she does not desire a new fancy mobile phone, even though her
family insists that she have one of these phones. She said, ‘Older people have eclipses’ while
explaining that she does not enjoy new mobile phones and cannot adapt to them. She further
stated that when she was young, she was the first person in the area to use a typewriter. She
receives SMS messages from ‘Havayı koklayan adam (meaning, the man who smells the
weather)’, a famous weatherman in Turkey. She explained how she became a member of
this SMS service and how even her grandchild asks her about the SMS message daily. When
Safran used the bathroom, she gave her mobile phone to the researcher in case her daughter
called. She also explained the use of the mobile phone to the researcher.
Safran has a dishwasher that sits on the counter. She stated that she had purposely selected
this dishwasher for easy use without bending. Safran also mentioned that because it is smaller
than typical dishwashers, it is more convenient for a single person because one can fill the
machine before the dirty dishes inside begin to smell.
At the end of the researcher’s visit, Safran gave the researcher coaster sets with images of
Turkey’s historical places and a bookmark as gifts.
During her conservations with the researcher, Safran defined luxury as:
‘Luxury for me is a complete apishness. I mean, , some stereotypes are being imposed, under
the name of luxury. For me, luxury might be something different. For example, on the island,
people try to decorate their gardens. Ours is 100% natural. All kinds of naturally grown
plants, we have all kinds of plants. We have all kinds of trees. But I don’t like the gardener
to come and decorate the garden. I view that as vanity.’
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Safran’s bathroom

Safran lives in a house with 2 bedrooms, a living room, a kitchen and a bathroom. Her
house is on the ground floor of an apartment building. Safran has a washbasin, a toilet and a
bathtub with shower curtains in her bathroom.
Safran’s narration of body cleaning activity
I have not started bathing yet;
I am untangling the crepe of my hair.
I am starting the deep shampooing of my hair,
Soaking my hair now.
Applying the shampoo and scrubbing my hair with it.
And I am doing the first rinse.
Yes, it is still the first rinse.
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Now, I am applying the second shampoo.
The second one.
Scrubbing up my hair.
Still scrubbing.
While the shampoo is on my hair,
I am soaping my face.
Washing my face with the soap,
Thoroughly scrubbing it,
And the shampoo is still on my hair.
Yes, I am scrubbing my face up.
I am out of the tub
And bending from the outside,
Bending to the tub;
And washing my hair like this.
Yes, still, I am washing my face, my neck and my cheeks.
Now, I am adjusting the water.
I am starting the second rinse;
Rinsing my hair for the second time and my face.
I am adjusting the water,
And yes, now, I am washing my hair.
Because the water is too hot,
I am trying to adjust the temperature.
I am still outside the tub;
I am rinsing my hair and washing my face.
I am squeezing my hair,
Leeching its water now,
With a towel.
Drying my face with a towel,
Wrapping my hair with the towel.
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Now, I am getting into the tub to wash my body…
I am taking a soap rag.
Liquid soap…
Sponge…
Putting it on the colorful sponge
And I make it wet a little bit.
Now, I am starting to rub my body with kese.
First my arms…
Rubbing with kese…
Still my arms…
Scrubbing up…
Now, my chest...
Yes, scrubbing up my back…
And wetting my sponge a little bit more.
Yes, now my body’s upper parts,
Completely,
I am soaping and scrubbing up.
Still doing these while I am standing;
I am soaping my feet and scrubbing them.
Always standing.
Still my legs…
I am scrubbing my legs, soaping them.
Still soaping myself.
Now I took a long-handled brush for scrubbing my back,
And I am applying soap to it,
And I will scrub my back now…
Since my arm cannot reach there
I am doing it with this brush.
I need to adjust the water,
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Because it is running cold again.
I mean, I don’t like hot water,
I don’t like cold either,
I like to wash myself with warm water.
But it is hard to adjust it all the time
And it is a waste of time for it, a bit.
I can reach all parts of my back with this brush
And I am soaping.
Yes, I am scrubbing up my back.
Yes, I am still scrubbing with the brush,
All my body.
Now, I am cleaning the brush,
I will put it in its place.
It needs to stay dry.
It needs to percolate.
Yes, I am still washing the sponge.
I took my shower to my hand,
With the showerhead I am rinsing myself.
I need to adjust the water again,
Because the water is cold,
very cold;
Yes, it is cold again.
Yes, I am rinsing.
Still rinsing.
But my water gets very cold again,
Now, I have to turn on the hot water a little bit again.
And my water is cold again.
This is the most unpleasant thing about my bath,
Adjusting the water.
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It is getting cold and hot.
Yes, I am drying myself now.
I do not get out of the tub without drying myself,
Still drying myself.
Bathing is finished but I am still in the tub.
Yes, drying is almost finished,
Now, I will get out of the tub.
And I will continue there,
To get dressed.
Still drying myself,
I will get dressed soon.
I am still getting dressed, wearing my pyjamas.
I am still getting dressed.
I am still getting dressed.
I am wearing the pants of my pyjamas.
I need to sit when I am wearing the pants of my pyjamas.
Now.
I got dressed.
I am taking up the feet towel
And I am putting it here.
Meanwhile, I will again wash my face with cold water
A few times, only my face.
I am putting my dirty clothes
In the dirty clothes bag.
Yes. I will wear my socks then.
I have washed my face a few times with cold water again.
I am drying it.
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I draw my eyebrows with a permanent pencil after every bath.
Then, that drawing lasts for 4-5 days.
I will do it now.
Now, I am drawing my eyebrows with the pencil.
Yes, I am still doing the same thing.
And this is done now.
I am taking this thing up.
My bathing procedure is finished,
Now, I will dry my hair with the towel
And then I will blow-dry it.

7.7. Sardunya (1942)
Sardunya is 71 years old. She was born and raised in Istanbul and currently lives in Moda,
Istanbul. She has a daughter and 2 grandchildren who reside in the UK.
Sardunya graduated from a high school-equivalent women’s institute. She was educated
at this institution for 5 years and learned how to sew there. She got married at the age of 22
and lost her husband at the age of 36. For approximately 10 years after she lost her husband,
Sardunya earned her living by sewing clothes.
Sardunya defeated breast cancer 13 years ago. She stated that she has 2 ligament injuries
in her knee. However, due to her fear of the complications that might occur after surgery,
she chose not to undergo surgery for her knee. She added that her knees only hurt when she
stands. She also has high blood pressure.
At the end of her summers, she typically visits her timeshare house in Bodrum and spends
15 days there. She also visits the UK during certain times of the year to spend time with her
daughter and grandchildren. She also stays in touch with her daughter’s ex-husband, who is
the father of one of her grandchildren. Occasionally, her ex-son-in-law and his new wife take
Sardunya to a restaurant. She typically calls him for help, especially with modifications to
her house.
She uses her laptop computer to communicate with her daughter and grandchildren. She
also uses it to view her grandchildren’s photos or videos, to read the newspaper and to perform
web searches.
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Sardunya attempts to help her neighbours, especially the elderly, with shopping, for
example. She stated that;
‘I cannot do too much, only certain things. That’s why I say, at least I can help people with
these kinds of things. They pray a lot for me.’

On the first day of the researcher’s visit, Sardunya was planning to visit one of her friends
who recently experienced a serious illness and she asked the researcher if she wished to visit
the friend together. Having received a positive response from the researcher, she prepared
Bulgur pilaf with a prayer for her friend to get well soon. Sardunya believes that if one
prepares Bulgur pilaf and takes it to a friend who is ill, she/he will get well soon. One
must prepare the pilaf with a prayer for the friend to get well soon as well as other prayers.
The researcher and Sardunya walked 5 minutes to the house of Sardunya’s friend . There,
Sardunya’s friend and a close friend of her friend were waiting. Those two women as well
as Sardunya and the researcher read the Quran together. The maid who worked in the house
prepared a meal while they were reading the Quran. After they completed the reading, they
sat, ate and chatted.
At the end of the researcher’s visit, Sardunya gave her one of her scarves as a gift.
Sardunya’s house has 2 bedrooms, a living room, a bathroom and a guest bathroom. She
uses her guest bathroom as storage. Her house is on the first floor of an apartment building.
Sardunya has a washbasin, a toilet and a shower stall with shower doors in her bathroom.

Sardunya’s bathroom
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Sardunya’s bathroom

Sardunya’s narration of body cleaning activity
Now, well, I am getting in like that.
I take off my clothes in the bathroom.
I can get into the bathroom without any support,
But, just in case, I put it here for confidence.
As you can see, I get inside without grabbing.
Oh, the water is not running strong enough.
Oh, I do not like to bath with very hot water.
I like the water a lot,
Water makes me relaxed.
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I cannot enjoy the bath without a ‘kese’.
In any case, a bit of rubbing with a ‘kese’ is a must.
I rub myself like that whether dirt comes off or not.
Oh. Water is life!
In the old days, I used to soap myself 3 to 4 times,
Now, I shampoo twice.
Even if it feels too much, it makes my hair a mess.
Oh my god, thank you so much.
When I rub my heels with ‘kese’,
I usually hold the grab bar with my hands to avoid slipping.
Well, it gives me confidence.
Oh my god, thank you so much...
After I soap my body, my feet soften.
And I give my attention to the cleanliness of everything, like that.
‘Death can come anytime’, our mothers said,
‘Keep yourself clean’;
And I am trying to obey that.
Oh my god, thank you so much.
Oh my god, thank you so much...
After I soap my body completely,
I like standing under the shower like that.
It relaxes a lot.
Oh. Bathing means the cleanliness of all parts of our body
It is not the head treatment only
It is not body cleaning only,
It should be with all its details.
Only then, one can feel really comfortable.
If I take a bath every two days,
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It is very comfortable.
If I get mixed-up and take it every 3 to 4 days,
I feel uncomfortable.
In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful.

7.8. Yasemin (1935)
Yasemin is 78 years old and lives in Samsun. She was also born and raised in Samsun.
She never married or had children, but she raised her sister’s daughter and son, who refer to
her as ‘aunt-mom’.
Yasemin discontinued her schooling after the second year of middle school, when she was
around 14. She attended a tailoring course and became a tailor. For approximately 10 years,
she cared for her mother, who had Alzheimer’s disease.
Yasemin experienced a problem with her left ankle when she was around 16. She could
not step on her left foot and visited medical doctors many times, but they could not cure the
problem. Since then, she has limped and her left ankle is thinner than her right ankle.
Yasemin is surrounded with friends and a large close family of 5 siblings, their children
and grandchildren. Every morning, her 93-year-old sister calls her. On the first day of the
researcher’s visit, Yasemin’s sister gave her a shopping list on the phone and asked Yasemin
to send the items to her home with the market boy. There is a supermarket on the ground
floor of Yasemin’s building. Yasemin visited the supermarket, completed the shopping and
sent the supermarket boy to deliver the items to her sister. Yasemin’s sister lives 5 minutes
walking distance from Yasemin’s building. Yasemin stated that when her siblings’ children
were young, they visited her house on Fridays and spent the entire weekend at her house. They
called it ‘happy Fridays’. She remains close to her siblings’ children, especially her sister’s
daughter, whose son slept over during the researcher’s visit.
Yasemin stated that she has guests nearly every day. For example, one of her friends visits
her every Saturday when she travels to Yasemin’s neighbourhood for the bazaar. Yasemin
reported that she sleeps all day if no one visits.
Yasemin has inflammatory rheumatism, which causes her arm and hand to swell and
she takes medication for this condition. She also takes medication for high blood pressure.
In addition, she underwent surgery on a thyroid goitre. She stated that she also had kidney
surgery in the past. She reported that she did smoke a lot in the past, but she is now forbidden
to smoke.
Both landline and mobile telephones are important devices in Yasemin’s life. Many people
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call her during the day and she manages many things using the telephone. She does not turn
the TV on before 4 o’clock in the afternoon. At 4 o’clock, she watches matchmaking programs
to ‘have some voices‘ in the house. She does not wish to watch TV all day and night. She also
mentioned that she regularly watches TV series 5 nights per week.
Yasemin reported that she cannot travel. In fact, she travels when individuals transport her
via car, but she does not walk long distances. She informed the researcher that she travelled
to Istanbul in January 2013 to visit her sister’s daughter for a month. She has never travelled
by plane; she travelled to Istanbul by bus.
Most of the products in her home, such as the washing machine and the dishwasher, are
second-hand products that were previously used by family members. However, she purchased
a space heater after a bucket fell and made the room dirty while she was lighting the stove.
Yasemin is proud of her decision to live alone. The land that her apartment building is on
was previously her family’s property. Her family gave the land to a builder in return for two
apartments in the building. Yasemin’s siblings gave her one of these apartments but stated that
‘all of Samsun will talk of them’ if they allow her to live alone in the flat. She stated to them:
‘If you’ve really decided to give this flat to me, I want to live alone in it and I really don’t
care if Samsun is talking about me.’

She reported that it can be quite difficult to depend on others. She has resided in this
apartment for approximately 40 years.
Every month, a cleaning lady arrives to clean the floors and windows. The cleaning lady
is overweight. Many of the cleaning lady’s other clients no longer employ her due to concerns
about her ability to clean well following the weight gain; however, Yasemin continues to
employ her.
Yasemin’s house has a living room, two bedrooms, a kitchen and a bathroom. She has a
washbasin and a toilet in her bathroom.
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Yasemin’s bathroom

Yasemin’s narration of body cleaning activity
Being old is nasty,
I do not want to get old…
Sometimes even bathing becomes troublesome.
Hah… In the name of God, the Compassionate and the Merciful…
In the name of God, the Compassionate and the Merciful…
Oh my God!
Now… I put on my slippers and took my lif.
I have turned on my shower.
Today, let’s bath with the shower!
I cannot bath with hot water,
My water must be warm…
Oh my God…
Oh, I cannot bath without warm water, what can I do?
I first apply soap, then shampoo.
It is a habit;
I must apply soap first.
You do not apply soap to your hair.
But me, I must bath with soap.
Hacı Şakir soap,
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I have been using Hacı Şakir soap since I was a child.
And I have never used anything else, never.
Oh, I cannot stay in the bath much.
I go out immediately.
Why,
I cannot stand with my eyes closed,
I feel suffocated.
Let’s clean up all the soap immediately.
Hah! Now let’s apply shampoo,
And that is all for me.
Soap and shampoo are enough for me.
I always used a bowl in the past.
But now....
I use the shower.
I use the shower but while I am sitting.
I cannot stand.
And because I cannot stand,
And I do not like it,
I cannot bath in a tub.
I need to sit, like this.
I cannot stand without sitting.
Let’s make ‘lif’ and that is all for me.
Because I cannot bath that long.
Let’s make ‘lif’,
And let it end.
In the old times,
the times when we were children, was there a bathroom?
No and the water was being heated on the fire in those times.
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Thankfully we have it now, Thank God!
Hah. We have hot water
Thank God and it is running every day.
Thank God.
Hah we did the lif.
Let it stay here. Hah. Haah. Oh.
Let’s perform my ablution.
…
I took my ablution, thank God!
Thank God, thank God.
I bath fast;
I cannot stand in the bath.
I cannot stand in the hot,
I cannot stand with my eyes shut.
I cannot stand with my eyes shut.
Thank God. Hah.
I will dry myself now,
I took my towel. Hah.
And I will wear my slippers now.

7.9. Zünbül (1934)
Although Zünbül is 79 years old, she insisted that she is 80 years old. She stated that she
turned 80 years old last June and that she began to feel her senility and perform the daily
prayers of Islam while sitting. Zünbül lives in Çerkezköy, Tekirdağ. She was born and raised
in Bulgaria and moved in 1989, when the Turks were either forced or encouraged to leave
Bulgaria and move to Turkey. Zünbül and her family settled in Çerkezköy because they heard
that it was a beautiful town. The family’s immigration is one of the most significant events in
Zünbül’s life. Zünbül speaks a mixed language of Turkish and Bulgarian.
Zünbül reported that her childhood was rather difficult. She and her three younger siblings
were orphaned when Zünbül was 13 years old. Zünbül got married at the age of approximately
15. She discontinued elementary school during her fourth year.
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Zünbül stated that she worked frequently. Before immigrating, Zünbül worked in the
tobacco fields. Following her immigration, she worked as a dishwasher for approximately 2
years and as a babysitter for more than 6 years.
Zünbül, her husband, her son and her son’s family lived together in a house after their
immigration. They all worked and paid the instalments for their own house. She stated that
they were able to own a house because they all worked. They moved into the house following
its construction and this house is their current residence. Zünbül believes that it is important
to own a house and a car. She spoke about their house in Bulgaria, which was a country house
with a garden and many animals. She and her neighbours explained that they left all of their
belongings in Bulgaria and began a new life in Turkey.
Zünbül has 2 daughters, a son and grandchildren. She reported that she had a third child
because the Bulgarian government provided monetary support for the third child. According
to Zünbül, if one cannot provide her/his children with a proper house and a car, one should
not have such children.
Zünbül’s husband died in 1998. Before his death, they relocated to Bulgaria for 7-8
months. In their last month in Bulgaria, her husband died. Following his death, Zünbül moved
back to Turkey and continued to live with her son and his family. Zünbül’s family also
owns the store that is located on the ground floor of their apartment building. Her grandson
renovated this store and opened an Internet cafe but could not manage it. Her son decided
to rent the store, but Zünbül wished to move there. Zünbül’s son did not want her to move
there, but her daughter-in-law did. Zünbül’s daughter-in-law helped her move to the store in
only one week.
Zünbül and all of her children live in the same neighbourhood. Most of the people who
reside in their neighbourhood are also immigrants from Bulgaria. Zünbül has an active social
life. During the day, she has many visitors. Her children, their family members and neighbours
visit her. The neighbours’ children offer to procure items for her when they visit the market.
She can also walk to the market and the bazaar.
The preparation of pickles, sauces and jam is an important social event in Zünbül’s
neighbourhood. Before and during the researcher’s visit, all the women in the neighbourhood,
including Zünbül, were occupied with these activities. The women are proud of their ability
to make these preparations. At the end of the researcher’s visit, Zünbül, her daughter-in-law
and one of their neighbours gave the researcher jars of pickles, jams and sauces as gifts.
Zünbül stated she does not have any chronic diseases or illnesses, but mentioned the
following:
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‘They say I have rheumatism, but I have doubts about it.’

Zünbül stated that she never wore make-up or nail polish because she is ‘a villager’. She
does not approve of women having polished nails in cooking shows on TV, highlighting that
she could not eat a meal that was prepared by a woman with polished nails.
She does not have a mobile phone. In the afternoons, she regularly watches a TV series.
Nearly all of the items in her house are second-hand goods from her son’s house. She uses
a heater to warm the house in the winter. The door and windows of her house are typically
open during the day and occasionally at night. She reported that the open door and window
are necessary because the house is on the ground floor.
Having plants is very important to Zünbül. It is also important to Zünbül to keep the porch
clean; thus, she cleans the porch many times during the day. Zünbül does not own a vacuum
cleaner; she cleans the house with a besom or a mechanical floor cleaner.
Zünbül’s house was converted from a store and has a main room, a kitchen and a small
bathroom. She uses the only room in her house as both a living room and a bedroom. She
also has a porch in front of the house, where she spends most of her time when the weather
is pleasant. Her porch allows her to communicate and socialize with her neighbours. She can
easily observe the people who travel on her street and she knows most of them. The entrance
to her home is separate from the building’s entrance. Her bathroom is a guest bathroom with a
toilet and a washbasin. Zünbül stated that her son added a faucet and hand shower to convert
this guest bathroom into a full bathroom. Zünbül sometimes uses her daughters’ bathrooms
to bath.
Zünbül is rather sensitive about her privacy and showing her body parts. She expressed
many times that she did not show her legs while opening her trousers and showing her ankle,
even to her son. Both Zünbül and her daughter-in-law told a story about how Zünbül became
nervous when the family took her to a Turkish bath, for which she had to wear a swimsuit. She
stated she was nervous about cleaning her body while the researcher was recording, stating
that she could do anything for the researcher but that. With the help of Zünbül’s daughterin-law and neighbours, the researcher encouraged her to take a bath and narrate it to the tape
recorder.
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Zünbül’s bathroom
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Zünbül’s narration of body cleaning activity
Now, look, my dear,
Like this,
If you do not do it like this when you are bathing,
If you see your front,
You cannot perform your namaz.
Like this,
I cover my front like this,
I shall not see myself,
I perform namaz.
Otherwise, I cannot perform namaz, right?
Oh, my dear, oh, oh my back,
Oh, my dear my back is hurting so much.
Oh, my dear, oh!
Oh! My dear, I could not unbutton my vest
Oh, my dear, I could not unbutton my vest.
Oh my god, look at this trouble!
Ah, I have unbuttoned it, unbuttoned it.
In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful... Oh!
Oh, wait my dear, let me take off my clothes,
Wait, I, slowly, oh my back.
Oh, my dear, oh.
Let me fold my clothes, my dear.
Not this one,
I will wash this one by hand, my dear,
I am washing this one quickly by hand,
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I put these in a basin,
And I wash.
Oh, my dear, oh, oh my arms.
Wait; let me take off my glasses.
Oh, like this.
In the name of God, the Compassionate and the Merciful…
I will put this one to here now,
Let me wash my head first, my dear.
Thank God, my son did this for me.
I feel so comfortable with this my dear, thank heaven.
First, let me wash my head, my dear.
Oh, my dear, oh.
I will turn it on now.
Ah, the water is running cold.
First, I wash my head, my dear.
Oh, little is remaining in this one.
Now.... I first soap myself Berrak.
Ah, there is no air left in this place!
No air left in this place, look at this now, look at this now!
I first soap myself, my dear. Oh.
I have put a scarf on my front, my dear,
I usually bath in two to three minutes,
And I perform full ablution,
I perform my namaz.
But I have put a scarf on my front,
So that I couldn’t see myself ever. Hah!
I have put a scarf on my front,
So, I never see that part of my body.
Now, I will perform a full ablution.
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I never get out of the bath without a full ablution; never!
Berrak, I usually bath in two to three minutes.
I will perform full ablution;
I perform my namaz.
I have put a scarf on that part of my body,
I have never seen myself.
Hah, I have put a scarf on that part; I have never seen that part of my body.
Now, I will perform full ablution
I never get out of the bath without a full ablution.
And I perform a full ablution,
I perform my namaz.
I do not leave here dirty.
And I always clean it.
Berrak, let me get dressed now,
Let me comb my hair,
Comb my hair and no hair will fall,
But my dear if some hair will fall,
I have never ever been pleased with hair, my dear.
Let me comb my hair now,
Oh, I am bored with these my dear,
I cut,
And cut them,
But now, they need to be cut again,
They lengthened again.
Oh no, I do not want them anymore.
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My dear, I usually bath while I was sitting
But this time, I did it standing.
I did not sit this time, my dear.
Oh, now, let me wear my glasses;
I will wash my glasses,
And the comb too.
Hah, it is okay now, my dear.
Thank God, it is very clean now.
Thank heaven.
Oh my god!
Berrak, I will wash my scarf like this, my dear.
I never look,
And I wash my scarf like this.
Oh, my girl, there is nothing dirty with them.
I wear them only once....
Oh, my dear, oh!
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8. THEMES ON AGEING AND BODY
CLEANING

The data analysis reveals the emergence of four themes: Namely, the effect of ageing on
the visibility of physical constraints related to the task of body cleaning; the significant gap
between the real affordances and the perceived affordances of products related to the task of
body cleaning; the traces of culture and religion in the task of body cleaning and the necessity
in the acts of cleaning the body cleaning environment. The following sections will explain
these themes in detail.
These themes and their sub themes can be listed as:
● The effect of ageing on the visibility of physical constraints related to the task of
body cleaning
● The significant gap between the real affordances and the perceived affordances of
products related to the task of body cleaning
o Buckets, basins and toilets for sitting
o Walls, wash basins, faucets and shower doors for grabbing
o The ‘cracked’ relationship between the bathtub and the task of body cleaning
● The traces of culture and religion on the task of body cleaning
o

The acts of religion

o

‘Kese’, ‘lif’ and soap

o

‘Kurna’, ‘bakır’, warming and pouring water

o

The continuous challenge of conserving water

o

The struggle with spending less time in the bath

o

The acts for the guests

● The necessity in the acts of cleaning the body cleaning environment
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8.1. The effect of ageing on the visibility of physical constraints
related to the task of body cleaning
The study participants mentioned various age-related changes that partially constrain them
physically while performing body cleaning tasks. These physical constraints are either related
to the duration and frequency of the task or to the manner in which the task is performed.
Yasemin expressed the effect of ageing on the body cleaning as:
‘Being old is nasty, I do not want to get old…Sometimes even bathing becomes troublesome.’

The study participants emphasized that currently they bath less frequently or for a shorter
duration than their younger ages. During the interviews, Akasya stated that she baths less
frequently and also indicated that she cannot perform the tasks that she was previously capable
of executing:
‘I am getting tired. One hour, it doesn’t even last for one and a half hours, I get out. I bath
once a week. I don’t have the energy to bath every day.’
‘Because I get old, I feel tired. My arms are aching. I cannot wash my head much. I cannot
do much ‘kese’ or ‘lif’, I am having trouble…I was bathing more frequently in the past. I
was bathing better. Now I bath but I don’t have the feeling that I bath well.’

During her narration of her body cleaning activity, Fulya also expressed her desire to bath
more frequently; she described how challenging the tasks have become:
‘Water relaxes; I mean it is very good. I wish I could have the strength to take a shower every
day. When we were young, we had a shower every day. Now, it is a little bit challenging .’

Nergis stated that she currently baths less frequently because she can only perform her
body cleaning activities with the help of her cleaning lady:
‘Currently I am bathing less frequently. I bath only on the days that the girl comes. Because
of falling, I am scared, you know? She (cleaning lady) comes 3 times a week and she helps
me nicely on those 3 days. She cleans my back and my head. She is a very clean and nice
girl.’

Similarly, Safran described the changes in the frequency of her body cleaning:
‘You know, it (the task of body cleaning) changed like this: I like to bath in certain days. But
for example, in the past, before going to someplace, I was bathing without a fear. But now, I
don’t do that because I am afraid of getting cold. That’s the truth. In the past, for instance in
winter, before going out, if that was the third day of bathing; I used to bath unquestionably.
But I cannot do that now. And because my hair is long, I used to dye my own hair and then
I would bath. I cannot do that either. I go to the hair dresser every month and have it done,
I mean, I cannot stand there (in the bath) that long.’
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The study participants also highlighted age-related changes in the manner that the body
cleaning task is performed. For example, during her narration of her body cleaning activity,
Akasya stated that the way she is performing her body cleaning is being constrained because
she gets tired easily:
‘I properly washed my head three times; I cannot stand very long. My arms are getting tired;
I rubbed myself with the ‘lif’ as long as I stand strong. I am doing, my dear: I am tired. As
long as I stand strong; I thoroughly rubbed my legs, my other body parts and my dirt with
the ‘lif’’. Because my feet are aching; my arms are aching. Age is going up; life is something
like that. Oh my God, make our ending good. Being old is so difficult. Being alone is so
difficult. There is nobody to rub the back and it is itching like that. I am trying to reach it …
as long as I have the strength and my arms stand.’

Age-related changes have affected Sardunya’s biggest pleasure, rubbing herself with
‘kese’. Sardunya emphasized that although she likes to rub herself with ‘kese’ she is unable
to use ‘kese’ each time she baths:
‘I do ‘kese’ a lot, I like it. Now I do my ‘kese’ while I am standing. I mean I was doing ‘kese’
every time I bath but I couldn’t do that now. Because of this foot problem.’

Nergis has experienced a major change related with her body cleaning; she baths with the
help of her cleaning lady now. Nergis described her ritual of rubbing her feet with pumice
stone and emphasized that currently her cleaning girl rubs her feet because Nergis cannot
bend well anymore.
Nergis considers a bathtub and a Jacuzzi to be nice amenities in a bathroom. Unfortunately,
during a stay in a luxurious hotel, she realized that she was not able to get into a bathtub or
a Jacuzzi:
‘Then there was a Jacuzzi there (in the hotel), a bathtub, a very nice one but I couldn’t get
in. Imagine that. I couldn’t bath there. I couldn’t get in, I said I’d slip and fall, I was scared.’

In some cases, age-related changes in the manner that the body cleaning task is being
performed require the use of extra tools. Safran uses a long-handled brush to clean her back
because she cannot reach her back anymore:
‘I mean, a long-handled brush, I rub my back with that, I do my kese… In the past my hand
used to reach there… but now, it cannot reach there, really.’

For Yasemin, the need to use a showerhead instead of a bowl to pour water is an agerelated change that physically constrains her:
‘I prefer normal, old style body cleaning. I mean, I used to perform my body cleaning
with a bowl in the old days, but now I turn on the shower head, use the shower head because
I cannot bend and use the bowl.’
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Nergis uses a wooden step to get into the shower stall in her bathroom. She emphasized
that she would not be able to get into her shower without this wooden step. Nergis stated that
she is glad that the wooden step is thick because it prevents slipping.

Nergis’s wooden step

All study participants, with the exception of Sardunya and Safran, performed their body
cleaning tasks while sitting. Three of the study participants who sat while performing the task
of body cleaning described a transition from standing to sitting or a transition from sitting on
the floor to sitting on furniture, such as a stool, as an age-related change. For instance, Akasya
sat on a chair while performing her body cleaning task because she was unable to sit on the
ground or stand. She expressed the act of body cleaning activity as follows:
‘I am sitting on the chair because I cannot sit on the ground; my feet are aching. I cannot
stand; I am cleaning myself on the chair…’

Likewise, Nergis described the transition from standing to sitting on a stool. Sardunya
defined a transition from sitting on the floor to standing when doing ‘kese’. Sardunya also
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stated that if she could own a wall-mounted bath stool, she would most likely perform ‘kese’
while sitting. She noted that although she is still able to perform kese, stools would provide
additional comfort.
Yasemin has experienced problems with her feet since she was a young girl. Although
sitting during bathing is not associated with age-related difficulties, it is related to a history of
problems. During her body cleaning narration, Yasemin expressed her need to sit as follows:
‘I use the shower but while I am sitting. I cannot stand. Because I cannot stand and I do
not like it and I cannot bath in a tub. I need to sit, like this. I cannot stand without sitting.’

Nergis’s stool for bathing
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On the other hand, Fulya identified sitting as the typical mode for performing body
cleaning tasks during her younger years. For Fulya, sitting while body cleaning is not linked
to age-related difficulties; instead, it is a part of her preferred routine, which was shaped by
her culture. She listed four crucial subtasks that she performs at the beginning of her body
cleaning routine; sitting on her stool is one of these subtasks:
‘I turn on the heater and turn on the faucet. Let me take my soap and my ‘lif’ …Let me wear
my slippers. Let me take myself to my stool.’

Akasya also mentioned that she did not stand while she bathed during her younger years.
Yasemin also indicated that sitting while bathing was essential in the past:
‘I never bathed standing, where could you find a shower in the past, there were none of them
my dear, none, you had to sit on that sekmen (wooden stool).’

Although Safran expressed the need to sit while bathing, she stated that she did not feel
comfortable while sitting:
‘Sometimes I want to sit, but I cannot feel comfortable. I have a sitting place there (in the
bathtub). But I feel uncomfortable. I feel like not all parts of my body are being cleaned .
When I bath the other way, I feel like I’m cleaning myself completely. But of course, it is a
bit difficult at my age. To stand. But I stand as long as I can .’

Safran also indicated that she does not like sitting during bathing because she was
accustomed to standing while bathing since childhood.
When performing a wudu (partial ablution), almost all participants expressed that the
transition from cleaning their feet in a washbasin to cleaning their feet in their body cleaning
area was caused by the increasing difficulty of the task of raising the feet to the washbasin.
As a result of age-related changes and visible physical constraints, various precautions are
taken against the risk of accidents, especially falls. These precautions can be considered to be
logical constraints associated with the task of body cleaning. Zünbül expressed the reasons
for taking accidents more seriously because of her age:
‘If I fall and break some part of my body it will result in my death. Our daughter-in-law’s
mother fell to the ground but fell off the bed. Broken, cracked from here. Blood couldn’t
reach her leg and she died. Being old is like that.’

Fulya described a transition from caring less to caring more about the accidents in the
bathroom:
‘I don’t have any fears since I have never fallen but I am very careful, especially after having
surgery. Before, I didn’t think of falling. Now I step on the floor very carefully, in case of a
slip and fall.’
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Yasemin noted that she always wears her bathroom slippers or uses rugs and carpets to
prevent slipping in the bathroom:
‘Of course, if I don’t wear my slippers I will slip, the floor is kind of, I mean I am afraid. I
have slippers for that room only. They are plastic, I will show you, there. I don’t enter the
room without wearing them, I am afraid of falling. Because you know, the floor is slippery.’

Yasemin also mentioned that she places rugs on the floor to prevent slipping:
‘They (bathroom rugs) are always on the floor. I have never had my bathroom without my
rugs. As soon as I bath, I wipe the floor. And you know why I use those rugs? When you
enter the bathroom barefooted, you slip. Those tiles are very slippery; I don’t know why. I
lay those rugs to prevent slipping.’

Hanımeli stated that she uses rugs and carpets to prevent slipping in the bathroom:
‘I have rugs, I have carpets, I do not step on the stones. It can be soapy; I can slip. My
husband’s aunt’s leg was broken from her hip. She slipped and fell.’

Hanımeli also leaves her bathroom door open and her house door unlocked to enable her
sister to enter her house in the event of a fall during body cleaning.
A grab bar is mounted inside the shower inside Sardunya’s home ‘just for confidence’:
‘I can get into the bathroom without any support, but just in case I put it (grab bar) there
for confidence. As you can see, I get inside without grabbing.’
‘When I rub my heels with ‘kese’, I usually hold it (grab bar) with my hands so as not to
slip . Well, it gives me confidence.’

Although some participants don’t take precautions to prevent accidents in the bath, they
actually do care a lot. During her narration of her body cleaning activity, Fulya stated that
she baths easily but carefully:
‘I bath easily, but I do care very much; not to slip and fall.’

The expressions of the participants revealed that various physical constraints related to
the task of body cleaning have become visible for individuals due to the ageing process.
The duration or the frequency of the task or the manner in which the body cleaning task
is performed becomes physically constrained as people age. For example, the position
in which the task of body cleaning is performed changes with age; this change limits the
subtasks related to the activities of ageing adults. As a result of these age-related changes
and the visibility of physical constraints, precautions are taken that can be defined as logical
constraints of the task of body cleaning.
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8.2. The significant gap between the real affordances and the
perceived affordances of products related to the task of body cleaning
The data analysis indicates a significant gap between the real affordances and perceived
affordances of various products related to the task of body cleaning. For instance, two
participants used toilets and a participant used a combination of a bucket and a basin to sit
while performing their body cleaning tasks. The bathroom walls, washbasins, faucets and
shower doors were used for grabbing. Bathtubs are being used usually for showering without
filling with water, always with a showerhead and sometimes with a stool. For these women,
the relationship between a bathtub and the task of body cleaning is disconnected.
The sub themes of this second theme can be listed as:
● Buckets, basins and toilets for sitting
● Walls, wash basins, faucets and shower doors for grabbing
● The ‘cracked’ relationship between the bathtub and the task of body cleaning
Descriptions of study participants’ body cleaning activity and body cleaning environment (Main study,
Turkey).

Sanitary
ware product
or equivalent

Shower
doors/
Shower
curtain

Sitting/Standing

Showerhead/Bowl

Ceramic
‘kurna’

None

Sitting
(On a plastic chair)

Bowl

Plastic ‘kurna’

Shower doors

Sitting
(On a plastic stool)

Bowl

Bathtub

Shower doors

Sitting
(On a half-full bucket
and upturned basin)

Showerhead on the wall

Nergis

Shower stall

Shower doors

Sitting
(On a plastic stool)

Showerhead in hand/on the
wall

Safran

Bathtub

Shower curtain

Standing

Showerhead in hand

Shower stall

Shower doors

Standing

Showerhead on the wall

Plastic bucket

None

Sitting
(On the toilet)

Showerhead in hand

None

None

Standing/
Sitting (on the toilet)

Showerhead in hand

Participant

Akasya
Fulya
Hanımeli

Sardunya
Yasemin
Zünbül

8.2.1. Buckets, basins and toilets for sitting
Various items such as buckets or toilets were stated as being used for sitting while
performing the task of body cleaning. Yasemin and Zünbül use their toilets for sitting during
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body cleaning, whereas Hanımeli uses a half-full bucket and an upturned plastic basin for
sitting while body cleaning.
When it was explored, it can be seen that the use of these products for sitting is in
some cases a preference and in other cases a necessity. Yasemin described a ‘sekmen’ as a
comfortable wooden stool. Fulya and Sardunya also described this wooden stool. When asked
, Yasemin stated that she would like to have a ‘sekmen’, which were used in old times, but
she does not have room for it. In fact, Yasemin does have room for a stool in her bathroom.
When Yasemin was asked if she ever considered buying a stool, she did not understand it as
a stool for her bathroom and indicated that she did not consider buying a stool and mentioned
that she once owned a stool, but it was stolen from the entrance of her apartment building.
When the researcher clarified what she considered to be a stool, Yasemin stated she did not
have room for a stool in her bathroom.
Since Zünbül has a bathroom that was converted from a guest bathroom, there is no room
for a stool and she usually uses her toilet as a seat while body cleaning.
The t oilet was described as a place to sit by Hanımeli also, but not during body cleaning.
Hanımeli indicated that she used the toilet as a seat while her husband was bathing:
‘I used to sit on the toilet in the bathroom. Sometimes when the water heater burned out, I
would immediately touch the gas cylinder, try to re-light it, change it and I would be with
my husband and soap his back.’

Hanımeli indicated that she is not comfortable with the bath stools because they are low
in height; as a result, she uses a half-full bucket and an upturned plastic basin for sitting. She
also believes that her bucket and plastic basin are safer than stools due to their old quality:
‘Those bath stools are too low for me. It is hard for me to sit and to stand up. You know, I
have a problem with my legs. That’s why this bucket is very good for me because it is high.
And it is tough, you know, this is old stuff.’
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Hanımeli’s half-full bucket and upturned plastic basin for sitting while body cleaning

Although Hanımeli owns a plastic stool, she does not use it in the bath because it is too
low to stand on. Instead, she put that stool on her balcony.
Akasya, on the other hand, sits on a white plastic chair while bathing. Because she had an
accident on that chair, she uses a 5-liter water container to make the chair skid-proof:
‘Not this year, last year. I was sitting on the chair and you know those flowing soapy water
is slippery. I had just performed my ablution and I was going out; I was just performing my
ablution and the chair slipped. I slipped and fell. I fell but I did not hit my head anywhere.
I was so scared. I thanked God. I experienced this . Now I put a 5-liter-water container at
the back of that chair. I put it at the legs to prevent it from slipping. I thought of this myself .’

8.2.2. Walls, wash basins, faucets and shower doors for grabbing
The study participants described how they use walls, wash basins, faucets and shower
doors in their bathrooms for grabbing. Because these individuals have various features in
their bathrooms for grabbing, they do not feel the need for extra products like grab bars. For
example, when Yasemin was asked if she wanted a grab bar similar to the grab bar that her
neighbour owns, she declared that she does not need a grab bar because she can hold onto
the faucets and walls:
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‘In fact, because my bath is very close to my toilet, I can grab that faucet, as a result I never
feel the need for it (a grab bar). If my feet are aching so much and I cannot walk, I go to
the bathroom with my walking stick. And I can always grab those faucets in the bathroom.
Because my neighbour has shower doors, hers is difficult, she does not have any place to
grab, but I have places to grab, I also hold on to the walls.’

After completing her body cleaning activity, Hanımeli grabbed the shower doors and the
washbasin to get out of the bathtub:
‘I grab those things. I grab the shower doors’ things but I do not apply too much force on
them. It does not pull me. I immediately extend my hand to the thing of washbasin. I have
the support from there and I raise my foot. First, I put my foot outside when I’m inside. Then
I put my second foot in while I have support from the other.’

During the interview, Hanımeli stated that she does not need grab bars because she can
use her washbasin:
‘Yes, people do but who will do it (grab bars)? There is a need for one but I do not feel the
need for it. You know, my wash basin is very close to my bath, I immediately grab it from
here.’

8.2.3. The ‘cracked’ relationship between the bathtub and the task of
body cleaning
The study participants who have a bathtub in their bathroom stated that they do not fill
the bathtub with water when taking a bath. For instance, Safran has a bathtub and a shower
curtain in her bathroom. At the beginning of her body cleaning routine, Safran stands outside
her bathtub and bends into it to wash her hair. After washing her hair, she gets into her bathtub
to clean her body. Because she does not like to have the shower water poured from above, she
uses the showerhead to pour water in a discontinuous manner similar to using a bowl. Safran
stated that the other houses in her neighbourhood have retrofitted their bathtubs to include
shower stalls and shower doors. Her house is the only home with a bathtub because she is a
tenant in her current home and does not want to spend money on any modifications. Safran
also indicated that she has never filled a bathtub:
‘I did not fill it (the tub) even once. I don’t find it hygienic. Do you know why? How ever
much you clean it, it never actually becomes clean.’

Safran believes that women should not take a bath when they are menstruating for
hygienic reasons.
Hanımeli also owns a bathtub; however, her bathroom contains shower doors. She uses
a half-full bucket and an upturned basin for sitting and uses her showerhead to pour water
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from above during body cleaning. Hanımeli expressed the following opinion about filling
her bathtub:
‘If I want, I can fill this with water and get into it. But I wouldn’t take that trouble.’

Almost all study participants indicated that a bathtub previously had no impact on their
body cleaning tasks. Sardunya currently has a large shower stall with shower doors. While
describing when there was a bathtub in her bathroom, Sardunya mentioned that she and her
family perform their body cleaning tasks in the same manner:
‘Small stools were put inside the bathtub. We were used to sit on the stool, with the
showerhead in our hands, pouring water over our heads and bathing like this. We would
bath while sitting. Yes, sitting in the bathtub. But we wouldn’t fill the tub with water. It was
something that we would do very rarely, after cleaning the tub, for enjoyment.’

Akasya also had her bathtub removed from her bathroom. She currently owns a kurna. She
specified that she performs her body cleaning in the same manner as she would in a bathtub:
‘I used to sit while bathing in the bathtub too. A place was built for sitting on one corner of
the bathtub. I was sitting like this, like on a stool. I used to take the showerhead and put a
plastic basket into the tub. Water would fill it and I used to bath that way.’

Zünbül does not own any sanitary ware products related to the task of body cleaning.
However, she did own these products in her previous homes, in which she lived with her son
and her son’s family. She said that they had the bathtub in her previous home removed because
all the other immigrants had them removed. She declared that at that time all immigrants
considered bathtubs to be uncomfortable.
Akasya indicated that, previously, only her children filled the tub with water; however,
they got water everywhere when they flapped their legs. She became angry and tired of this
situation. Fulya also mentioned that her sons liked water too much. Fulya never filled the tub
for two reasons. First, she thinks that it is a waste of water. And second, the water needed to
be warmed. She added that her sons locked the bathroom door, filled the tub and swam as if
in the sea.
Only Nergis stated that she had filled bathtubs in the past. However, her expression was
‘we were even filling it’ and indicated that she also took a shower immediately after taking
a bath:
‘We had hot water running in our home. We were even filling it. Then we would soap
ourselves, take a shower and then go out. I like a bathtub. I especially love the one in my
summerhouse.’
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Nergis also expressed her fondness of half-baths with a seat, which she enjoys in her
summerhouse:
‘In my summerhouse I have a bathtub with a seat, you sit and you have your faucet, your
showerhead, everything in front of you. I prefer that one, it is very comfortable.’

Fulya also stated that she would like a half-bath with a seat to be installed in her new
home:
‘I don’t like to bath in a tub. We did not have a tub done in our own house either. You know,
those half baths, I like them. I want one in my new home, I wish. There are half tubs from
the floor, they usually have shower doors, rounded. I like those. Those long bathtubs, old
bathtubs, our home in Eskişehir was like that, I don’t like to bath in those. They are not
comfortable. But those bathtubs with shower doors are good.’

Safran’s bathtub with a seat
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Safran has a bathtub with a seat. She stated that everybody likes the seating in her tub;
she does not like to use this seat because she believes that all parts of her body do not get
adequately cleaned. Safran expressed the importance of disinfecting the tub, especially prior
to her grandchildren using it.
Filling the bathtub is perceived as a luxurious activity by these women. When Sardunya
was asked what she considered to be the luxury in a bathroom, she answered as follows:
‘My daughter, for example, was doing this and I like it a lot. She was filling the tub, lighting
the candles and saying ‘M om, rest a little, look it works.‘ I would sink into it, with those
candle lights and if I have my favourite TV show, I would lay there.’

Sardunya also stated that her mother-in-law was filling the bathtub, but because Sardunya
had other things to do, she couldn’t:
‘In fact, my mother-in-law was filling it. She would have a bath for her health. She was
saying to me, ‘you do it too‘, but I did not have time for that, I had to prepare the dinner.’

During the researcher’s visit, Akasya expressed her opinion of a bathtub with a story
about her life:
‘The bathtub is, this is my opinion: First, I was going to my uncle’s home and using the
bathtub there. Their bathtub was made of stone. It was durable. It had legs below. You
could wash and clean its bottom. Such a nice tub it was. These bathtubs now, are made of
Bakelite or something, in fact it is tinplate. I mean, a kind of white. That time my children
were young when we moved to this house. They would have a shower in our bathtub. It got
crispy and cracked. When it got cracked, water started to leak down. Everybody’s bathtub
became like that. The bathtub was no longer used in our bathroom and then thrown away.
That place over there was empty that time. They threw my bathtub there. That year it rained
a lot. That place became lake-like, I looked from my balcony, that tub shuttled there. My
dreams… My husband never got into that bathtub . Then we replaced it with this (‘kurna’).
I like ‘kurna’ very much.’

Zünbül shared a similar story about cracked bathtubs when used with a shower. The
real affordance of a bathtub is to contain water for washing oneself, whereas the perceived
affordance of a bathtub is to create a trendy environment for showering. The gap between the
real affordance of a bathtub and the perceived affordance of a bathtub resulted with ‘cracks’.
Correspondingly, it can be stated that for these women, there is a significant gap between the
real affordance of a bathtub and the perceived affordance of a bathtub and the relationship
between a bathtub and the task of body cleaning is ‘cracked’.
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8.3. The traces of culture and religion on the task of body cleaning
An analysis of the bathing activities of 8 female participants indicated that both culture
and religion significantly impact their body cleaning activities. Indications of previous body
cleaning routines, which have developed due to a lack of resources during those times, remain
evident in contemporary bathrooms. Previously established meanings related to body cleaning
tasks remain valid today. Religious rituals have a respectable place in the activity of bathing.
The sub themes of this theme can be listed as:
● The acts of religion
● ‘Kese’, ‘lif’ and soap
● ‘Kurna’, ‘bakır’, warming and pouring water
● The continuous challenge of conserving water
● The struggle with spending less time in the bath
● The acts for the guests

8.3.1. The acts of religion
The narrations of body cleaning activities of study participants showed that religious acts
such as full ablution, repeating certain subtasks three times or covering certain parts of the
body are important elements of a body cleaning. For the majority of these women, the task
of body cleaning usually starts with prayers , continues with prayers and thanks and ends
with prayers .
A full ablution or ‘Ghusl’ is mandatory for any adult Muslim after sexual intercourse,
orgasmic discharge, the completion of a menstrual cycle, giving birth and death by natural
causes. Eight female participants specified a complete ablution as an essential subtask of their
bathing. Zünbül stated:
‘I never get out of the bath without a full ablution; never!’

The majority of actions in an ablution are repeated three times. During the narrations of
body cleaning activities, the majority of body cleaning activities are repeated 3 times by the
study participants. Yasemin stated:
‘I soap my head 3 times. I do not use shampoo. I definitely soap it 3 times.’

Zünbül and Nergis stated that they cover their front parts with a scarf. Zünbül repeatedly
mentioned that this subtask is a significant part of her body cleaning routine:
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‘I have put a scarf on my front. I usually bath in two or three minutes. I will perform full
ablution; I will perform my daily prayer. But I have put a scarf on my front part, so as not
to see myself; never. I put a scarf on that part so that I couldn’t see that part of my body.’

Nergis stated that none of her daughters-in-law comply with this important religious rule:
‘I cover my ass with my ‘lif’, I never show it. It is a sin. I cover my front part, my front part.
As a matter of fact, I perform my ablution while it is covered. I never perform it when it is
not covered. Our mothers taught us that . Angles will not see it, do you get it? I squeeze one
of my ‘lif’s and put it here and I perform my ablution like that. Like that. We never perform
my ablution uncovered. That’s it. I am telling my daughters-in-law and neither Hediye nor
Hatice cares.’

For religious reasons, Akasya stated that she would install shower doors if she had the
opportunity to renovate her bathroom:
‘I want to have shower doors in there. Shower doors. Closed. In Islam, as we know, as I
know, the place where you perform your ablution need to be narrow. That one resembles
being narrow. Now in this way it is like a room, open. So, this is what I’ve heard in Islam,
my friends have renovated theirs like this, I wish I had the money to make a renovation like
that, too.’

Acts of religion represent a meaningful aspect of body cleaning for the study participants.
As Sardunya stated during her narration of body cleaning activity:
‘Bathing means the cleanliness of all parts of our body, it is not the head treatment only, it
is not body cleaning only; it should be with all its details.’

8.3.2. ‘Kese’, ‘lif’ and soap
The bath glove that is referred to as a ‘kese’, the knitted bath cloth or knitted loofah that
is referred to as a ‘lif’ and soap are fundamental accessories for a traditional Turkish bath.
Rubbing the body with ‘kese’ or ‘lif’ with soap accelerates skin renewal by removing dead
skin cells. Consequently, rubbing the body with a ‘kese’ or a ‘lif’ and soap were considered
essential features of a satisfactory body cleaning by 8 female participants.
The expressions such as doing a ‘kese’ and doing a ‘lif’ usually referred to rubbing.
Moreover, doing a ‘kese’, doing a ‘lif’ and soaping were stated as essential subtasks of body
cleaning.
Some participants stated that doing a ‘kese’ is a pleasure while others expressed their
sadness for not being able to do it anymore. For example, Sardunya expressed her fondness
for rubbing her body with ‘kese’:
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‘I cannot accept bathing without rubbing with the kese. Before going out and one thinks of
having a shower, so as to not smell bad at least , it is of course different. But when I get into
the bath, I must at least rub my legs or arms with ‘kese’.’
‘I couldn’t understand the pleasure of bathing without rubbing myself with kese. I definitely
need to do it a little. Whether the dirt comes off or not, I do it.’

Furthermore, Akasya was unhappy because she could not continue to rub herself with
‘kese’:
‘I get tired. I cannot rub myself with kese; I get tired. Nobody does my back. I sometimes
ask my daughters-in-law and they sometimes do it, sometimes not.’

Fulya uses a knitted ‘lif’ because she does not like other types of loofahs; the loofahs that
her children use. She also stated that she does not get out of the bath without doing a ‘lif’.

Nergis’s ‘lif’ hanging on the radiator

Yasemin and Akasya gave a ‘lif’ to the researcher as a gift at the end of her visit. Akasya’s
expression clearly defines the importance and meaning of a ‘lif’ for these women:
‘If you have a daughter and if you don’t use this ‘lif’, put it into your daughter’s dowry.
Okay, my dear?’
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Zünbül’s ‘lif’s

Yasemin’s blue ‘lif’ hanging on the radiator
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Sardunya’s pink ‘lif’

For the majority of women, soaping not only the body and but also the hair with Hacı
Şakir brand soap or an olive oil soap which is referred to as the ‘green soap’ comprised a
regular subtask of body cleaning. It is important to note that there were three basic types of
soaps known in the Ottoman Empire: White soap, green soap and soft soap (Emiroğlu, 2012).
The families with better economic status used white soap for almost every job, but usually
the white soap was for body cleaning and laundry and green soap was for cleaning the dishes
and diapers (Emiroğlu, 2012).
Sardunya stated her use of soap as:
‘For my body I use soap. I couldn’t get used to those body therapy lotions. The kids are
using it, but I love the green soap. I thoroughly soap my body 2-3 times while making the
soap foamy. And why I use the shampoo for my hair, because my hair is curly and with the
soap it gets difficult to manage .’
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Green soaps in a basket in Hanımeli’s bathroom

Fulya also expressed her fondness for soap:
‘I like to bath with soap. I soap myself 2-3 times. But the water here is very chalky. I mean if
I do not use the shampoo, my hair becomes very, very stiff. No matter how I rinse. 2-3 times,
I mean when I bath frequently, I soap it 2 times then I use the shampoo. When I do this it
becomes very soft, like silk. I use Hacı Şakir. And there is this natural soap, my son-in-law
brought from that place, I cannot remember the name…’

Hanımeli used the term ‘soap cloth’ for her ‘lif’ and indicated that she uses soap for her
hair and body. Nergis mentioned that she can only use soap for her hair and body.
The uses of these three products are not only significant but also meaningful for these
women’s body cleaning activity.

8.3.3. ‘Kurna’, ‘bakır’, warming and pouring water
The bathing basin, which is referred to as a ‘kurna’ and the bath bowl are fundamental
items for a Turkish bath. A ‘kurna’ is typically used for mixing hot and cold water; the mixing
process is referred to as warming. The bath bowl is used for pouring water. The bath bowls
used in the Turkish baths are usually composed of copper. ‘Bakır’ is the Turkish word for
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copper; a participant referred to the bowls as ‘bakır’ regardless of their composition material.
During her visit, the researcher observed that Yasemin referred to all types of buckets and
bowls as ‘bakır’ regardless of their composition material. For example, Yasemin discussed
the following body cleaning preferences:
‘I was body cleaning with my ‘bakır’, my ‘bakır’, I had a very nice white ‘bakır’ there. I was
washing myself by pouring water from it… Now I use the showerhead.’

When Akasya described her previous body cleaning experiences, she mentioned that they
used copper bath bowls:
‘When I was a girl, you know the Turkish bath bowls, you can see it there. That time, those
Turkish bath bowls were made of copper. And there was a fish in the middle of it and it turns
when you put water in the bowl, we had bowls like that.’

Fulya was the only participant who actually used a ‘kurna’ and a bowl for body cleaning.
She expressed her preference of filling a ‘kurna’ as follows:
‘For example, my daughter and her family never use a bucket, they always use the shower.
They clean their body under the shower, but I don’t like that. I fill the ‘kurna’ with water
then pour it…’

Fulya’s plastic ‘kurna’

The study participants who have ‘kurna’s in their bathrooms use them like buckets.
Although Fulya and Akasya have bathrooms with ‘kurna’s, their ‘kurna’s are not mounted to
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one location. Fulya stated that she previously used a plastic bucket but purchased a plastic
‘kurna’ after seeing it in a shop. Akasya explained why she did not want her ‘kurna’ mounted
to one location:
‘They asked me if I wanted the ‘kurna’ mounted. I said what if it breaks when we mount it.
I thought we had to break it. Neediness makes your mind work like this. Now if this breaks
, you throw it and the place stays clean.’

At the beginning of Akasya’s body cleaning, she places her ‘kurna’ and her chair next to
her body cleaning location but returns them to their regular positions at the end of the activity:
‘Now I am going back, I am taking the chair back. I cannot stand.’

Akasya’s ‘kurna’

Yasemin uses a bucket as a kurna; however, instead of filling it with water she uses the
showerhead to pour water. She uses the kurna-like bucket to perform part of the task of wudu
(partial ablution), for washing her feet and to collect water in the bucket.
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Yasemin’s bucket

The participants referred to the use of warm water or ‘warming the water’ numerous times
during the body cleaning narrations and interviews. Almost all participants stated that they
use warm water for body cleaning.
In Turkish body cleaning culture, running water is a must. For these individuals, pouring
water constitutes a complete body cleaning. When the researcher indicated that some
individuals use basin baths for body cleaning in foreign countries, Yasemin was surprised
and asked the following question:
‘They don’t pour water? Oh my god… what kind of body cleaning is that?’

During the narrations of body cleaning activities, the majority of the participants were
observed to use the showerhead not only for a continuous flow of water but also to pour the
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water in a discontinuous manner similar to using a bowl. During the narration of her body
cleaning activities, Yasemin specified that she uses the showerhead instead of a bowl:
‘I was always using a bowl in the past. But now.... I use the shower. I use the shower but
while I sit .’

Yasemin explained her transition from using a bowl to using the showerhead:
‘Now I have a bucket in front of the thing that the water flows from, water flows into the
bucket and I take it with the bowl and pour it. Now I sit on the toilet because of my back pain
and the wooden stool doesn’t fit into our bathroom because it is small, I sit on the toilet; I
bath there. Now because I cannot bend over and rise, I hold the showerhead to my head,
there is a showerhead over there, I bath with a showerhead. That’s it.’

Fulya stated that she typically uses the showerhead to fill the kurna. However, she did not
own a showerhead at the time of the researcher’s visit because the showerhead in her new
house was broken. They brought the showerhead from her previous house, but it did not fit.
The traditional items such as ‘kurna’ or ‘bakır’ still have their place in contemporary baths.
Similarly, subtasks of warming and pouring water, which have their origins in the traditional
Turkish baths, are still essential today.

8.3.4. The continuous challenge of conserving water
Because these eight women grew up during a recession, they have experienced many
difficulties as Zünbül stated:
‘It was like that in our times: It was the privation. Too much privation… We have
experienced too much privation, now it is all abundant.’

The availability of clean hot and cold water is a significant physical constraint for a body
cleaning space. In their younger years, the majority of the participants never had access
to running hot water in their homes. When describing the history of their bathrooms, the
participants described the technological changes in the water heating systems as milestones,
which affected their body cleaning experience and considered the availability of running
hot water to be an important parameter. During the interviews, the participants thanked God
numerous times for the availability of instant hot water. To emphasize different water heating
systems, Yasemin shared the story of her bathroom:
‘Then they installed a gas-stove. After that I installed a water heater (with a gas tube). I
wasn’t able to bath with that water heater, I was scared, I was alone, I was filling ‘bakır’
with water, in this home. Then we installed an electrical heater. Then we removed that too,
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because you know, I had central heating installed this year. Now we have hot water running,
thank God.’

As Hanımeli stated, the majority of these women carried water from faucets to their homes
for their body cleaning activities:
‘We maintained the home with the water carried. Carried water. We used to bring water
from the fountains at 12 PM or 1 AM from somewhere in Çorlu. We have experienced those
kinds of difficulties.’

When Sardunya was asked about the luxury in a bathroom, she stated that she desired
instant running hot water:
‘Different from my bathroom…I mean I want instantly running hot water, for example.
In fact, hot water runs in mine when I turn it on as you said, that is not big enough. But
sometimes a malfunction happens and it breaks down and it runs cold as you know and
then it gets hot again. This is not happening these days. I mean, I want it running like this
always.’

For these women, water conservation is a notion that has its roots in the participants’ youth
. Safran highlighted the importance of water conservation:
‘We lived through that war, World War II. I mean we went to the shelters. In those times, this
is what they taught us: Do not be wasteful, ever . As a result of the war, everybody needed
it. We never filled the bathtub.’

Many actions were taken by these women to conserve water in the bathroom. For example,
Zünbül carefully saves her ablution water in her basin and subsequently uses it to water her
plants or puts it on the street for crows to drink . Zünbül also collects the hand cleaning water
in the washbasin and uses it to flush the toilet.
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Zünbül’s bowl for collecting hand washing water

Each time Hanımeli baths, she turns on the water and waits for the cold water to run
before running the hot water. Although it is not an easy job, she takes a 5-liter container to
the bathroom and fills it with cold water to conserve it:
‘Then I take one of my 5-liter flower watering containers with me to take the cold water of
the bath, before the hot water. I never waste that water.’

As Akasya states:
‘I do not pour too much water down the drain… I use normal amounts of it.’
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Safran mentioned:
‘Water means life. I mean we need to protect that. That’s why I don’t believe in filling the
bathtubs in the new bathrooms. I mean I couldn’t even think of it.’

The study participants described their continuous challenge to conserve bathwater, which
can be attributed to both cultural and logical constraints.

8.3.5. The struggle with spending less time in the bath
As mentioned in the previous sections, bathing is significantly related to full ablution
for the 8 female participants. For the participants who lived with their parents-in-law after
marriage, bathing was secretly performed because it indicated that a person had recently
engaged in sexual intercourse. Typically, a simple bathing cabinet was constructed inside
the married couple’s bedroom. The married couple was expected to perform a complete
ablution inside their bedroom after having sexual intercourse. However, this act was not easily
achieved as described by Hanımeli’s sister:
‘You must perform full ablution, you must bath. So, you snatch the ‘bakır’ from inside and
check both sides because the tenant is in the garden. You have to snatch that Bakır. At night,
you bath.’

Sardunya also shared a story about the time when she was embarrassed by her
mother-in-law:
‘But in my mother-in-law’s time she didn’t leave the bathroom just like she was trying to
find something on purpose to do in there. She was finding things to do in the bathroom. One
day, I’ll never forget, I was so ashamed . You know because we were decent. My husband
said, ‘mom, get out of this bathroom, she wants to bath but she couldn’t enter‘. I know it is
like this. That’s why it is very difficult to live with your mother-in-law…Very difficult. But
today’s generation don’t bath or something.’

Hanımeli stated that she had also lived with her parents-in-law, which created bathing
challenges:
‘You couldn’t perform your full ablution beside your mother-in-law. You couldn’t do it beside
your father-in-law. I had so much trouble those days. I waited for my father-in-law to go
upstairs so that I could go downstairs to warm up the water. You warm up the water with
bucket stoves. You had ewers. You took that. Our bath was on the middle floor, an uneven
one. At our old house. Those days there were no bathrooms.’

Hanımeli indicated that having a complete and immediate ablution was previously
considered important for breastfeeding mothers:
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‘I think at those times we were like fools. I mean; we could bath normally… But you also
had to breastfeed your child. And we didn’t want to give dirty milk to our children. But
nowadays, religious men say if something happens and you cannot have a bath, only wash
your breast and feed your children. But in those days, we did not have the understanding of
today, these religious men were not present those days, there was no TV. We did not know
these things.’

Because bathing is strongly related to sexual intercourse or the menstrual cycle, it is not
perceived as a task that is performed at length; if performed at length, this information should
not be disclosed. All of these women expressed that they do not spend an excessive amount
of time bathing. Hanımeli stated that bathing was considered to be shameful when they were
young:
‘Those days it was a shame to bath, do ablution and stuff.’

Numerous study participants stated that they don’t bath for an extended period of time.
For example, during the interviews and during her narration of body cleaning, Hanımeli
repeatedly indicated that she doesn’t bath for an extended period of time:
‘I cannot stand in the bath too much, I get bored. I cannot stand in bath too long. I bath and
get out. I soap. My body relaxes. I rinse myself and get out.’
‘Now I am rinsing. It is done. I cannot stand much, that’s all. I get bored in the bathroom.’
‘Oh, how nice I bath. And that’s all; I cannot stand under the water too much.’

During the interviews and her narration of body cleaning, Yasemin indicated that she could
not stand while bathing for an extended period of time:
‘No, I cannot stand in the bath for a long time. 2 minutes, 3 minutes, not even 5 minutes.’
‘Oh, I cannot stay in the bath much. I go out immediately. Why, I cannot stand with my eyes
closed, I feel suffocated. Let’s clean up all the soap immediately.’
‘Let’s make ‘lif’ and that is all for me. Cause I cannot bath that long.’
‘I bath fast; I cannot stand in the bath. I cannot stand in the heat , I cannot stand with my
eyes shut. I cannot stand my eyes shut. Thank God .’

The struggle with spending less time in the bath is not only a cultural constraint but also
a logical one. Because they live alone, these women are afraid of being in the bath when
somebody is at the door or during an emergency. Yasemin stated that she cannot stand in the
bath for an extended period of time because she cannot get into the bath undoubtedly:
‘Because I cannot get into the bath with tranquillity. Why? Somebody may come, something
may happen. I am so bad. Bathing is a burden for me. I do not bath at night, I am afraid.
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I get up early and bath. When it is night, I do not bath, I’m afraid I mean. Somebody
may come, something may happen and I cannot get out. I always bath with these fears. If
something happens, I say, ‘how can I go out naked?‘ I cannot have a relaxed bath I mean.
I also do not bath often.’

Safran shares the same fears with Yasemin:
‘I usually bath in the evening. Somebody may come and I cannot get out or I need to get out
in that condition, that makes me depressed .’

The study participants struggled with spending less time in the bath, which can be
attributed to both cultural and logical constraints.

8.3.6. The acts for the guests
Except Akasya who did not want anyone to use or sit in her bath, all study participants
indicated that they prepare various products for the visits of potential guests. The participants
supplied their bathrooms with specific products for their guests, despite the fact that the
participants did not use these products. For example, Nergis stated that even though she never
uses shampoo, she keeps shampoo in her bathroom:
‘I do not use it, the shampoo. Guests may need it.’

Note that Nergis rarely hosts overnight guests.
Nergis and Sardunya specified that they use a ‘normal’ soap but offer liquid soap to their
guests. Nergis stated that she adds detergent in the liquid soap bottle for hand washing because
some people may dislike ‘normal’ soap. Sardunya described this situation:
‘Because my little girl, my granddaughter said; ‘grandma the soap is all gone’ . And I said,
‘use the other one, I just put it out.‘ She replied, ‘Grandma everybody uses the other one‘,
I loathe it. That’s why I put liquid soap there cause maybe my guests may also loathe it .’

Hanımeli uses guest towels in her bathroom:
‘They (towels) are not decorative: They are for my guests. Guest towels. Don’t you use
them? I wash them with the laundry, white… That green towel is also for the guests. I put
that there…It is a guest towel. I do not use it. It is for the guests and I wash it with the
laundry too… I iron it and then put it there again. When the guests come, one may forget to
put it there because of the rush.’

Sardunya stated that she currently uses paper towels for her guests and only uses guest
towels if she hosts overnight guests. Sardunya believes that paper towels are more hygienic
and easier to use. Yasemin also offers paper towels to her guests but sometimes uses paper
towels.
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At the end of their body cleaning narration, three of the participants invited researcher to
bath. When she refused to bath, they offered her clean towels. For example, Hanımeli stated:
‘Look, if you want, you can bath too. Our water is very good. You don’t even need a
shampoo.’

Fulya said:
‘Look at me, my dear, you also can bath. Really…You will relax, do it. I will give you clean
towels… Oh, you do not want to do it in a foreign place? I also have the thing, I mean, the
hair dryer.’

Yasemin offered:
‘Berrak, come and you bath too, Berrak…Honestly, come and bath, I will give you towel,
clean towel.’

8.4. The necessity in the acts of cleaning the body cleaning environment
The study participants indicated the necessity of cleaning the body cleaning environment
after use. These individuals also stressed the importance of cleaning the environment prior to
performing a task, for example, if they use a foreign bathroom at a hotel.
Yasemin described how she cleans her bathroom after her body cleaning activities:
‘Come and see, I clean here with a brush, like this and I pour water like this. Hah, this will
run by itself now…And I will dry it after that, now I am cleaning it with brush, hah. Hah,
we dry it with towel; I do not know if you know it. Hah. And I dry it with a towel like this.
It will run by itself. You do not have this. Because I do not have any other toilet, this place
needs to be dry all the time.’

Hanımeli expressed that she always pours cold water to rinse soap from places:
‘Now I will turn on the cold faucet and I take a shower, to rinse the soap from the place, not
to leave it soapy, because it makes spots. And I do not need to wipe here, when I rinse with
water, it is good. I pour like this, like this.’

Safran also cleans the body cleaning environment with bleach after use.
Zünbül also noted that she does not leave her bathroom dirty and dries the floor:
‘I do not leave here dirty. And I always clean it.’
‘I have my cleaning clothes, I mop up the wetness off the floor like this. I dry the floor. I
wipe it after bathing.’

Fulya stated that she cleans the body cleaning area after use because she encounters
problems with water drainage:
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‘Nonetheless there is a mistake in the bathroom. The w ater doesn’t go down the drain. I
am very annoyed: Water is not going. I sweep the water to the drain with a brush; otherwise
the water pools . I’ve never liked this thing about this bathroom, ever. The plumbers did
not do this place well. After my water pouring finishes, I brush, compulsorily. Otherwise the
water pools . It does not go straight to here. Okay, we have brushed the place. It is done.’

Safran and Akasya expressed their lack of energy to clean the bathroom immediately
after performing body cleaning activities, but they clean sometimes. Akasya stated that she
changed her old bathroom floor tiles because the previous color did not reflect cleanliness.
Similarly, Fulya indicated that she cleans her bath stools. Safran began cleaning her bathtub
because it appeared yellowish.
Visiting thermal springs or ‘baths’ is an important tourist activity for the study participants
who live in Tekirdağ. Hanımeli’s sister and Hanımeli discussed their thermal spring tours;
they indicated that they clean the tubs in the hotels with bleach before using them. Hanımeli
stated:
‘We wash it (the bathtub in their room), with bleach, clean it, then…’

Her sister continued:
‘We took the bleach with us, we found it clean already, but we don’t trust others.’

In thermal springs, Safran prefers to clean the tubs because she does not think that the
hotel staff cleans the tubs properly. Safran also mentioned that she does not like to bath in
crowded homes or places:
‘Let me tell you clearly that I cannot get into a very crowded house’s bathroom. You know,
guests come, relatives come and they use the bathroom. I cannot do it in the places I go.
For example, now when I go to Bodrum, one of my relatives has two houses there. A very
large house. She says come and stay with us. I absolutely cannot do it. She is kind of upset,
you know. I go but I cannot do it, I do not know. We were a small family. Maybe that is why.
I do not understand why this is happening. Even those things, even the shower too, I do not
like. The ones at the beaches, which people use after they come out of the sea. I mean you
need to take a shower there, but I don’t like them.’
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Safran’s bathtub during cleaning

While other participants perform the acts of cleaning for hygienic reasons, Yasemin
performs these acts as a precaution taken against possible falls. Yasemin indicated that she
always cleans the bathroom after bathing to prevent accidents:
‘As soon as I bath, I wipe, I lay it (her bathroom rug) on the floor. You know why I lay it? If
you enter there barefooted, you slip. That floor is so slippery, I don’t know why.’

Based on their expressions and acts, it can be concluded that the study participants
perceive cleaning the body cleaning environment as a necessary act.
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9. DISCUSSION

‘What will I do? I will do it (body cleaning) as long as
I can. When she was 80, my mother used to get herself
washed. And tell me, who will I get to wash myself ?’
Hanımeli, a participant from the main study in Turkey
(2013)
By exploring the affordances and constraints of sanitary ware products with/in which
the body-cleaning task is performed, this research aims to understand the conditions of
body cleaning for older adults. Based on the analysis of the ethnographic data, four themes
emerged from the research completed in Turkey: The effect of ageing on the visibility of
physical constraints related to the task of body cleaning; the significant gap between the real
affordances and the perceived affordances of products related to the task of body cleaning;
the traces of culture and religion on the task of body cleaning and the necessity in the acts of
cleaning the body cleaning environment.
Findings of this study showed evidence that the physical constraints related to the task of
body cleaning are usually imperceptible for an able body and they become visible to people
as they age or as their abilities change. Metaphorically, the art term pentimento can be used
to describe this phenomenon. A pentimento is a change in a painting that is usually hidden
beneath a subsequent paint layer and it becomes visible as the paint layer above becomes
transparent with time. Lillian Hellman (1973) described Pentimento as:
‘Old paint on canvas, as it ages, sometimes becomes transparent. When that happens it is
possible, in some pictures, to see the original lines: a tree will show through a woman’s
dress, a child makes way for a dog, a large boat is no longer on an open sea. That is called
pentimento because the painter ‘repented’, changed his mind. Perhaps it would be as well
to say that the old conception, replaced by a later choice, is a way of seeing and then seeing
again… The paint has aged now and I wanted to see what was there for me once, what is
there for me now.’

Physical constraints, which were over-painted by the abilities of an individual, emerge over
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time like pentimento. The changing abilities of individuals and consequently, the visibility
of physical constraints have impacts on the task of body cleaning, such as the duration or
the frequency of the task or the manner in which the task is being performed. The changing
abilities of individuals and the visibility of some physical constraints also cause ageing
individuals to seriously consider the risks of accidents and take precautions against the risks
of accidents, especially falls.
Some of these physical constraints and precautions are directly related to the physical
properties of the body cleaning environment. When it was explored, it can be seen that these
physical properties of the body cleaning environment are not crucial or in some cases are
redundant. This means that ageing individuals are being constrained by unnecessary properties
of the environment. Moreover, these individuals usually do not have enough financial sources,
desire or the vigour to make the modifications in the body cleaning environment in order
to make these physical constraints invisible again. The necessity of the physical properties
needed to be questioned intensely before designing body cleaning environments and products,
since these properties become visible with age and constrain the body cleaning activity.
The results of the study indicate that there is a significant gap between the real affordances
and the perceived affordances of products related to the task of body cleaning. When
performing the task of body cleaning, buckets, basins, or toilets are perceived as furniture to
sit on; walls, washbasins, faucets and shower doors are perceived as products for grabbing.
These products are not designed to afford these actions therefore the use of these products
for these actions create safety risks for these individuals. This underscores the importance of
bridging the gap between the real affordances and the perceived affordances of products in
the bathroom environment for older persons to maintain their body cleaning function safely
and conveniently.
Bathtubs, on the other hand, stated as not being used for having a bath by the study
participants. The findings showed that bathtubs are usually being used with showerheads and
sometimes with stools. Based on study participants’ expressions it can be stated that bathtubs
and filling the bathtub represent a luxurious pleasure that these individuals have never taken.
Findings of the exploratory study conducted in the US also showed evidence that bathtubs
are usually used for showering by older adults; even in a country like the US where having
a bath is more common. Therefore, the physical properties of a bathtub, which are designed
to hold water for washing oneself, are inessential for these individuals. Besides, some of
these physical properties cause disabilities. For example, there is a high occurrence of overall
disability in bathtub transfers, which is getting into and leaving the bathtub (Naik, Concato
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& Gill, 2004).
When the body cleaning activities of eight women that participated in the study were
analysed, it was observed that the traces of culture and religion are significant. Indications of
body cleaning habits, which have developed due to a lack of resources at study participants’
younger ages, are evident today where these individuals have contemporary baths with better
conditions. Traditional Turkish bath culture has its impacts on domestic baths. Additionally,
religious rituals have a considerable place in the activity of body cleaning. There is an
inseparable link between religion and the body cleaning for these women. Concepts of
cleansing and purification through body cleaning are not only an important part of religion
but also have cultural significance. Many studies previously have presented the significance
of culture and religion for the task of body cleaning. The importance of this study is that it
reveals the challenges faced by older women of adhering to their body-cleaning culture in a
standard, westernized environment.
Based on the findings of this study, it can be stated that cleaning the body-cleaning
environment is considered essential by older women. Domestic baths are being cleaned
after bathing while baths in other places such as hotels are cleaned before using the bath.
Exploratory study conducted in the US also showed evidence that cleaning the environment
is a subtask of bathing for older individuals. Although cleaning the environment is not an
easy task to perform for these individuals, they force themselves to do it. The hygiene and
cleanliness level of body cleaning environments barely satisfies these individuals. In fact,
once these individuals achieve the minimum hygiene and cleanliness necessary to avoid any
infections or diseases, further attention to the cleanliness of the environment is visual rather
than actual cleanliness. The preferences and attitudes of the society on hygiene and cleanliness
are changing and unfortunately, body cleaning environments could not accommodate these
changing preferences.
The findings of the study suggest that quantitative assessments and interviews may not
describe the spectrum of affordances and constraints related to the task of body cleaning.
Observations, as well as simultaneous narrations of body-cleaning activities helped the
researcher to intensely explore the conditions of body cleaning for older women. The
ethnographic approach to study body cleaning allowed the researcher to explore the daily
living activity comprehensively.

9.1. Implications for Design
As Kira (1976) stated, the development of design criteria for the major personal hygiene
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activities must be based on the analysis of these activities in terms of the complex cultural
and psychological attitudes surrounding the subject. Consequently, one of the aims of this
qualitative study is to develop the implications for the design of body cleaning environments
that can afford a satisfactory body cleaning for all ages.

9.1.1. Re-thinking the sanitary ware products with/in which the
body-cleaning task is performed
Despite their real affordances, a bathtub is not perceived as a sanitary ware product that
can be filled with water to have a bath and a shower stall is not perceived as a sanitary
ware product that can be used for showering while standing. The sanitary ware products
associated with the body-cleaning task, especially the bathtubs, are not being used in the
way they are designed. The findings of this study showed evidence that the sanitary ware
products associated with the body-cleaning task, especially the bathtub, have little impact on
the subtasks of body cleaning. However, these products define a space for body cleaning in
the bathroom. The gap between the perceived affordances and the real affordances of these
products reveals an urgent need to re-think the uses and designs of these products.
The findings of this study also showed evidence that cultural constraints play an important
role for the individuals in the bath. Conversely, sanitary ware products related to body cleaning
are almost identical worldwide today. It is surprising to see that an environment designed to
perform a task that is remarkably affected by culture, is also the most standardized place in
the homes globally. Cultural constraints may change not only from region to region but also
from generation to generation.
Based on the findings of this study, it can be stated that body cleaning environments
need to assure the fundamental physical constraints while allowing users to construct their
bath according to the cultural, logical, semantic and physical constraints related to the task.
The fundamental physical constraints for a body cleaning sanitary ware product are, the
accessibility to clean water with adjustable temperature, the efficient drainage of the dirty
water and the definition of the boundaries where water would splash in the bathroom.

9.1.2. Prevention Criteria
Prevention criteria for forestalling future disability related to the task of body cleaning
could be effective if body cleaning environments are individualized to the perceptions and
preferences of older adults. Incorporating older individuals’ perceptions and preferences as
well as different cultural and religious necessities into the development of new products
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related to the task body cleaning could increase their use and allow older adults to maintain
their regular body cleaning routines, which is critical to the prevention of future disability.
To remain competitive in the global market, sanitary-ware manufacturers need to develop
new products and systems to address the challenges related to the task of body cleaning for
older adults.
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10. CONCLUSION

‘People must know that they
do not have to fear their own ageing,
or that of people they love’.
Patricia Moore (1985)
Body cleaning is a complex and private task and an essential part of self-care. Older adults
described bathing as an important and meaningful activity and defined difficulty in the task
of body cleaning as an inevitable experience. The purpose of this study was to understand
the conditions of body cleaning of older women living alone in Turkey and to explore the
affordances and constraints of sanitary ware products that the body cleaning task is performed
in /with.
Two exploratory studies were conducted before the main study. First, a qualitative study
was conducted with sixteen community-living older adults living in a developed country, US.
The Second study was a more general bathroom project aiming to develop a cross-cultural
design research ‘lab’ to better support health and wellbeing through understanding the user’s
needs. The exploratory studies were used to inform the main study, especially developing the
methodology.
An ethnographic research was designed with the aim of understanding the conditions of
body cleaning of older women living alone in Turkey. Eight women aged 65 or older, living
alone in their own houses participated in the research. The ethnographic research consisted
of spending two days with each of the participants, residing at their homes, observing them
in their daily lives and attending their social activities with friends and relatives. Besides
making daily-life observations, short unstructured one-to-one interviews were conducted and
participants’ body cleaning environments were photographed. In addition, participants were
asked to do a timeline collage of their body cleaning experience with pre-selected words
and images and to narrate their own body cleaning experience to a tape-recorder while they
performed the task.
Based on the analysis of the data, four themes emerged: The effect of ageing on the
visibility of physical constraints related to the task of body cleaning; the significant gap
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between the real affordances and the perceived affordances of products related to the task of
body cleaning; the traces of culture and religion on the task of body cleaning and the necessity
in the acts of cleaning the body cleaning environment. On the basis of the findings of the
study, implications for the design of sanitary ware products that can afford a satisfactory body
cleaning were described.
Starting in Turkey, continuing overseas and then finalized in Turkey, this research has
evolved along the way, with a developing methodology and theory. Conducting research both
in the US and Turkey, seeing and comparing the lives of older adults living in both countries
have helped the researcher to discover the differences and similarities between two cultures.
The collaborative research project ‘loo-lab’ has also opened up a different window, extending
the scope of the research to different age groups, exploring bathrooms as a whole and allowing
the researcher to work with researchers from the UK and to learn from their experiences.
In terms of methodology, research started by conducting semi-structured interviews and
spending approximately an hour with the participants. The results showed that for a private
and daily activity of living like body cleaning, semi-structured interviews and spending only
an hour with the participants are not sufficient to understand the subject completely. With
the ‘loo-lab’ project, the use of innovative research methods such as the field lab and online
platforms were practiced. Although these methods helped many individuals to participate in
the research and to share their stories about bathrooms, many of the discussions did emerge
around the subject of toileting. Moreover, these research methods were not applicable to older
individuals. Both exploratory studies showed that exploring body cleaning of older adults
requires submerging daily lives, spending quality time with the participants. Thus, the main
ethnographic research was designed allowing the researcher to spend approximately 36 hours
with participants and to use alternative ways for collecting data besides interviewing.
This research was not only a meaningful journey but also a precious lesson. It has extended
the researcher’s abilities to communicate and collaborate with people from different countries,
cultures and different age groups. Living together with older women in Turkey, learning from
their experiences and listening to their life stories have taught the researcher to value every
moment, enjoy every experience and embrace every opportunity. She was reminded of the
ultimate importance of relationships and how we are responsible to one another and for one
another. She was impressed by the way these women opened up their lives to the researcher
and the way they shared everything they have and the way they care.

10.1. Contributions
Previous studies have described the burden of bathing disability in older adults, identified
the ineffectiveness of certain environmental modifications at solving bathing disability but
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have not described the affordances and constraints of the environment for older adults. One
qualitative study that aimed to understand the bathing experiences, attitudes and preferences
of older persons found that there is a variability in older adults’ bathing preferences and
attitudes and older adults have an anticipation of bathing disability but did not elicit the body
cleaning environments of older adults. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the current
study is the first ethnographic exploration of body cleaning environments of older adults and
extends prior studies by describing the conditions of body cleaning for older women living
alone at home.
The designs of common household bathtubs and showers have remained virtually
unchanged throughout history. The contributions of this study to the sanitary ware industry
include but is not limited to questioning the conventional sanitary ware product designs
Existing bathrooms, represent a one-bathroom design-for-all with permanently installed
fixtures. They tend to standardize through uniformity.
Bathing creates some of the highest levels of discomfort in the lives of ageing individuals.
The fear of falls in the body cleaning environment and consequently the precautions taken
against these falls constrain older adults while they are performing a pleasant daily living
activity. Proposing a flexible body cleaning environment and solving the age-related problems
associated with body cleaning will help older adults to perform the task without fear and with
confidence.
Disability in body cleaning is associated with many consequences. These consequences
can be listed as incidence of bone fractures, increased hospital and nursing facility utilization
and even mortality. This study benefits health and social security services by suggesting
a better environment for body cleaning, allowing individuals to modify the body cleaning
environment in an inexpensive and easier way.
Despite the consequences associated with the disability in body cleaning, little is known
about how to best solve problems related to body cleaning problems of older adults and how
to prevent disability in body cleaning. One reason for this lack of knowledge may be that body
cleaning is a difficult task to research. Thus, innovative research methods are strongly needed.
Narration of body cleaning activity to a tape recorder helped the researcher to overcome
the research difficulties and to comprehend older adults’ body cleaning experiences with
narrations and voices. This study suggests researchers use the innovative method of using
simultaneous descriptions of private activities.

10.2. Limitations of the Research
This is primarily an exploratory and hypothesis-generating study. No conclusions
can be drawn as to the frequency of the perceived affordances and constraints of bathing
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environments for older adults, as this is a qualitative study. Additional quantitative research is
necessary to confirm the affordances and constraints of bathing environments for older adults.

10.3. Recommendations for Future Research
This study can be expanded to test the findings. Since this study involved eight older
women, the findings pertain to them, not the general population. The findings could be tested
on other populations. Understanding other populations in both this country and abroad would
provide valuable information for developing a better body cleaning environment.
The study raises interesting questions that should be explored further. Firstly, as culture is
the central factor affecting the tasks that are being performed in body cleaning environments,
the reasons of how and why body cleaning environments are one of the most standardized
parts in the home should be explored. Secondly, the design of each and every shiny, hard and
wet surface should be questioned, since these properties may result in fears and falls in the
elderly .
The influence of the environment on health and functioning in older adults has not been
well studied. In order to help people function in their everyday lives, a better understanding
of the relationship between a person and his or her environment is needed. It would be
worthwhile to explore the conditions of other tasks that are being performed in the bathroom,
such as toileting or a partial ablution.
Religious practices and the environments associated with these activities should be
explored. For instance, a partial ablution can be identified as a basic ADL for Muslims. The
results of this study showed that due to the physical constraints of conventional bathroom
products, older adults face disability when performing partial ablution.
A key question is whether the findings of today will apply to older adults of the future.
Gutman (1998) indicated that, older adults of the future are likely to be better equipped
to search for devices and systems that will compensate for disabilities as a result of the
continuation of the trends towards an increasing educated population and more and more
women entering the paid labour force. The older adults of the future will possibly be more
mobile and demanding than today’s older adults. The changes in the characteristics of old
generations support the need for adjustable and personalisable products and environments.
The methodology for future studies on tasks performed in the bathroom should involve
more observation of older adults in their daily lives and simultaneous narrations of related
tasks.
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APPENDIX A: Exploratory Study US / Invitation Letter

July 14, 2010
Dear …;
I am a visiting scholar at the University of Michigan, Department of Psychology and a
doctoral student in the Industrial Product Design Department at Istanbul Technical University
in Turkey. I am writing you to invite you to participate in a study about bathing/showering
products. I received your name from the Research Participant Program at the Geriatrics
Center, University of Michigan.
My study is for people aged 65 and older who live in their own home. For the study, I would
come to your home and interview you about the products in your bathroom and how you
use them. The interview should take about 40 minutes. I will ask you if I may tape record
our interview. You may participate in the study even if you decide not to be recorded. Also,
with your permission, I would like to take photographs of your bathroom. You would not be
included in these photographs. If you agree to be part of the research study, you may choose
not to answer any interview question and you can stop your participation in the research at
any time.
While you may not receive a direct benefit from participating in this research, we hope that
this study will contribute to the design of new bathroom products that make bathing easier
and safer for older adults.
We plan to publish the results of this study but will not include any information that would
identify you. To keep your information safe, the audiotape of your interview will be placed
in a locked file until a written transcript of the discussion has been made and then the tape
will be erased. Your name will not be part of the transcript or any data files and will not be
associated with the photos taken.
Participating in this research is completely voluntary. Even if you decide to participate, you
may change your mind and stop at any time.
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I will call you in the next week to see if you have any questions about this research project.
If you would like to call me, my number is (734) 730-1356. I have included my address and
the contact information for the University of Michigan office that monitors research studies
at the end of this letter.
Thank you for considering participation in my research project.
Sincerely,
Berrak Karaca Salgamcioglu,
Ph.D. Candidate, Industrial Product Design Department, Istanbul Technical University
Visiting Scholar, Department of Psychology, University of Michigan
Address:

University of Michigan, Department of Psychology,

				

3050 East Hall, 530 Church Street, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1043

Phone number:

(734) 730-1356

Email:			

berrak@umich.edu

If you have any questions about your rights as a research participant, please contact:
The University of Michigan Institutional Review Board Health Sciences and Behavioral
Sciences,
Address:		

540 E. Liberty St., Suite 202 Ann Arbor, MI 48104-2210

Phone number:

(734) 936-0933

Email:			

irbhsbs@umich.edu
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APPENDIX B: Exploratory Study US / Informed Consent
Consent to Participate in a Research Study
Bathroom products: Bathing/showering Products for people aged over 65
INTERVIEW
Principal Investigator: Berrak Karaca Salgamcioglu,
Ph.D. Candidate, Industrial Product Design Department, Istanbul Technical University
Visiting Scholar, Department of Psychology, University of Michigan

You are invited to be a part of a research study that aims to figure out the cognitive, physical
and social needs/characteristics about the bathing/showering products of adults aged over 65
living in their homes. The resulting data of this research will be used to inform a manufacturer
in order to find new product design ideas about bathing and showering and it will also be
disseminated in the form of a scholarly paper.
If you agree to be part of the research study, you will be asked to participate in one face-toface interview at your home. The interview should take about 40 minutes. We would like
to audiotape the interview to make sure that our conversation is recorded accurately. You
may still participate in the research even if you decide not to be taped. The discussion topics
include the products that you use in your bathroom and how you use them. We will also talk
about your necessities and habits that you have while you are bathing or showering. If you
agree , the bathroom will be visited and some photos will be taken by the interviewer during
the interview. Your bathroom and the products in your bathroom will be photographed. You
will not be a subject for these photos.
While you may not receive a direct benefit from participating in this research, some people
find sharing their stories to be a valuable experience. We hope that this study will contribute
to designing new bathroom products that comfort all the people while they are bathing.
Answering questions or talking with others about bathing or showering can be difficult. You
may choose not to answer any interview question and you can stop your participation in the
research at any time.
We plan to publish the results of this study but will not include any information that would
identify you. To keep your information safe, the audiotape of your interview will be placed in
a locked file until a written word-for-word copy of the discussion has been created. As soon
as this process is complete, the tapes will be destroyed. The researchers will enter study data
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on a computer that is password-protected and uses special coding of the data to protect the
information. To protect confidentiality, your real name will not be used in the written copy of
the discussion. The researchers plan to keep this study data indefinitely for future research.
If you have questions about this research, including questions about the scheduling of your
interview, you can contact Berrak Karaca Salgamcioglu, Visiting Scholar (Ph.D. Candidate),
University of Michigan, Department of Psychology, 3050 East Hall, 530 Church Street, Ann
Arbor, MI 48109-1043, (734) 730-1356, berrak@umich.edu
If you have any questions about your rights as a research participant, please contact the
University of Michigan Institutional Review Board Health Sciences and Behavioral Sciences,
(734) 936-0933, 540 E. Liberty St., Suite 202 Ann Arbor, MI 48104-2210, irbhsbs@umich.
edu.
By signing this document, you are agreeing to be part of the study. Participating in this
research is completely voluntary. Even if you decide to participate now, you may change
your mind and stop at any time. You will be given a copy of this document for your records
and one copy will be kept with the study records. Be sure that questions you have about the
study have been answered and that you understand what you are being asked to do. You may
contact the researcher if you think of a question later.
I agree to participate in the study.
_____________________________________ ____________________
Signature 					Date
I agree to be audiotaped as part of the study.
_____________________________________ ____________________
Signature 					Date
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APPENDIX C: Exploratory Study US / Interview Questions
1. General information about the participant
What is the participant’s gender?
The participant is living at a/an ... (Apartment, Individual house, Other)
Personal QUESTIONS-printed out by the interviewer & filled out by the participant.
What year were you born?
1.1. Living with ...
1.2. For the items listed below, please describe the effectiveness of your use.
Computer, Internet, Cellular Phone
1.3. How often do you go out (for going to the place of your work, for shopping, for
dining, etc...)
1.4. I have been living in my current place for ...
1.5. How many rooms do you have in your house?
1.6. How many bathrooms do you have in your house?
1.7. Please select your level of COMFORT/ SAFETY/ LIKE for each bath /shower
item listed below:
Bathtub, Shower stall, Shower curtain, Shower curtain rod, Shower cabinet (doors),
Accessories, Hand shower, Faucets, Plumbing, Tiles, Grab bars, Nonskid products for bathtub
/ shower, Seats for bathtub / shower, Rods, Hooks, Hangers, Other (Please specify)
1.8. Rate each of the following activities by how challenging they are for you.
Using the toilet, Having a bath/taking a shower, Using the wash basin, Cleaning
the bathroom, Other (Please specify)
1.9. Rate each of the following activities by how challenging they are for you while
you are having a bath/taking a shower.
Taking off clothes / Getting Dressed, Adjusting water controls, Getting into and
out of the bathtub / shower cabinet, Washing the body, Washing the hair, Drying
the body, Drying the hair, Using and obtaining the products such as shampoo,
soap, etc..., Cleaning the environment after having the bath /taking the shower,
Other (Please specify)
1.10. What are your expectations from a bathroom? (Please rate each item.)
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Functionality, Safety, Comfort, Appearance, Other (Please specify)
1.11. What are your expectations from a bath /shower? (Please rate each item.)
Functionality, Safety, Comfort, Appearance, Other (Please specify)
Renovation and Maintenance at the bathroom
(X is: ages between 65-69...in the last 5 years, ages between 70-79...in the last 10 years,
ages between 80-85...in the last 20 years, ages older than 85 ...in the last 25 years)
Did you add any bathrooms to your house?		
Did you renovate any part of your bathroom in the last X years?
YES

Why?		

YES

And how?		

NO

Do you think that you need to renovate your bathroom?

In what frequency did you do maintenance to your bathroom? (When it is
needed, Every six months, Every year, Every 5 years, Less rare than every 5
years)			
What kind of maintenance do you generally do to your bathroom?
3.3.1. WHEN IT IS NEEDED 		

In what conditions maintenance is

needed for your bathroom?
How do you do maintenance to your bathroom? (by yourself, by hiring a
person, etc...)
Did you do any maintenance this year?
NO

Do you think that you need any maintenance of your

bathroom these days?
Bathing / Showering habits
How important is bathing / showering to you?		
How often do you have a bath / take a shower? (Less than once a month, Once
a month, 2-3 times a month, Once a week, 2-3 times a week, Daily, When I
feel it is time)
WHEN I FEEL IT IS TIME

How do you feel “it is time for a bath/

shower”?
Is this more or less bathing / showering than you did X years ago, or is it about
the same?
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MORE or LESS

What is the reason for this change?		

How long does a bath/shower take?
Is your bathing / showering time longer or shorter when you compare it to X
years earlier, or is it about the same?		
LONGER or SHORTER

What is the reason for this change?		

How often do you wash your hair when you are having a bath / taking a shower?
RECENTLY
How often would you your hair when you had a bath / taking a shower? X
YEARS AGO
Do you have any specific rituals that you do before, after or having a bath/
taking a shower? RECENTLY		
Did you have any specific rituals that you do before, after or having a bath/taking a
shower? X YEARS AGO		
How often do you have a basin bath? RECENTLY			
How often did you have a basin bath? X YEARS AGO		
How did your bathing / showering habits change by time?				
Do you clean the bath/shower environment after you have a bath or take a shower?
RECENTLY
Do you clean the bath/shower environment after you have a bath or take a shower? X
YEARS AGO
YES

How do you clean the bath/shower environment after you have

a bath or take a shower? ( which products do you use? how do you use them?
etc... )
How did your bath/shower cleaning habits change by time?
Take a Shower or Have a Bath
Which one do you have in your bathroom? (Shower stall, Bathtub, Other
(Please specify)
IF THERE ARE MULTIPLE BATHROOMS IN THE HOUSE AND
IF THERE ARE DIFFERENT ALTERNATIVES FOR BATHING/
SHOWERING EXIST Which one do you usually use for bathing/
showering? (Shower stall, Bathtub)
SHOWER STALL

Why do you prefer the shower stall?
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BATHTUB

Why do you prefer the bathtub?

BATHTUB

Do you usually fill the bathtub with water or take a

shower in it?
FILL THE BATHTUB WITH WATER

Why do you prefer filling the

bathtub?
TAKE A SHOWER IN THE BATHTUB Why do you prefer taking a
shower in the bathtub?
Did your choice about filling the bathtub or taking the shower change in the
past X years?
Do you use your bathtub or shower tray for any use other than having a bath or
taking a shower?
What do you think about your bathroom’s decoration/appearance?		
Why do you think in this way about your bathroom’s decoration/
appearance?
Products at the bathroom
What kind of decoration objects do you have in your bathroom? RECENTLY
Please specify the decoration objects that you have at your bathroom
What kind of decoration objects did you have in your bathroom? X YEARS
AGO
Please specify the decoration objects that you had at your bathroom
Do you have a shower curtain or a cabinet?
IF NONE IS NOT SELECTED I have been using a shower curtain, a
cabinet or any other similar product at my bathroom for...years
What were you using before your current shower curtain, cabinet or any other
similar product that you’re using now?		
Which one do you often use to hang/put your towel ?...while you’re using the
bath/shower... (Hooks inside the bathroom, Rods inside the bathroom, Hooks
inside the bath / shower, Rods inside the bath / shower, Bathroom closet, Other
(Please specify))		
Which one do you often use to hang/put your towel ?...while you’re NOT
using the bath/shower... (Hooks inside the bathroom, Rods inside the bathroom,
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Hooks inside the bath / shower, Rods inside the bath / shower, Bathroom closet,
Other (Please specify))
Do you use a seat (shower seat, tub stool, bath chair or any other similar
product) inside your shower / bathtub?
IF THE ANSWER IS NOT “NONE “

I have been using a seat

(shower seat, tub stool, bath chair or any other similar product) inside your
shower / bathtub for...years
Do you use a nonskid product (nonskid mat, abrasive strips or any other similar
product) in your bathroom?		
IF THE ANSWER IS NOT “NONE “

I have been using a nonskid

product (nonskid mat, abrasive strips or any other similar product) in my
bathroom for...years
Do you use grab bars in your bathroom?			
YES

I have been using grab bars in my bathroom for...years

YES

Who bought and mounted these grab bars into your

bathroom?
Do you buy any specific products for your bath? RECENTLY
Were you buying any specific products for your bath? X YEARS AGO
What do you think about your bathroom’s lighting conditions?
Why do you think in this way about your bathroom’s lighting conditions?		
Did your opinion change in the past X years?
Did you make any changes to your bathroom’s lighting in the past X years?
Disability at the bathroom
How well do you think you have a bath / take a shower now compared to when
you were 60 years old?
Why do you think in this way?				
Do you need any special equipment for having a bath or taking a shower?
YES 		

I need a special equipment for having a bath or taking a

shower for ... years
Do you need any help for having a bath or taking a shower?		
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I need help for having a bath or taking a shower for ...

years
How well do you think you have a bath / take a shower compared to people
your own age?
Why do you think in this way?
Did you have any physical accidents in the bathroom in the last X years ?
YES 		
NO		

How did that physical accident happen?		
Have you heard of any physical accidents from your

relatives/friends?
Do you do anything to prevent having physical accidents in your
bathroom?
How much do you worry about your personal safety while bathing / showering?
Why?		
Expectations and Ideas
Did your expectations from a bathroom change in the past X years?
Did your expectations from a bath/shower change in the past X years?
Do you have any ideas to improve the bathroom environment?
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Products
Please rate how much you like the bathtub shown in the
picture.
Please explain the reasons for your answer for the
previous question.
Do you want to have a product like the one shown in the
picture or do you want to change your current product
with this one or do you want to use this product? Why?

This bathtub is shorter in height for the ease of bath
transfers. Please rate your level of like for the bathtub
shown in the picture.
Please explain the reasons of your answer for the previous
question.
Do you want to have a product like the one shown in the
picture or do you want to change your current product
with this one or do you want to use this product? Why?

Please rate your level of like for the bathtub shown in the
picture.
Please explain the reasons of your answer for the previous
question.
Do you want to have a product like the one shown in the
picture or do you want to change your current product
with this one or do you want to use this product? Why?

Please rate your level of like for the bath seat shown in the
picture.
Please explain the reasons of your answer for the previous
question.
Do you want to have a product like the one shown in the
picture or do you want to change your current product
with this one or do you want to use this product? Why?

Please rate your level of like for the grab bath bar(suction
mount) shown in the picture.
Please explain the reasons of your answer for the previous
question.
Do you want to have a product like the one shown in the
picture or do you want to change your current product
with this one or do you want to use this product? Why?
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Please rate your level of like for the grab bar shown in the
picture.
Please explain the reasons of your answer for the previous
question.
Do you want to have a product like the one shown in the
picture or do you want to change your current product
with this one or do you want to use this product? Why?

This product lets you to control water, sound, light and
steam in your bath environment.
Please rate your level of like for the electronic product
shown in the picture.
Please explain the reasons of your answer for the previous
question.
Do you want to have a product like the one shown in the
picture or do you want to change your current product
with this one or do you want to use this product? Why?

There are 3 baths with different color combinations below. Please select the best color combination for you.

What do you think about specially designed older bathrooms and specially designed older
bathroom products?
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APPENDIX D: Main Study Turkey / Informed Consent (in Turkish)

				

Araştırma çalışmasında yer almaya ilişkin muvafakatname

Yürütücü:

Yük. Makina Müh. Berrak Karaca Şalgamcıoğlu,

				

İstanbul Teknik Üniversitesi

				

Endüstri Ürünleri Tasarımı Bölümü

65 yaş üstü yetişkinlerin banyo yıkanma ürünleri ile ilgili ihtiyaçlarını ve özelliklerini anlamaya
yönelik bir araştırma çalışmasına katkıda bulunmak üzere davet edilmiş bulunuyorsunuz. Bu
araştırma sonucunda elde edilen veriler, banyo yıkanma ürünleri ile ilgili yeni tasarımlar için
üreticileri bilgilendirmek ve aynı zamanda bir bilimsel makale olarak yayımlanmak üzere
kullanılacaktır. Bu çalışmanın herkes için daha iyi banyo ürünleri tasarlanabilmesine katkıda
bulunmasını umuyoruz.
Bu araştırma çalışmasına katılmayı kabul ettiğiniz taktirde, araştırmacı size evinizde ziyaret
ederek, sizinle birlikte 2 gün boyunca yaşayacak, araştırma konusu ile ilgili sorular soracak ve
evinizin banyosunun fotoğraflarını çekecektir. Sizinle yapılan görüşmeler sırasında ses kaydı
alınacaktır. Kayıt edilmeyi istemiyorsanız yine de çalışmaya katılabilirsiniz. Çalışma, banyo
yıkanma alışkanlıklarınız, ihtiyaçlarınız ve banyoda kullandığınız ürünler ile ilgili soruları
içermektedir.
Soruları cevaplamak bazı durumlarda sizin için zorlayıcı olabilir. Bu sebeple herhangi
soruya cevap vermemeyi tercih edebilir ve istediğiniz zaman araştırmaya katılmaktan
vazgeçebilirsiniz.
Bu çalışmanın sonuçlarının yayımlanması planlanmaktadır. Fakat çalışma ile ilgili yayınlar
sizin tanımlanmanızı sağlayacak herhangi bir bilgi içermeyecektir. Kişisel bilgilerinizin
gizliliğini korumak için, gerçek adınız çalışmanın hiçbir aşamasında kullanılmayacaktır.
Bu çalışma ile ilgili daha fazla bilgi ve sorularınız için araştırma çalışmasının yürütücüsü
Berrak Karaca Şalgamcıoğlu ile iletişime geçebilirsiniz.
Adres: İstanbul Teknik Üniversitesi (İTÜ) Mimarlık Fakültesi Endüstri Ürünleri Tasarımı
Bölümü Taşkışla 34437, Taksim/ İstanbul
Cep telefonu: +90 542 342 2727
Fax: +90 212 2514895
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Eposta adresi: bkaraca@itu.edu.tr
Bu belgeyi imzalayarak, bu araştırma çalışmasının bir parçası olarak kabul ediyorsunuz. Bu
araştırmaya katılmak tamamen isteğe bağlıdır. Şimdi katılmaya karar verseniz bile, fikrinizi
değiştirebilir ve herhangi bir anda görüşmeyi durdurabilirsiniz. Kendi kayıtlarınız için bu
belgenin bir kopyasını size verilecek, bir nüshası da çalışma kayıtları içinde tutulacaktır.
Bu araştırma çalışmasında yer almayı kabul ediyorum.
_____________________________________ ____________________
İsim/İmza					

Tarih

Bu araştırma çalışması sırasında sesimin kaydedilmesini kabul ediyorum.
____________________________________ ____________________
İsim/İmza					

Tarih

Bu araştırma çalışması sırasında banyomun fotoğraflarının çekilmesini ve bu fotoğrafların
daha sonra akademik amaçlarla kullanılmasını ve yayınlanmasını kabul ediyorum.
_____________________________________ ____________________
İsim/İmza					

Tarih
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APPENDIX E: Main Study Turkey / Interview Guideü
General information about the participant, her home and her bathroom (These questions
will be filled by the researcher as a result of the observations and general discussions.)
● Date of birth
● Information about health status/ chronic diseases
● How often does she go out? How often does she have guests?
● Information about her relationship with family and friends
● She has been living at her current home for ...
● How many rooms and bathrooms does she have in her home?
● Are there any bathrooms that she is not using or using as a storage?
● Information about her home in general ---Reason for asking: to compare the home
environment with the bathroom--o Products at her home
o Products in her kitchen
o Does she use new technologies?
● Information about her bathroom in general--- Reason for asking: to compare other
activities in the bathroom with the body cleaning--o Various products in her bathroom
● Information about the body cleaning environment in her bathroom in general --Reason for asking: to explore the impact of products to the task--o Detailed description of her body cleaning environment: Products, accessories,
etc.
● How often does she clean her body (take a shower or have a bath) and how long
does it take?
● Are there any tasks/ rituals that she does before or after body cleaning? --- Reason
for asking: to explore the impact of products to the task--● Are there any products that she is using while body cleaning and removing from the
environment after the task? --- Reason for asking: to explore the impact of products
to the task---
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● Ablution: Her behaviors and ideas about ablution, Information about ablution
related tasks and products --- Reason for asking: to explore the impact of products
to the task---

QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED

(In Turkish)

● Banyonuzda yıkandığınız yeri anlatır mısınız? --- Reason for asking: to explore the
affordances and constraints--● Yıkandığınız (küvet, duş, vs.) ortamda değişmesini istediğiniz herhangi bir şey
var mı? Varsa sebepleri ile açıklar mısınız? --- Reason for asking: to explore the
affordances and constraints--● Nasıl bir ortamda yıkanmak hoşunuza gider? Sizin için ideal yıkanma yerini /
ortamını tanımlar mısınız? --- Reason for asking: to explore the affordances and
constraints--● Nasıl bir ortamda yıkanmanız imkansızdır? Yıkanma ortamında size ne rahatsız
eder? --- Reason for asking: to explore the affordances and constraints--● Son 10 senede banyonuzda herhangi bir tadilat yaptınız mı? --- Reason for asking:
to explore the affordances and constraints--o Evet ___ Neden? Bu tadilatı nasıl yaptınız/yaptırdınız?		
o Hayır ___ Banyonuzda herhangi bir tadilat yapılması gerektiğini düşünüyor
musunuz?
● Küveti ve duşu nasıl (hangi özellikleri ile) tanımlarsınız? --- Reason for asking: to
explore the affordances and constraints--● Küvet veya duşun olmadığı bir banyo sizin için neyi ifade ediyor? --- Reason for
asking: to explore the affordances and constraints--● Yıkandığınız alanı başka işler için kullanır mısınız? Evetse ne gibi işler? --- Reason
for asking: to explore the affordances--● Banyodan beklentilerinizi nasıl (hangi kelime ile) ifade edersiniz? --- Reason for
asking: to explore the affordances and constraints--● Küveti olan katılımcı için; Küveti doldurarak yıkanır mısınız veya yıkanır
mıydınız? --- Reason for asking: to explore the affordances and constraints--● Zamanla yıkanma alışkanlıklarınız değişti mi? Değiştiyse nasıl ve ne sebeple
değişti? --- Reason for asking: to explore the affordances and constraints---
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● Banyoda başınıza herhangi bir kaza geldi mi? Geldiyse nasıl olduğunu anlatır
mısınız? --- Reason for asking: to explore the constraints---		
● Banyoda kazalara mani olmak için aldığınız tedbirler var mı? --- Reason for
asking: to explore the affordances and constraints---
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APPENDIX F: Main Study Turkey / Pre-selected words and images for
the timeline collage of body cleaning experience

● Keyif / Pleasure
● Konfor / Comfort
● Yalın / Simple
● İşlevsel / Functional

● Ferah / Spacious
● Dar / Narrow
● Estetik / Aesthetics
● Doğal / Natural

● Saf / Pure

● Suni / Articifial

● Temiz / Clean
● Pis / Dirty

● Yumuşak / Soft
● Sert / Hard

● Aydınlık / Bright

● Pratik / Practical

● Karanlık / Dark
● Şık / Elegant

● Sıcak / Warm
● Modern / Modern

● Minimal / Minimal
● Huzur / Peace
● Lüks / Luxury
● Düzenli / Tidy
● Performans /
Performance
● Uzun ömürlü / Durable
● Rahat / Cozy
● Rahatsız /
Uncomfortable
● Modüler / Modular
● Karışık / Complex

